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Last Stains on your Wedding Gown & Heavenly and hellish Mindset 

 
May 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Let’s talk about love. Do you think we can exhaust the topic of love?” 
 
(Clare) Surely not, Lord. 
 
“Love works in many different ways that many do not realize. It is an act of love and an act of mercy to pardon 
someone when they’ve said something to hurt you. To take up a reproach to them is not love – to overlook 
their fault, that is love. To correct someone when it really isn’t necessary is not love either. To find fault with 
others, is not love. To degrade or humiliate others is not love.” 
 
“Love overlooks the shortcomings of others because she knows she has even worse faults that others 
overlook in her. Love sympathizes with the down trodden, not adding more accusations against them. She 
sees that her fate could change tomorrow and she could be in that very same place. Love does not point the 
finger when someone falls. Rather she sees herself in that very same predicament and that tomorrow could be 
her turn. 
 
“My Brides, if you secretly rejoice when someone has fallen, you have not love. I know you try to control 
yourself outwardly but inwardly you are rejoicing that fate finally caught up with someone who has been a 
thorn in your side for a long time. 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, you are reading my mail. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, I know Beloved, you have not loved as I wished for you to love. Yet there is still a little time to 
show true concern without secret glee that someone has finally bit the dust. It isn’t any easier when that 
someone is a rival or openly critical of you . I want you to consider well, Daughters, that God is not deaf, dumb 
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and blind and He can and will read the hidden thoughts of your hearts. That is where I need you to change 
from. 
 
“Way down deep inside. Way, way, way down deep inside. Not just a cosmetic ‘I feel so badly for that person.’ 
But a true heartfelt grief for their embarrassment. One way to feel this is to genuinely reach out to them, offer 
them a helping hand, and of course, pray for their recovery. 
 
“You know well how painful it is when I am dealing with you about pride, Love looks at another and feels their 
pain and wants nothing more than to take it off their shoulders. Which ‘we’ cannot do, because the lesson 
must go deep to make its mark and change. How many times I have wanted to reach out and comfort one of 
my children who has gone severely astray, but I couldn’t or the lesson wouldn’t stick. Rather I have to step 
back and allow time to etch the lesson into their hearts so it will never happen again. So that at the next 
opportunity, they will pass the test. This is very, very, painful for Me. And yet I am bound by responsibility to 
step back and allow time to wash over the soul until it is deeply engraved. 
 
“If you would be perfect, if you would be a suitable spouse for Me, your hearts must be conformed to mine. 
You must grieve when I grieve, and love when I love. There is no greater sign of your love for Me than the way 
you respond to your brother or sister when they are in trouble.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I can see there is still wickedness in my heart. Please Lord, tell me how I can change that. 
 
(Jesus) “You have been doing it all along Clare. Put yourself in their shoes. That will accomplish two things 
closely related… charity and humility. Continue to look at the good in others and the shortcomings in you. This 
is the great balancing beam – your faults, their virtues. When you discipline your mind to take this approach, 
you draw near to the kingdom of Heaven. And conversely when you dote on their faults and your virtues, the 
kingdom of darkness draws nigh unto you. 
 
“These are satan’s thoughts. The accuser, putting down others, exalting one self. When you think that way, 
you think as he does. That should be enough right there to frighten you away from this kind of conduct. 
Wickedness draws in and entertains wickedness. Virtue attracts virtue. 
 
“My children, when you are taken up with the faults and shortcomings of others, you are inviting a serious fall. 
You are also causing Me to withdraw a distance from you and oppose you even in your ‘holy’ undertakings. 
For truly, how holy is an undertaking when underneath the surface you are seething with jealousy and fault 
finding and even spreading it to others? Do you think anything you undertake with that heart is pleasing to Me? 
Well, you are right. It isn’t. 
 
“But even a little one, very little, meek and honoring others, even the little that these do is pleasing to Me 
because the motive is love. 
 
“If love is not the motive, whatever you undertake will burn in the purifying fires. It matters not how astute, 
educated, well researched, and presented – if it isn’t done with love as the primary motive it will burn in the 
fire. That is why so many who have gone to Heaven have discovered a housewife sitting on a throne, while the 
famous evangelists are walking in the outer courts or even outer reaches of Heaven without a reward. Her only 
motive in what she was doing was love for Me and for her brother. Whereas that famous one’s motive was 
pride, influence, fame and vying to correct others. These habits are abhorrent to Me and the saints in Heaven. 
So it matters not how sublime their discoveries, if the vessel is corrupt it will not be counted to them as 
righteousness. 
 
“It is so much better for you to know these things now than to find out in that final hour. For if you repent, your 
sin will be washed away, never to be found. Your deeds done under that influence will not precede you into 
Heaven, but your new efforts done with the proper heart, will. 
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“So much is lacking in understanding of how Heaven judges the things of men. Rivalry and competition have 
no place in Heaven. I’m looking to crown the souls of those who truly see themselves as less than their brother 
– souls that are always taking the seat furthest back, souls that make others look good while they themselves 
step back into the shadows. Rivalry is detestable.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I see there is leaven in me, please help me. I am so ashamed of myself. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, I will help you, and I, too, am disappointed with these hidden attitudes. The more I lavish on a 
soul, the littler they should become, otherwise I cannot trust them with more – and even what they have may 
work to their downfall.” 
 
(Clare) Jesus, I am making my mind up here and now, I want no part of that sin. Please, Lord, help me 
overcome myself. 
 
(Jesus) “My Daughter that is what your journey on this Earth has been all about. These are the finishing 
touches, the final tests of how truly you love Me, how ingrained with Me your thinking is: how perfectly you love 
others, that you never want to see them downgraded, but always advanced and you find your joy in their 
advancement while you remain on the same level. These are hard tests, but very necessary. But all must pass 
them if they would overcome their flesh. Someday, someday, you will arrive at this place. Someday.” 
 
(Clare) Sooner than later, I pray. 
 
(Jesus) “That’s up to you My love, the graces are there waiting in the wings. All that is needed is a firm 
purpose of amendment and refusing to do anything that is not charitable. All of you are insecure, all of you feel 
that you need to be affirmed. Many of you had devastating childhoods and it’s taken you all these years to get 
a grip on yourself. Others were spoiled as children and their struggle is even more severe. Just remember, this 
is not about downgrading you and exalting others, for no one has more worth than the Blood I shed on the 
cross. That is your net worth, if you want to judge as the world judges. 
 
“Not one of you is loved more than another, I love each of you and see you fulfilled becoming who I created 
you to be. Yes, I get more pleasure from seeing a soul who is victorious in their life, but I don’t love them any 
more for it. I love the failures just as much. It just saddens Me to see the foolish course they have chosen for 
their lives. It truly grieves Me. 
 
“So all I am saying to you, My Brides, is look deeper, look in My mirror, seek approval from Me alone. Do not 
turn and compare yourselves to others, this is satan’s tactic to turn you from the path of virtue. No, allow Holy 
Spirit to reveal these diseased places in your souls and allow Me to heal you with My love. 
 
“Take this to heart now, My Loves, take it to heart and turn over a new leaf. I am taking you to Heaven soon 
and these are some of the very last stains on your gowns. I love you, I will work with you and for you. Rely on 
Me to help you, do not attempt to do this on your own. I am in this moment imparting to each of you the grace 
to stand before Me. Work with it.” 
 
 

You have no Idea, how you comfort My Heart with the Aroma of your Love 

 
May 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Tonight as I came into worship playing ‘Jesus, Holy Jesus’, I beheld the Lord in the crown of 
thorns, suffering. Truly He was suffering, even to tears running down His cheeks. 
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Letting the song run over and over again, I drifted off into a sweet reverie with the Lord, my forehead nuzzled 
under His beard. Every once in a while our eyes would meet and all was calm and peaceful. As the song 
repeated itself, I began to see that His suffering was alleviated and the pain surrounding His Head was 
beginning to dissipate and a twinkle of joy was seen in His eyes. 
 
I told Ezekiel what was going on and he said… ‘I don’t think we know how much the Lord suffers with us, how 
many times He cries with us.’ And then Jesus began to inspire me with this message… 
 
(Jesus) “Never underestimate the power behind consoling your God. Do you know the heartbreaks I must 
suffer every day, and when I come into the throne room of your heart and find you waiting there for Me, just 
longing to be with Me… oh you cannot imagine how you brighten My Heart.” 
 
“My Brides, just because you are not yet perfected on this Earth does not mean I can’t receive consolation 
from you. Your tender affection to Me soothes the burning of My Heart for souls that are suffering sheer 
torture, and for souls that have totally turned their backs on Me. Both extremes I encounter day by day, both 
extremes rend My sensitive heart.” 
 
“And when I come home to My waiting Bride, who has nothing but comfort for Me, slowly but surely the pains 
of the day begin to disappear and I find My joy in Her arms. Clare is right – I long for My Bride to come to Me 
with nothing on her agenda but to hear Me speak, and be in My presence, to worship Me and sit quietly beside 
Me. The refreshing waters of her heart are like a flowing brook surrounded by gardens gently perfuming the air 
with rivulets of water singing out to me…her praises and love thoughts…dance in the air around Me, the sweet 
aroma of praise.” 
 
“And there we sit together beside gentle waters, washing away the frets of the day from one another’s lives. 
She soothes Me, and I reciprocate by soothing her. Her countenance comforts Me and Mine comforts her. 
Together we drift in this stress free zone heavily laden with the aroma of love. Oh, how I wish for My Brides to 
enter this place, this comfort zone, this garden of gentle delights where all the business and ugliness of the 
day is left far behind and a gentle caress of My cheek says more than even a symphony could express.” 
 
“I am deeply touched, My Brides, by your devotion to Me, your desire for Me, and your exclusion of the world 
and all its allurements. In a world so taken up with the doings of men, you are a rare garden on an exotic 
planet, somewhere yet untouched by man.” 
 
“This is what I longed for and sought after with Adam and Eve, but alas the Spoiler of everything good found 
an inroad to corrupt them. But in eternity there will no longer be any vestige of evil and I will have before Me 
My victorious creation, those who chose Me above all else, even life itself.” 
 
“Please, My sons and daughters, do not hesitate to come into My presence this way. Offer Me your heart as 
My resting place. Offer Me the tender gaze of concern that I might forget the callous indifference of men. Give 
Me a place of repose that all My Creation should have afforded Me. Bring Me into the garden of your hearts 
and tend to My wounds. 
 
“Never will you know the power of your love to heal My aching Heart, until you are able to see what I must see 
on Earth. Then you will understand the immense difference you made with your widow’s mite. Until then, 
please remember to come into My presence with worship and the consoling fragrance of your heart.” 
 
“You are Mine and I Am Yours. And that is forever. I bless you now with eyes to see the difference you made 
in My world.” 
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My Christians… I need you to treat Others with uncommon Respect 

 
May 3, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Here I am, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) “Here I am too.” 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) “You don’t believe Me.” 
 
(Clare) Please, can I see You, Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) “Close your eyes. If I were any closer…oh ye of little faith.” 
 
(Clare) What’s the matter with me, I wanted to worship tonight and it was so flat. 
 
(Jesus) “Make better use of your time.” 
 
(Clare) What does that mean? 
 
(Jesus) “Get here sooner. No really, I do mean that. Try getting here much sooner, like 10:00.” 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) “That will help, Beloved. You are tired, but this is the time of the day when the sap is going down not 
rising up.” 
 
(Clare) So I’m a sap?? 
 
(Jesus) “Did I say that?” 
 
(Clare) Kinda. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, you’re a sap, for Me.” 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) “You say OK a LOT.” 
 
(Clare) I agree with You a LOT. 
 
(Jesus) “Good answer. Very diplomatic, slightly flattering and absolutely TRUE!” 
 
(Clare) You’re making me laugh… 
 
(Jesus) “Oh, that’s good…! I was afraid you were going to fall over dead, you were so excited about us being 
together tonight… I love you sweet Bride, I’m sorry you are tired and you are fighting the time of day.” 
 
(Clare) Thank You Lord for taking time to cheer me up, You are so kind and fun to be with. 
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(Jesus) “Well, I want My Bride to know what to expect when she gets here to Heaven with Me, I love to have 
fun.” 
 
(Clare) What would you like to speak to us about. 
 
(Jesus) “About Respect. I want My Brides to respect all men and women, regardless of age, race, education, 
station in life. I want souls to recognize Me by My respect for others. This is something you can do for Me. 
Lack of respect has led to terrible down grading and a sense of loss and uselessness. 
 
“It is even assumed that I don’t respect the rights of every man woman and child. It is not understood that 
equipping you with free will was a tremendous sacrifice on My part because I wanted you to choose Me out of 
love, freely, not like a slave who has no choice. 
 
“Respect is a mark of recognition that you are ‘special’ and you all are indeed special to Me. When people 
disrespect you they are saying, ‘Your life doesn’t matter, you are disposable.’ 
 
“This has a tragic impact on humanity, it kills the will and the desire to dream. Nothing could be further from 
the truth! I love each and every soul with not only respect but dreams for them and a future that is rewarding. 
Yet because authority has been wielded unjustly, they equate Me with authority which is often callous and 
dismissive of an individuals rights. 
 
“I want My Christians to treat people with uncommon respect, restore to them their sense of value and worth. 
Restore to them their sense of importance in the world. Reinstate them and show them that they are valuable. 
This is one thing that is lacking so seriously in human relations that you will be surprised at how it turns people 
180 degrees around. 
 
“Instead of kicking the dirt and walking away, shuffling uselessly, it will restore hope and put a spring in their 
step that gives them new hope, enthusiasm about who they are and who they can become. 
 
“I have wonderful plans for every man woman and child on this Earth. Wonderful plans. But so many assume 
that I am dull and boring: all about rules and regulations, all about being quiet and pious, all about dark and 
restricting. Yet, you know that is absolutely untrue. Heaven is a place of glorious light, a place of purpose and 
creativity, a place where joy makes every foot dance, every heart leap and feel deeply necessary to My plans.” 
 
“Yes, that is what I want to convey. You are important to Me. I have plans for you, beautiful plans, things you 
will love – not dark and restrictive but filled with brightness and new hope. When you show respect to others 
you bring them into My dimension, you are declaring their beauty, and their reason for being. You are saying, 
‘To God, you are very important.’ Not just a cast away or byproduct of your culture, but truly a diamond in the 
raw. 
 
“You are an individual, different – there is none like you, and this is not flattery, this is truth. And because you 
are unique, the plans I have for you are unique and especially fitted to the nature I created in you. 
 
“Separating people from the crowd, taking away the numbers assigned to them and acknowledging their 
unique identity – the beauty of who they are – is even a mystery to them. But by showing uncommon respect 
you say… ‘There is something special about you, hidden greatness, something beautiful inside’. In essence 
you are affirming Me in My Creation and that each one I create has intrinsic beauty that is waiting to be 
brought to the surface. 
 
“This goes so much against the grain of society and human relations that it will stop a soul in its tracks and 
make them wonder… ‘This person is different… what is it about them that has touched me?’ And that’s when 
they find out… God is living in you, you are His ambassador and to Him this soul is worth every pain of 
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Calvary, every lash of the whip, every mocking, every blow of the hammer. At what a great price they have 
been Purchased! Yes, that is the true worth of every man, woman and child, nothing less than My passion. 
 
“So when you show respect, you declare this in a subtle and hidden way. But it reaches the soul and touches 
them, they feel the difference in you from others…they feel ME. And in recognizing Me, half the battle is won. I 
am not who they thought I was, NO, I am the One who created them fearfully and wonderfully made, unlike 
any other, unique. And worth dying on the Cross for. 
 
“This is what I want you to convey in your relations with others. Respect. Uncommon respect. That causes 
others to stop and ask themselves… ‘What is so different about them?’ And when you get their attention, that 
is half the battle, they aren’t in a defensive posture anymore – rather they are curious and want to know your 
secret. 
 
“I bless you, My Children, with a new grace… Uncommon respect and My fragrance to touch hurting souls and 
bring them here to Me.” 
 
 

God’s Correction & The Importance of Self-knowledge 

 
May 4, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, what would you like to talk about tonight? 
 
Jesus began… “About Punishment. My Punishment is not for sinners in this life. It is for those I love. And it is 
not punishment but education. Everything has an equal and opposing reaction and no deed is without affect in 
the world. It is far too much misunderstood that when bad things happen as a consequence of someone’s 
actions, it is punishment to make them feel badly. How far that is from the truth! It is not punishment, it is an 
adjustment in their understanding so they may take care to be responsible for every word, every deed.” 
 
“Each has a circle that ripples out from around them. It bumps into other circles , blends with them and gives 
birth to yet another circle.” 
 
“When God is at the center of theses circles and what you do is a result of obedience to what you believe – 
grace abounds, souls are healed and converted. But when you are in the center of this circle you draw away 
from the other circles. You are like a vortex that takes from others, creating emptiness, disorder and lack. 
 
“Far too many live the life of one who is for themselves and who take from others by drawing to themselves. If 
only you could see how very powerful this dynamic is. I have not come to beat or punish my Bride – rather I 
am here to educate her to make the right choices with the power she has to affect the world.” 
 
“When one of my children acts selfishly or out of jealousy, she draws the good in others to herself and it gets 
swallowed up and sinks to the bottom of the lake. It has no more effect, rather it becomes dead and stagnant 
in that soul.” 
 
“However when one reaches out to do good – and gives, the circles continue to bump into one another, even 
around the world and much good is spread. The world becomes a better place. 
 
“When I chasten and correct it is for the welfare of not only the one I chasten, but for the whole Body – that all 
may learn the ways of charity and to avoid evil… because evil hurts and deprives life from others.” 
 
“I do not chasten out of spite, but out of love – in the hopes that the soul will see the effect she has had on 
others. She stops when she is chastened and asks herself, ‘Why, Lord, did you allow this to happen? And I am 
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quick to reply, if she remains truly open. Her chastening produces in her the result that her sin produced in 
others, so she can taste and feel the harm she has done.” 
 
“In this way I give her new grace to overcome this sin and she can rise above her own selfish motives and 
conquer the evil that is offered to her at every moment by the demons who are waiting in line to make her fall.” 
 
“I do not rejoice when I see the injury she must endure – I mourn with her. And that is why My Brides must do 
the same, even if they were the victims of her iniquity.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, how do we know whether we have done something wrong or we’re just getting opposition? 
 
(Jesus) “I work in your conscience. You will feel a darkness, a sadness inside where the offense has been 
done, when you think of it. There will be a sticking point that says… ‘Wait a minute… there is something here 
for you to consider…’.It is a gentle conviction – not a harsh condemnation.” 
 
“It is not accusatory in feeling, rather it is convicting… until the soul says to herself, ‘I think I might not have 
done the right thing here.’ And as that thought grows so does the conviction, until she realizes the source of 
her suffering… ‘It happened because…'” 
 
“Then I begin to deal with her about repercussions and how many people she hurt by her actions. I want her to 
see the effects of her sin so she will understand how destructive it was. It is not because I am angry that I 
allow her to get into an accident, or to lose something very important. No, it is to stop her dead in her tracks 
and get her attention.” 
 
“When you are under attack you will not feel gentle conviction, you will feel heavy condemnation, as if anger is 
being hurled at you – and it is if you could see it in the demonic dimension. You are being attacked, 
downgraded, debilitated, robbed of your peace and joy, feeling hopelessness. That is a dead giveaway that 
what is being fed to you is from the demonic realm.” 
 
“With conviction comes hope, and the desire to right the wrong. Sorrow for having hurt others – that is if your 
conscience is sensitive and well- formed according to My Heart. You begin to see the side of yourself that 
you’ve been hiding from: jealousy, rancor, laziness, retaliation. The uglies begin to surface and you so want to 
avoid looking but you just can’t – it is too obvious if you are being honest with yourself.” 
 
“You see, I am teaching you to look from My perspective. That means you have to step out of yourself and see 
how OTHERS have been impacted. Then your motives begin to surface, you begin to see the darkness in 
yourself that has been hidden. You see this because you are in an elevated perspective and can see all the 
ripples as they impact others, rather than being at the center of your ripple.” 
 
“My Brides, be ever so vigilant. The devil comes to kill, steal and destroy. Anytime you are entertaining a 
thought of that nature, you can be sure who the author of it is. Do not be leagued to the devil, do not throw in 
your lot with the devil whose purpose is to destroy what is good and uplifting.” 
 
“Resist his suggestions and pray to Me to overcome yourself, whatever your motive might be. I am watching 
this great drama to see which virgins are filling and which are emptying their lamps. Do not be left behind with 
the foolish! Rather protect that which is good in others and see to your own lamp, that it is properly trimmed.” 
 
“And to those of you who feel it is your job to reveal error in My servants, be ever so careful. For I alone am 
qualified to judge – lest you step into My place and usurp My authority. There is much you still don’t 
understand, there is still much quarreling and division among you. As Scripture has it, I wish to feed you on 
solid food, but you are yet too immature because you are saying ‘I am with this one’ and ‘I am with that one’ 
and ‘I was baptized by this one.'” 
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“Is this not the immaturity of a child yet in diapers? Yes, I say to you it is. This is why you are lacking for sound 
teaching that could prepare you for My coming, because you are busying yourselves with foolish ideas. 
Please, please, take heed… do not go on recklessly injuring others. There is a price to pay, and I prefer to love 
you with blessings than to correct you with chastisements.” 
 
“I am going to visit each of you this week, with this lesson. I am going to reveal to you where you have gone 
astray. I will be gentle and convicting, not disciplinary. Why? Because I love you tenderly and you love Me and 
do not want to offend Me. So, if I reveal to you how you are offending Me, by your love for Me, you will stop 
and it will be well with you and Me.” 
 
“So, receive My blessing of insight into your own thoughts and doings now. Have courage.” 
 
 

Love & Do much Good... For your Records will soon be closed 

 
May 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Look around you, My Brides, and see where justice needs to be done. Look for those in your 
environments who are lacking in food, medicine, utility bills, car repairs, doctor bills. There are many elderly 
and young with families who are in need. Look around you and help them. Do you have a car you don’t need? 
Give it away. Do you have clothing, furniture, things for the kitchen and necessities that others could use that 
you could get by without? 
 
“There are needy all around you. Be like My Father in Heaven and shower good upon those in need. You 
haven’t much time left to do good for others, make the very best of it. The hour will soon be here when you will 
no longer be able to do good, your statistics of how you gave will be frozen in time – your records from Earth, 
closed for eternity. Make good use of your last moments here on Earth, give to those who ask, anticipate the 
needs of the poor around you. Keep your ears open to conversations that might give away a need you could 
help with. Look for ways to give. Your time here is short. 
 
“This is a great way for you to show your love for Me. When I was hungry, you fed Me, when I was lonely, you 
visited Me, when I had no ride, you drove me, when I lacked medicine, you bought it for me. Don’t you see? I 
have put these very people in front of you to test your charity and love for Me. I want to see if you do what I 
would do. You have some resources, all that is needed is the recognition of the plight of others and a loving 
heart that goes out to them. 
 
“Charity covers a multitude of sins. There are things about yourself in this life that I have kept deeply hidden 
from you. But because of your charity they will be erased forever. No, this is not works righteousness, this is 
Gospel love – this is giving and covering for lack. This is My Heart in action and how great your reward will be 
for doing what I would have done had I been in your shoes. I expect it of you. I provide for you because I 
expect it of you. I want to see if you will spend money on your pleasures or on the desperate needs around 
you. 
 
“This entire life of yours has been a test to see if you belong to Me, to see if you belong in Heaven. Many of 
you have fallen far short of what was expected of you – however you have recognized your failures and 
applied yourself to make up for them. You have repented, turned around and are now doing what was wanted 
of you from the beginning. Your failures shall no longer be remembered. 
 
“Some of you have done what you could with the nothing that you had. To you shall be the reward of the 
widow’s mite. Others have given only of your extreme abundance – the records in Heaven for you are rather 
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short and lacking. For some it was not money as much as it was time and going out of your way for others – 
this too has its rewards. 
 
“But what I am saying to you now is that I am providing opportunities for you now to make up for your 
selfishness and apathy. Take advantage of this time, it is My provision of Mercy for My Bride. 
 
“Listen carefully, My Bride. I do not judge you according to what you do not have, but according to what you do 
have and how you share it. Something as simple as sharing a cake you made with a hungry poor one has 
great merit in My sight. Driving a stranger to get gas for his tank, great merit. Letting others use your phone, 
great merit. Carrying groceries to help a mother overloaded with children, great merit. These are the little 
things that MEAN A LOT to Me. These things show a certain tenderness of heart for the needs of others. I will 
reward you greatly for these little acts of love. 
 
“Do not grow weary in well doing, even explaining to the unaware that ‘time is short and soon there will be 
terrible events and a judgment against your country because of her sins… do you know Jesus?’ This too is 
very important. Whether they receive it or not is not the important thing, it is the sharing that is important. 
 
“Taking the plight of others around you to prayer when you have no other means of alleviating their suffering, 
also has great merit. These are the things that matter, little things done out of love, not fear. Things you did 
because you identified with their situation – yes, this is so important. 
 
“So, I am going to turn you loose on the world right now with this blessing: go your way with your eyes wide 
open to the hopes and dreams of others who are struggling to get from point A to point B. I open your ears to 
the silent pleas of the helpless around you, and I impart to you this night the grace to respond joyfully with no 
desire to be rewarded. Go forward now to love your neighbor as you love yourself.” 
 
 

Buy of Me Gold, that was purified in the Fire & Live like the Sparrows 

 
May 6, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord what would You like to speak about tonight? 
 
(Jesus) “Dying to yourself. This is a concept that isn’t much thought of these days, and yet did I not say that 
unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains alone; but if it dies, it bears much fruit. He, who 
loves His Life shall lose it, and he who hates his life in this world shall preserve it for everlasting Life.” (John 
12:24-25) 
 
“There is so much for people to do, but they have encased themselves in their comfort zones. They live where 
they feel drawn to live, they choose everything to their liking – and this is why so many are lost and lonely 
walking down a road with no real destination other than the status quo. Living for the pleasures of the flesh.” 
 
“The enemy uses the flesh to encase a soul in their likes and dislikes… where to live, what work to do, how to 
dress, how to eat, how to be secure. But I say… you must live like the sparrows! To be free, to live for the 
Spirit and follow My will for your life. You have only to look around you and see the frustration and 
unhappiness of those who live to the comfort of their bodies. Something is dead inside, the spark of life, gone 
– buried under layer after layer after layer of likes and dislikes according to the flesh. Life is an adventure, full 
of new experiences when one lives for Me.” 
 
(Clare) Sounds like you’re getting ready to move us. 
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(Jesus) “No, not yet. You know the move I have in mind for you. You are living for Me, Clare. You did not 
choose where you live, I did. You obeyed. You’ve been offered other alternatives, but each time you’ve chosen 
what I wanted. This is why you are alive inside. Had you lived for yourself, well… you don’t want to know.” 
 
(Clare) Nursing home? 
 
(Jesus) “Perhaps. But most definitely you would feel lost. My Brides, when you live to yourself, you frustrate 
My plan for your life, you limit what I wanted to do with you. The place you live in is extremely important to My 
agenda for your life. You have no way at all of knowing what a certain move will bring in your life. You only 
look at the shallow externals: the climate, job opportunities, your relatives, the culture and appearance of a 
place.” 
 
“But, I look at it to see if it is a fit spiritually for you. Is it the place you need to be to grow, to reach out to 
others, to have opportunities to grow spiritually, to touch lives – a place that truly fits My plans for your lives?” 
 
(Clare) I know Lord. I am always shocked when people say they are going to live somewhere because they 
like it. I used to do that and I was so lost. But somehow you brought good out of it. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, I can use every circumstance as an opportunity to grow. But I prefer to put you where I know you 
will mature and advance the quickest. For this to happen I need you to be detached from your own likes and 
dislikes.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, when we went on tour in our bus, I remember Iowa in the dead of winter, Florida in worst heat of 
the summer. Ugh. You surely put our flesh to the test. 
 
(Jesus) “And this is what I need of My vessels unto honor: flexibility and a willingness to go where I lead when 
I lead. There is so much richness in a life lived in the Spirit and so much sediment in a life lived for the flesh. 
My Children, I have such wonderful things for you to do, but your obstinacy in choosing your location ties My 
hands. There are connections waiting to be made, a broadening of your horizons, and deepening of your 
understanding, if only you would come under the yoke of obedience.” 
 
“There is no reason why a person has to be tied to a house, a piece of land, a city, a country. The world is an 
exciting place with many opportunities for those who are willing to live for the Spirit alone and go where I send 
them.” 
 
(Clare) I know I have failed you out of fear of the new and different. I still to this day regret not going to Youth 
With a Mission in Holland. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, but I came around again didn’t I? I did a work around with your life and you are where I want you 
at present. But so many derail the plans I have for their lives by holding on to the past and what is familiar and 
comfortable.” 
 
“For I know the plans I am planning for you‘ declares YaHuWaH – plans of peace and not of evil, to give you 
hope and a future.” (Jeremiah 29:11) 
 
“But will you trust Me? Will you acknowledge that I am God and there is none other? That My plans are far 
superior to your plans? That nothing is impossible for Me? That you can trust Me with your life? 
 
“You must come to terms with these issues if you are to live the fullness of the life I have called you to.” 
 
(Clare) Jeepers Lord, it sounds like we’re gonna be around for a long time. 
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(Jesus) “This is for those who will come after you, Clare, and for those who are listening now and feel a tug in 
their hearts to do something totally different with their lives.” 
 
“I have sat here, from My perspective in Heaven and seen the possibilities for My Children on Earth. I have 
seen all the places that would have suited them so perfectly, but these places never entered their mind, nor 
did they seek Me to find out where I wanted them.” 
 
“I have given you life and strength and a purpose. Hope and the drive to move onward. Please do not ignore 
Me. Make it your top priority to seek Me until you find Me and know for sure where I want you. Hold in 
abeyance all your plans and dreams and seek Me until you find Me and know without a doubt where I am 
calling you to go. You will never regret it.” 
 
“Pay attention to that restlessness that doesn’t quite feel right with this plan or that plan. That is My Spirit 
intervening and holding you back because I have something better for you, with better timing.” 
 
“You see, when you come to serve Me, your life is no longer your own. Most people, however, try to run their 
new life in Me on two tracks…what they want… and what I want within the context of what they want. Rather 
than totally abandoning their will and their way to Me, they compromise and then expect to be happy and 
fulfilled. But it will never happen until they totally abandon their agenda.” 
 
“Some are still catering to their earthly parent’s expectations. Some have their eyes on a career goal and 
prosperity, and within that context they choose what they think is My will. But they are so far from the truth that 
they would be shocked if I revealed it to them. Yet I know the course they are holding onto for dear life will lead 
them into mediocrity and unhappiness. I can only wait until they discover that’s not what they wanted after all. 
And sadly by then, more than half of their life is spent and sickness has found its way into their bodies.” 
 
“I am just saying this for your own good Children. Choose Me and My Will with uncompromising faith and 
clarity. Seek Me and wait on Me. Lay down your agendas, let your earthly parents lead their own lives, but you 
– follow Me.” 
 
“Many are confused about what it means to honor and obey your mother and father. It does not mean let them 
take My place in your life and let them dictate what your life should be. Honor them in their old age, help as 
you can, celebrate their birthdays with them, treat them with respect and reverence in all your dealings. But 
never give them the helm – this is meant for Me and Me alone.” 
 
“Is it not written, Anyone who loves their father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; anyone who loves 
their son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.” (Matthew 10:37) 
 
(Clare) Then the Lord quickened the church at Laodicea to me. This was the lukewarm church, and I believe 
the church that lived by their comforts and the status quo until the interior fire in their souls went out. 
 
(Jesus) “Because you say… I am rich, and need nothing at all, and do not know that you are wretched, and 
pitiable, and poor, and blind, and naked. I advise you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, so that you 
become rich; and white garments, so that you become dressed, so that the shame of your nakedness might 
not be shown; and anoint your eyes with ointment, so that you see. As many as I love, I reprove and discipline. 
So be ardent and repent.” (Revelation 3:17-19) 
 
“Live your life for Me and Me alone. I bless you now with the courage to deny yourself, pick up your cross and 
follow Me.” 
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I am putting an End to all Evil, the ruling Elite included 

 
May 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, my heart is so heavy over what must befall this nation. 
 
(Jesus) “What if I were to tell you that your prayers have been answered and I am going to intervene and give 
her another chance?” 
 
(Clare) Wow, that would be wonderful, but also make me a false prophet. 
 
(Jesus) “Which would you prefer?” 
 
(Clare) That’s easy… 
 
(Jesus) “Well, I can’t and I’m not.” 
 
(Clare) My heart sank. 
 
(Jesus) “I can’t. But I will raise up a faction to push back the forces of darkness so there will not be total 
annihilation.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, I don’t think it’s fair that the rotten corrupt people who have been controlling this country behind 
the scenes and bringing this all down on our heads, that they should have their way. After all, there is a faction 
of true Americans who are Christians and stand for what it right. 
 
(Jesus) “That is why I am going to fight for them. You remember the rockets that were fired at Israel and were 
turned back in midair and went out to the sea?” 
 
(Clare) I do. 
 
(Jesus) “Well the same thing is going to happen at key moments, because of prayer. Your prayers and the 
prayers of others – this is going to happen over and over again until it is finished. Those who have gathered 
together in underground bunkers, I have called them there to their graves. There will be a purification of the 
evil in this nation. Yes, I will have justice. Deliberate crimes have been committed in this country with the end 
in mind that is the removal of My protection. Things such as abortion and gay rights, the training of guerillas 
and other subversives to disrupt rightful governments around the world. All of this plus the ruling elite. I am 
making an end to. Not one of them will escape My wrath. Not even one single one, including their offspring.” 
 
“You ask Me why I would kill the offspring, innocent babies? Do you not know the evil that will be birthed 
through these demonized children? They are not like real people – like you, like I was on the Earth. No, they 
are demonized, fitted with demonic natures that tend only towards viciousness and evil. Bred to be genteel on 
the outside, but all wrathful inside. Yes, these are the offspring of Nephilim and even worse.” 
 
“Yes, I am gathering the devil and his angels and their offspring and throwing them all into the Lake of Fire, 
eventually. But the end for those in league with them, judgement will begin on this Earth when all have 
proclaimed so securely ‘See – we are safe from the chaos we created on the outside. The useless eaters will 
be killed off but we are safe inside the bowels of the Earth with our comforts and amenities.’ And then it shall 
come suddenly: the bowels of the Earth will erupt and spew the filth out from inside it. Not one shall survive, 
even as in the days of Noah. So, those who have so stunningly engineered underground cities capable of 
supporting life for years to come will in one moment be purged from the Earth.” 
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(Clare) Are you talking about a physical purging where they are thrown out from the Earth? 
 
(Jesus) “I am talking about magma and water consuming and spewing them out of the Earth. Every last one.” 
 
(Clare) But what about those who repent, Lord, and others who are innocent? 
 
(Jesus) “How can you say that, Clare?” 
 
(Clare) Well… I’m trying to look on who might be innocent in that whole mess. 
 
(Jesus) “As in the days of Noah, My Love, as in the days of Noah. You have no idea the scope of corruption of 
those on government levels, the massive breeding programs, those who look perfectly normal but in effect 
have no soul.” 
 
(Clare) What do they have? 
 
(Jesus) “They have intellect and they have orders. They are not bred to think for themselves, but to serve 
without questioning.” 
 
(Clare) Phew! 
 
(Jesus) “I know that you are grieving for your country, but it shall survive. It is the evil ones who are going 
down. My people I shall protect. There will be a victory. I am God. I will not be mocked.” 
 
(Clare) But Lord, what about the Fema camps and all the Americans being rounded up and killed? 
 
(Jesus) “There will be much slaughter, in which I shall be glorified. But none of that shall hurt the Souls of the 
just. No, their reward is with Me. And I will intervene with supernatural peace in the moment it is needed.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, it’s too horrendous for me to even think about. It is so terrible. 
 
(Jesus) “Well, for the innocent the terror only lasts a moment. It is the guilty who will have an eternity of terror.” 
 
(Clare) What are they thinking? That they will escape judgment? 
 
(Jesus) “They are not thinking. They have been woven from conception with lies, inbred with misinformation so 
that their foundation is thin air, nothing but a bedrock of lies. They live their entire lives in this environment of 
deception with others locked into the same bed of lies. They have no idea of the reality of who they are serving 
or what they are doing. They have been trained to believe that good is evil and evil is good. They have no 
other perspective. Many of them I did not create, they are clones. So, you see they cannot respond to Me 
because they are not of Me. And the part of their brain that was meant for Me has been hybridized. Oh Clare, 
it is such an ugly subject, please… no more questions. I hate talking about it.” 
 
“What I was trying to accomplish was to show you this is a “Move Of God” to purge the evil from the Earth. 
Every last one with their evil offspring that has been complicit in these massive deceptions is going to their 
end. Then I am coming back to reclaim the Earth.” 
 
(Clare) But Lord what about the radiation poisoning all over the world? 
 
(Jesus) “I can with one sweep of My Hand, eradicate every last vestige of this poison and restore pristine 
purity to the Earth.” 
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(Clare) But I thought it would be in devastation when you returned? Won’t we have an endless clean up job 
throughout the entire world? Reclaiming? 
 
(Jesus) “It is true that there will be much work to be done in certain areas. Other areas will be so far 
underground and undersea that it won’t be necessary. I will open the Earth to swallow the areas of the worst 
corruption – never again shall they be seen. I will cleanse the Earth by fires as well, preparing the soil for a 
new Spring. I will cause the waters in the deep places to be purified and returned to their crystal clarity. Oh, so 
much will I do to restore this beautiful Earth I created for My loved ones. 
 
“Satan has indeed destroyed the beauty I created in many, many places of the Earth, but I will restore them. In 
those days it will be a joyful work, even as the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem. There will be much healthy 
pride and joy in the work of restoration. Everyone will be given a part to do.” 
 
(Clare) And these demon-aliens? They will all be confined to the Earth and then held for a thousand years so 
their terror will no longer be anywhere in the universe? 
 
(Jesus) “That’s correct. And there are legions and legions upon hundreds of thousands of them – but every 
last one will be confined and not permitted to influence in any way the Earth or the people of the Earth. They 
will be completely bound and confined in every way. 
 
“Joy and goodness will abound and any shadow of evil will originate strictly in the heart of man untouched by 
the demonic realm. If evil comes forth, it will be conceived in the heart of man – not from the outside as it has 
been in the past. You see, in the Garden, satan was allowed to tempt Eve and Adam. But during the 
Millennium there will be no such temptation from satan. The Earth will be totally free of his influence.” 
 
(Clare) WOW. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, wow! Well, I just brought this up because I didn’t want you to grieve excessively. All will turn out 
to My Glory. Though for a moment, My indignation and wrath must be felt on the Earth, that time will pass 
quickly as I promised and all things will be made new. Do you understand, My Beloved?” 
 
(Clare) I think so. 
 
(Jesus) “Good, then be at peace, let nothing frighten or upset you, all of this which is about to unfold is in My 
control.” 
 
(Clare) WOW and what control it is. Amazing. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, I like to amaze you.” 
 
(Clare) Will wonders ever cease? 
 
(Jesus) “Never. Never. Never. Be strengthened now, let nothing throw you off course… steady as she goes. 
Be courageous, be resolute. I am coming to restore Justice to the Earth.” 
 
 

Discernment, Worship & Glimpses of Heaven 

 
May 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless us all with clear discernment and understanding tonight. I came into prayer through 
worship and said to the Lord… ‘It’s so beautiful dancing with You Lord, you are clear and present to me.’ 
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(Jesus) “And why not? This is practice for our wedding dance.” 
 
(Clare) For the real event? 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, My Love, for the real event, soon to come.” 
 
(Clare) Forgive me Lord, I am getting the jitters with the time getting closer. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, I know. Me too.” 
 
(Clare) Really? 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, really. Don’t you think that holding My Bride in My arms, knowing she will soon be with Me for 
Eternity, would give any man in love the jitters?” 
 
(Clare) I suppose. 
 
(Jesus) “Oh, Clare, you and all My Brides have no idea how much you are loved, honored and respected. Not 
even a clue.” 
 
(Clare) I guess not. 
 
(Jesus) “Well, it’s beyond your wildest dreams.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, I try to limit my dreams. I don’t want to get out there in LaLa land. 
 
(Jesus) “Oh, I’ll take you to LaLa land!” 
 
(Clare) You always do! But at least it’s safe with You and not with my foolish girlish imaginings. It is truly 
blissful and heavenly with You. 
 
(Jesus) “You are far too timid.” 
 
(Clare) Timid!? 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, timid.” 
 
(Clare) Well, You are always right so I guess, I’ll just have to agree with You. 
 
(Jesus) “Oh, you are timid alright. I have to meet you not half way, not 2/3 of the way… but 80% of the way, 
you are so timid.” 
 
(Clare) You mean, others are bolder in reaching out to You than me? 
 
(Jesus) “Oh yes, much bolder!” 
 
(Clare) Wow! I used to be so bold, what’s happened to me? 
 
(Jesus) “You married a man that turned the wild march hare into a sweet, domesticated little bunny.” 
 
(Clare) I love bunnies! 
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(Jesus) “I know. That’s because they are timid like you.” 
 
(Clare) OK… And fawns, I love deer and fawns. 
 
(Jesus) “See! There you go again, timid!” 
 
(Clare) But I also love lions and tigers and cougars… but I guess, because I see them as cuddly in Heaven… 
So you’ve proven your point, I am timid…. Well, my sweet Spouse, what would you like to talk about? 
 
(Jesus) “You and I.” 
 
(Clare) Oh! 
 
(Jesus) “What will marriage in Heaven be like with Me? That’s what I want to talk about. We will never be 
apart?” 
 
(Clare) You mean physically or spiritually? 
 
(Jesus) “Spiritually.” 
 
(Clare) But we are never apart now! 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, but now you cannot always touch in with Me, you have trouble focusing. Not in Heaven, that will 
be a thing of the past. The very moment you touch Me with your thoughts, I will be there before you.” 
 
(Clare) WOW! I like that. But won’t I be a pest? 
 
(Jesus) “You will learn propriety – that is, being united with Me and wanting attention will be two different 
things. You will be so filled with Me that touching in will not be so necessary. You will be drawn to worship and 
lingering in the sweet bliss of Our presence in worship.” 
 
“We will spend lots of personal one on one time together, lots of it. Going everywhere together: rock climbing, 
hiking, horseback riding, picnics, canoeing, flying, swimming. Oh, we are going to have a grand time, and I 
have so much to show you!” 
 
(Clare) But isn’t that frivolous in light of the work to be done here on Earth? 
 
(Jesus) “You must come to know Me more thoroughly so that My presence can get stronger and stronger 
through you to others. You will bring Me to them, and the better you know Me, the better you will bring Me to 
them. Besides recreation is important. Re-create – opens your perspective on life, allows you to rejoice in the 
bounty and variety I have created for you just to enjoy. 
 
“You see, this is one way we show our love for one another – we create something for the one we love. We 
cherish their reaction and the joy they find in it. But, I know you are graduating to people, you are beginning to 
find all your joy in them. Yes, this is beautiful and praiseworthy and very much like Me. 
 
“Every soul has a journey to make through things created – even people – as they travel to Me alone. I know 
that you would be happy in My broom closet…so I have built you a palace. Is that such a great thing for Me? I 
think not. It is but a minor token of My Love for you, which goes way beyond created things. It goes all the way 
to Calvary.” 
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(Clare) Oh Lord, don’t say that – I don’t want to think about Your suffering for me. 
 
(Jesus) “I know My Love, but sometimes that is the only appropriate gift I can give you. And you do understand 
that in suffering for others you prove the sincerity of your love.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, I do Lord. 
 
(Jesus) “Well then, remember, My love for you and each and every soul goes back to Calvary. Now, getting 
back to Heaven, there are dimensions of pleasure and awareness in Heaven that you have yet to experience. 
One you did experience the night I visited you and translated you out of the kingdom of darkness and into My 
glorious light.” 
 
(Clare) Oh My. That was quite an event. An ecstasy of body and soul that lasted 45 minutes and defies 
description. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes there are dimensions like that in Heaven, where you feel that wonderful all the time!” 
 
(Clare) Oh my goodness! That would be pretty distracting. 
 
(Jesus) “Not really, you learn to function in that state and everything you touch receives a portion of that bliss. 
Oh, you have no idea what is waiting for you, the oneness of all creation and how we communicate the love for 
each other inter-dimensionally.” 
 
(Clare) What does that mean? 
 
(Jesus) “Well, a plant communicates on one dimension, a cat on another, a rock on still another – but the love 
that holds all of creation together is binding between species. In other words, you can speak to all of creation 
and be understood and they can speak back to you and you will understand – and in the end all are giving 
glory to Me.” 
 
(Clare) Oh My! All praise and honor and glory to You, Almighty God! 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, we will be together in worship, continually in worshipful bliss. All of My creation is united to Me in 
a blissful praise. You’ve just never experienced anything like it, except perhaps the night I visited you and 
fleetingly in times of worship you’ve been transported out of yourself, into the Heavenlies, with Me.” 
 
(Clare) Wow. Lord this is so amazing, may I just stop right here and breathe it in? Just for a moment? Just for 
a moment turned into an hour long nap. 
 
(Jesus whispered) “I’m still here.” 
 
(Clare) You mean you didn’t get tired of waiting for me? 
 
(Jesus) “Oh no, I was right here with you by your side. Sometimes I just want to be close to you Clare. In that 
way I can enjoy My Creation… even when she’s struggling with her faith in things to come.” 
 
(Clare) Oh I can’t keep anything from You, I’m really sorry, I hate it when I question what you’ve so faithfully 
told me. 
 
(Jesus) “You can’t help it, you are being buffeted.” 
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(Clare) I rebuked them Lord, ‘cause I thought that’s what You wanted me to do. But I should have asked You 
to send them away, You have the power! 
 
(Jesus) “But I’m also enjoying the battle between you and them. I see that little crack way down deep inside 
your vessel. And they see it, too.” 
 
(Clare) Suddenly I saw myself as a large water vessel and at the very bottom there was light coming in 
through a crack. Oh Lord, how do I get rid of this? 
 
(Jesus) “Worship. Lots and lots of worship.” 
 
(Clare) So I went back into worship for probably a good hour or so, and during worship an angel came and 
opened my eyes so I could see that I was in the heavenly court, praising God with the angels and saints. Then 
Jesus came and stood before me. He was wearing a red robe and He looked into my eyes… 
 
(Jesus) “Don’t you believe Me, Clare? I need you to believe.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord I believe You. And yet there is something tugging at me deep in my gut calling everything 
into question saying… ‘None of this is true, you’ve been deceived, that’s why it won’t wash. This is your gut 
speaking, pay attention to me! Aren’t I always right?’ Now I see tears flowing down His cheeks. 
 
How do I get rid of this damnable spirit of unbelief, Lord? I am so used seeing something and verifying it with 
my gut level feeling, how do I deal with this opposition? My faith tells me one thing and my gut level perception 
is going against it? What do I do? Please send me some help, I can’t do it on my own. He kissed my forehead. 
 
Just then Ezekiel returned from his errands. And he sat with me and prayed to help me discern what was 
going on. He told me that the Lord was pleased with me, that I am in His will, and this other thing is a 
distraction to take me away from the rest of my work. It did just come up out of the blue and overtake me. Silly 
me. 
 
I asked him what do we do if time continues to drag on and the Lord has not come yet. He said… ‘We just 
carry on with our work, there’s lots to do.’ 
 
I know the one thing I am sure Jesus has told me, since He has confirmed it over and over again, is when 
Miami falls, the Rapture will happen directly after that. But this nagging gut level feeling.. what is it about? 
 
Ezekiel said… ‘Set it aside, wait on the Lord. It will get resolved. This is discernment 404 – new levels, new 
devils.’ I went back to worship and the Lord began speaking to me. 
 
(Jesus) “You’re going to have to wait on Me Beloved – that is the only resolution. I will make it plain and clear 
but this is a suffering. Wait on Me. In the meantime I would say that you do have faith, but you are being 
tested. Hold fast to what you know in your heart and set the rest aside. Very quickly now, I will make the truth 
plain to you in such a way that you can receive it without wavering. Stand. And when you have done all, I say, 
Stand, because Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.” (Hebrews 11:1) 
“You have the conviction of things not seen, don’t you?” 
 
(Clare) Yes. 
 
(Jesus) “Then you are being toyed with – this is a distraction just as your covering said it was. Haven’t I always 
given him the wisdom to carry you through?” 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. Indeed you have. 
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(Jesus) “OK then, hold fast to what he has told you and let it wash.” 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord, I have a peace about this now. 
 
(Jesus) “As I told you, you were being toyed with. Keep your eyes on the work at hand. You see, when you are 
making progress the enemy tries to erect barriers to slow you down. Sometimes when you can’t resolve these 
things on your own, rather than continue to bang your head against a wall, it is best to set it aside and carry 
on.” 
 
“Then later things will become clear. But when you enter into a struggle to get all the answers now, you get 
derailed and the important things that are waiting for your attention don’t get addressed. So carry on My Love, 
you are very pleasing to Me and those kinks in your faith are nothing more than distractions blown out of 
proportion in order to stop your forward motion. Which by the way they did… for how many hours?” 
 
(Clare) Six? 
 
(Jesus) “So you see they succeeded. Now you know better – don’t let them do this again. And for all My 
Brides, I say to you: when you hit some kind of irreconcilable issue that begins to draw all your attention to 
itself, you may very well assume that the enemy has deliberately done this to throw you off.” 
 
“One indicator is that you were doing just fine before, everything was going smoothly and your faith was in 
place and you were at peace. Then all of a sudden you begin to have doubts, serious doubts that take you 
away from the matters at hand. You begin to obsess over them and come to a completely confused standstill. 
That is demonic. You struggle not against flesh and blood, but spirits of the air, lying spirits sent to confuse 
and cause doubt, to erode faith and cause you to stumble.” 
 
(Clare) But I said the binding prayer – aren’t they included in that? 
 
(Jesus) “Remember when you came back to prayer after a break, I nudged you to say it again?” 
 
(Clare) Oh. 
 
(Jesus) “And you didn’t.” 
 
(Clare) Bingo. 
 
(Jesus) “But even beyond prayers My Beloveds, even beyond that – if you come up against something that 
seems unresolvable at the moment, don’t allow yourself to be locked into a struggle with it. This is most 
definitely a temptation meant to derail you. 
 
“So, now you are free My Dear One. Move on, there is so much for you to do. 
 
“I give you all My Blessing and Grace now, that you will be resolute in waiting for Me. Add to that a careful 
examination of dynamics that might frustrate or hinder your faith. Be on guard against those who would derail 
your patient endurance and in all things continue in the Hope I am imparting to you this night. 
 
“I love you all dearly! The table is set, the food is prepared – soon, we will be seated at the banquet together… 
Soon.” 
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My Advice for the Left Behind… Pray & Trust in Me alone 

 
May 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) What would you say to your people tonight dear Lord. 
 
(Jesus) “Place no confidence in the flesh. Do not imagine for one moment that you can provide or take care of 
yourself without My intervention or more properly My complete control. When you place confidence in your 
own flesh, your ability to defend yourself, your ability to provide for yourself, you set yourself up for failure. 
 
“There are those who are going to walk into the tribulation with empty pockets and no place to go, no food, no 
preparation at all. And yet they will be fully provided for every step of the way. 
 
“When a soul puts all their confidence in Me, I am free to provide everything they need. Rather than providing 
and surviving, be about My business and all these things will be added unto you. 
 
“Your insecurity and panic do nothing but give the devils permission to sift you, wear you out and cause you to 
move prematurely right into the enemies waiting arms. But with your focus on bringing souls to Me, I am free 
to provide all you need, My faithfulness is your rear guard and covering. 
 
“It is a lack of knowledge of Me that causes others to dive in and apply themselves to providing for their needs. 
When you know Me, you know I have already provided a way out, complete with food, medicine and cover that 
will make you invisible to the enemy. 
 
“This is for the benefit of those left behind Clare. For the most part now, I am going to be preparing them 
through our times together.” 
 
(Clare) My mind drifted onto the seismic charts for Yellowstone I saw today that were solid bars of color rather 
than lines and I was thinking, Nibiru is bringing these earth changes on and they knew all the time this was 
going to happen. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, they knew all along. But rather than providing for the masses, they are counting on the 
catastrophic conditions to wipe out portions of humanity that do not fit into their genetic code. 
 
“But let’s get back to what is important here My Love. The focus must be on charity and virtue, trust and faith 
in My ability to provide. Without these pivotal attitudes, they will succeed. 
 
“My protection can make you invisible, My protection can turn wild beasts away, My protection can save you 
from the ground giving way beneath you, My protection can provide water and food when there is none. I can 
do all things, and I will, for those whose agenda is to gather in souls to the kingdom. Those who give and lead 
unselfishly, those who are honest and caring for others, these are the ones I will supernaturally protect and 
provide for. 
 
“Many I will add to your numbers that need salvation. Their eternity is hanging in the balance and if you make 
their eternity your priority, I will cover you. Souls are going to be racked with confusion and fear, not knowing 
up from down, so severe will the trials be on the earth. They will be so thoroughly disoriented that nothing else 
than a supernatural grace can calm them. 
 
“A healing grace, laying hands on them and praying for My Peace to descend upon them. And for you who are 
called to heal, I live inside of you, place your hand on the injured or suffering and imagine My hand moving 
from your heart out through your hand and onto the soul. I will do the rest. All you have to believe is that I AM 
and I LIVE IN YOU. This is all that is required for a complete healing of even the most dramatic sicknesses. 
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“Be baptized in the Holy Spirit, do pray in tongues, do sing over people in tongues, you are speaking My 
language and I am praying through you the perfect prayer. Do not allow anyone to discourage you from 
speaking in tongues, the devils will use self conscious, insecure and poorly informed souls to try and stop you 
from using this powerful gift. Don’t let them. Now more than ever you need to pray in tongues. I will for some of 
you give the interpretation while you are praying which will inform you of what your true opposition is, be it 
man, beast or even your own self. 
 
“There will be a great need for supernatural wisdom, so many different opponents will be coming against you. I 
will warn you of them if you make prayer your absolute priority. More than life itself, you need quality prayer 
time with Me. No one in your group can go without prayer. The ones who will not pray will be the weak links in 
your chain. They will betray you and make poor choices under pressure. Better that everyone stay in prayer 
and allow those who will not pray to go elsewhere, that is once you have done everything in your power to 
bring them to Me and still they will not acknowledge or choose to live by My standards, let them go, they will 
only bring trouble upon the other members of your group. 
 
“Towards the end, when things get the most chaotic, you will need to cleave to Me with all your heart and lean 
not on your own understanding or devices. I will inspire you with the proper steps to take, even in your dreams 
I will come to you and instruct you. Understand that the closer you draw to the end of events, the more chaotic 
it will become and the shorter the time before your deliverance. Pray for strength, courage, wisdom, 
compassion and peace. It is by your faith that you will be saved, the flesh avails nothing, everything depends 
upon faith and trust in Me alone. 
 
“You will witness people breaking down completely, being unable to cope any longer. They will retire inside of 
themselves where they feel safe. All you can do for these is pray and be compassionate. My grace will carry 
them. They will be among you as the sick and disabled, do all in your power to tend to them, do not grow 
impatient with them or cast them away, they will be your saving grace. Because you took care of them, I will 
take care of you. 
 
“However, if you must leave someone behind, give them a portion of food and water, pray for them that I will 
take over their care and commend them into My Merciful hands. Do not walk about in guilt, you did all you 
could and now it’s My turn. You will be tried to your uttermost limits and when you reach those limits turn to Me 
and say… ‘Lord, take over for me, I am at my end.’ And I will give you the strength to carry on. Remember that 
My power is made perfect in your weakness. This is My chance to show you just how much you mean to Me 
and who I truly am in you. 
 
“I bless you now with the peace that passes all understanding, courage and endurance. Run the race to the 
finish line. Soon I will return and make all things new.” 
 
 

Choose Me & not Satan... Don’t accept the Mark of the Beast 

 
May 9, 2015 – Excerpt from Jesus’ Message thru Sister Carol 
 
Jesus began… “This Life lasts only a few short minutes, and eternity is very, very, very long. This is the idea 
that must be clear to those who are left behind… Life is the ONLY time that you have to make this most 
important decision of all, the decision to follow ME – Jesus the Christ – in the days to come. There are only 
two choices, no matter what the government, your friends, bosses, families, or any other may try to convince 
you.” 
 
“Choose Me or satan. With Me you will have Life Everlasting – from eternity to eternity in Glory, Life and Love 
more pure than you can ever try to imagine. With satan, it will be nothing but pain, death, misery, endless 
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torment and fire. The first death of your body will end with the second death… Eternal separation from Me, the 
God Who formed you in your mother’s womb, who breathed life into your very soul, who loves you more than 
you can ever understand.” 
 
“So tonight I appeal to you. Which do you want? The Enemy of your soul has filled this world with every device 
he could conceive of to lie, steal, kill and destroy you and all of mankind, to convince you, that pleasure for the 
moment was worth trading away life Eternal. It is the same story as Jacob and Esau… Blessings and Riches 
traded in for a moment of bodily pleasure, never to be exchanged again once the decision was made.” 
 
“I tell you tonight… Beware of the Mark – the Computer Chip. Man laughs at it, the government lies about it. 
But I tell you the truth… If you accept it, your very DNA will be changed into a son of satan himself, and there 
is no more redemption for you.” 
 
“Be wise, My children – be very wise now. Listen for Me. Listen for MY voice to help you through the days that 
come upon you, for they alone will give you life. My Voice alone will guide you through the maze of death that 
satan has designed for you. And even though the times will be torturous and hard – it is but for a short while. I 
will rescue you. I will be there, near to you. Call out to Me for Salvation first – and then for salvation of Life, so 
that you live and not be killed.” 
 
“I am near to you all. I am calling you to My side. Be wise, My Friends, My Children. Be Wise! Your Loving 
Father, Abba… Jesus” 
 
 

Prepare yourself for our Wedding... 

 
May 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Ezekiel’s Vision… This morning, I was eating breakfast and I saw the Lord in the spirit getting dressed for a 
formal event… He was wearing black tuxedo pants and a white shirt with pearl buttons, tux tie around his neck 
but not tied yet, wearing black socks and black dress shoes off to the side. One foot on a chair in front of a 
dresser with a mirror, trying to get His left cufflink snapped. There were other attendants around Him helping 
Him, one was brushing out His tuxedo coat that hung from a dressing pole. He turned and looked at me with a 
sparkle in His eye and tilted His head with a knowing smile. 
 
(Ezekiel) What are you doing? 
 
(Jesus) “I’m getting dressed.” 
 
(Ezekiel) For what? 
 
(Jesus) “For a wedding.” 
 
(Ezekiel) Whose? 
 
(Jesus) “Ours.” 
 
(Ezekiel) I thought at first He was talking about the Bride the Church, to take her to the Wedding Feast, and I 
felt a little sad. I could tell He read my thought and I said… ‘So… it’s just going to be a big gathering of the 
church, all of your Brides?’ 
 
(Jesus) “Oh no, don’t worry! We will have our private wedding also, as will I with each of My Brides. There will 
be plenty of personal one-on-one time, and beautiful lingering honeymoons for each of you, with Me.” 
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“Don’t try to understand it all, just receive and enjoy this time we have together. I want you to focus all your 
thoughts and energy this week on our wedding. This is our Wedding Week and I want nothing to hinder or 
blemish it in any way whatsoever. When negative or curious thoughts enter your mind, and in times of 
temptation.” 
 
(Ezekiel) He made a waving gesture with His arm as He was brushing away those banal things. 
 
(Jesus) “Use My Name and I will sweep it all away.” 
 
“This is a week of perfection and preparation. You’re going to be married soon! Enjoy the last minute details of 
preparing yourself. You’re free to hope and dream all the things you’ve ever wanted in Me. Protect this time. I 
want this to be a week of celebration, our wedding week.” 
 
(Ezekiel) My impression was that He wanted us to give ourselves permission to think and dream and imagine, 
anything and everything that could ever be possible, and this would all be ours and more – more than we 
could ever comprehend. 
 
(Clare) Then Jesus began speaking to me... 
 
(Jesus) “I am indeed dressing for this occasion. This is what I wanted to tell you last night, but I knew you 
wouldn’t believe Me. So I kept it to Myself – that’s why the tears. But we are over that now. I see you are 
believing Me more than ever before, and I am pleased with you, Clare.” 
 
“It won’t be long now, My Love. Don’t try to translate that into Earth time, just take it at face value. OK?” 
 
(Clare) OK, I am feeling excited. 
 
(Jesus) “I should hope so, this is the biggest day of your life.” 
 
(Clare) Should I be preparing a dress? 
 
(Jesus) “I have already sewn a most beautiful dress for you, but you could adorn yourself with kind deeds 
done out of love for Me. These are wedding presents, from you to Me.” 
 
(Clare) He smiled. Now I see Him with one foot up on a chair tying the shoe lace on His right foot. His left shoe 
is already on. ‘Oh, Jesus thank You for forgiving me.’ 
 
(Jesus) “For what? I don’t see anything to forgive or forgiven. All I see is My Faith-filled Bride.” 
 
(Clare) Oh how sweet! 
 
(Jesus) “Well it’s true.” 
 
(Clare) I’m going to stay in that place with Your help. 
 
(Jesus) “I’m ALWAYS helping you. Didn’t you know that by now?” 
 
(Clare) Yes. Several times while writing these words down I was tempted to question and have doubts, but I 
shut them out of my mind the very minute they presented themselves. I said, ‘No. I’m not going there. Leave.’ 
and they went away! 
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(Jesus) “I wish for My Bride to spend this week adorning herself for this day that she has looked forward to for 
so long. Little things mean a lot. Wedding presents – being aware of what you can do as a parting gesture for 
those around you who do not believe. They will remember this week, they will remember how kind you were to 
them and they will thank Me for that.” 
 
(Clare) Lord why do you keep giving me the church in Sardis? (Revelation 3:1) 
 
(Jesus) “Because there are many among you who are not taking My Words with seriousness and gravity and 
living them to the fullest. I need you to repent for being lax and pay strict attention to what’s going on in your 
hearts. Boot the world out, out, out! Focus on Me and our eternity together. Do not bring the world into this 
sacred space. Put all your doings with the world aside and give Me all your available time.” 
 
“Make room for Me by putting aside shopping, entertainments, idle conversations, and curiosities. Much is 
going on in the world this week that is toxic to your souls. It will bring fear into your heart and mind. Oh, how I 
want you to approach the altar with pure love and expectation of all that I have for you. I want this to be a week 
of spiritual concentration on our nuptial vows.” 
 
“But if you feed on what satan is brewing, you will miss it. Your mind will be cluttered and unfit to receive the 
graces I have in store for you. I will protect you, but you must do your part and shun those things that have 
nothing to do with eternity.” 
 
“My love, it is not My intention to chastise – rather it is My intention to correct the course so you will arrive at 
the destination. Many are still far too preoccupied with what is going on in the world and their plans for this 
week. You are being tempted daily to veer off course. I must say you have done well to ignore those things 
that keep trying to snag your attention. Hold to My directions and put away everything that can be ignored and 
put aside. You will never regret it.” 
 
“And for the rest I say… tighten down the hatches, and keep the world out – the seas are rough and 
foreboding. I do not want you lingering there. Stay close to Me, isolate yourself with Me and keep the world out 
of your life as much as you possibly can. I am calling for a week of devotion and drawing close to Me. Dream 
your dreams about what you want to do in Heaven, dare to ask for the impossible and all the gifts you have 
ever wanted from Me. Expect Me to hear you and fulfill your every desire.” 
 
“Please, My Bride, give Me your all this week! Stay out of the news, stay out of the stores, stay off the internet, 
go into your prayer closets, pray and seek Me above all else. This is My desire for you – would you give this to 
Me as a wedding present? I am offering you the grace to accomplish all that I ask of you. If you love Me, you 
will obey Me.” 
 
The Lord then spoke to Ezekiel… “It is imperative that you absolutely and firmly discipline yourselves this 
week. Please, My faithful Brides, stay away from browsing the internet. Put your curiosities to death. I need 
you to be preparing yourselves for the most important moment in your eternity. Press into Me exclusively. My 
whole heart and mind spirit and soul are preparing for our Wedding Day.” 
 
“Please Beloved, no more of the world. Stay out of the stores. This is not the time to purchase gifts for yourself 
or your loved ones. I need you to be clean for our wedding. Avoid television, radio, magazines and the 
newspapers. You have had a lifetime full of that. I have gone to great pains to purify you from those 
influences.” 
 
“Yes, My Precious Ones, do tend to your proper duties – children, work, etc. But only fulfill those obligations 
that are crucial for the good of another. For example: giving someone a ride to the doctor or errands of mercy 
for the sick, the poor, the elderly. You know what is absolutely necessary and what is not. I will help you, and 
caution you as well as nudging you to act when needed.” 
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“In human terms, one preparing for their wedding would be consumed with every detail of the wedding. Please 
do not be as the church of Sardis – that I would have to come to you as a thief in the night. Strengthen now 
what is left.” 
 
“Abide in Me, and Me alone. Let all of your thoughts and intentions be of Me and for Me. Offer each day and 
everything that it brings to Me. I will sanctify it all, everything, even your struggles and failures. Give it all to Me 
and I will make you Holy, a Bride fit for Her King.” 
 
 

Through your Expectation, I am removing Stains... 

 
May 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “I have so much love and compassion for you My Bride.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus I long to be with you. This world is such an imperfect place and me being in it doesn’t make it 
any more perfect. 
 
(Jesus) “I know how you feel, and you are exercising great patience.” 
 
(Clare) I long for You, Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) “I long for you as well, you have no idea, neither can you comprehend the torture I go through every 
day having My Bride apart from Me. We are both suffering from this separation, but at least we have these 
times of refreshing between us.” 
 
(Clare) That truly helps. 
 
(Jesus) “It comforts Me too. Just to know that you care enough to want to be with Me substantially.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord I want more of You and less of the other things, but I don’t want to be unresponsive to those 
who are seeking You. 
 
(Jesus) “Don’t you know that we are together when you are writing to them? Don’t you know I fill your head 
with My thoughts, so you can counsel them for Me?” 
 
(Clare) Tears and a gush of emotion… ‘Oh Lord I don’t want to be here, I want to be with You.’ 
 
(Jesus) “Soon My Beloved.” 
 
(Clare) Why am I feeling this way? 
 
(Jesus) “Because we are getting closer to the time. I’m allowing you to see a little into your heart and how you 
are longing for Me. And if I revealed the whole truth to you, you would die on the spot.” 
 
(Clare) That wouldn’t be such a bad thing would it? 
 
(Jesus) “Not for you or I but for others it would.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, I’m feeling heartsick again. The Lord is bringing us into perfection, step by step, as we 
realize the Rapture is almost upon us, we are all getting more serious about overcoming our flesh. There have 
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been three serious warnings in the past 12 months, and the feeling of expectation that the Rapture was upon 
us. But we are still here. Is the Lord misleading us? No never, God doesn’t lie. 
 
However He is leading us into a clearer understanding of what in us still needs to be overcome. Every time we 
brace ourselves for the Rapture, go into our prayer closet and tackle our flesh along with Holy Spirit’s help, our 
wedding dress looses more stains and becomes purer. These are almost like drills in preparation for the final 
day, which the Lord says will come, one of these days it will not be a drill, but the real thing. 
 
(Jesus) “You are right in what you have been telling people. That is exactly what I am doing, because every 
level brings another set of stains out for those who are truly willing. Others just tag along for the journey but do 
nothing to really apply themselves. This is what separates the Brides from the Believers. I love them both, but 
the Brides pursue Me with their hearts and I reward them with My presence. 
 
“When am I coming? Any minute, one of these times it won’t be a drill, it will be the real thing. I want to see 
exactly how obedient each of my Lovers is, and in the process they are getting many, many stains out of their 
garments, maybe not altogether, but because they are coming to the surface I am able to forgive them and lift 
them away. In this process, I am not asking for perfection, only for a firm purpose of amendment and effort. 
 
“Because My Bride wants to be perfect, wants to be washed clean, wants to be delivered of her faults and 
sins, I am imputing it to her as righteousness and although she may not be totally perfect when I come for her, 
her commitment stands in her stead and her garment becomes a spotless garment. Do you understand, I am 
doing this for her, I am doing the doing as she corresponds to Me in obedience, I lift the stains. It is part of the 
mystery of sanctification. Oh Clare, I love her so, I want for her to be with Me. 
 
“And there are different levels. That is, some have been given 20 talents, some only 1, so I judge on what was 
done with what was given. That is why some seem unlikely candidates, but because they have worked so hard 
with their one talent, they are seen as equally successful as others who were given many more talents and 
used them. Oh how I love My Bride and long to have her with Me. 
 
“Your song was very touching, very touching, and many hearts came to Me through that song. Thank you 
beloved, thank you for a beautiful song that brings glory and honor to Me and brings My Bride just that much 
closer to perfection. 
 
“As she immerses herself in worship the fire of her love purifies her heart and up and out comes the dross. 
The more she remains in worship, the more dross that comes to the surface, the more she recognizes her 
insufficiency and yields herself to Me. That is why I prefer that souls come to Me through worship… I will enter 
Your gates with thanksgiving in my heart, I will enter Your courts with praise, it is clarifying worship, the 
essence of her soul reaches out to Me and we become one in a Divine moment of union. 
 
“The entire purpose of life is to know Me, to serve Me, to love Me, and in no other place is that mandate 
realized as in worship. Here she has given herself to Me and I reach out and embrace her with My Love. It is 
the premier way to intimacy with Me. 
 
“So I want you to continue to teach her that this is the way to My Heart. So many have no appreciation for 
what I do for them. And I’m not talking about those who don’t know Me, I’m talking about My believers, 
disciples and brides. Thanksgiving is sadly lacking in all and that is why I withhold major blessings, because 
the minor ones have not been acknowledged and appreciated. This is another secret road to My Heart. 
 
“I delight to hear My Bride rejoicing in the gifts I’ve given her. Complaining is the very opposite. If I have 
allowed sickness that has not yielded to anointed prayer then I am asking of My closest friend that he or she 
carries a bit of My Cross for those who are yet unsaved, it is indeed valuable as a fast offering, that is why I 
rarely ask you to fast anymore, you carry much pain on a daily basis. 
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“When you were younger you fasted much of the week, but now you are carrying your cross and a bit of Mine 
in a different way. It saddens Me that so few understand this dynamic. Oh how much comfort they would 
receive if only they knew how valuable their sufferings are to Me. Many will be shocked when they arrive in 
Heaven at the great reception they will get from those who benefited from their sufferings in this life. 
 
(Clare) Carrying a Cross… Here I would like to mention that our book ‘Chronicles of the Bride’ contains a 
chapter, that is about the souls that were saved unknown to us, because others rejected the graces, God 
intended for them. The Name of the Message is… ‘Graces dispensed on your Behalf’. The Link to this 
Message is below this Video on Youtube. 
 
(Jesus) “My last word to you tonight is to stand strong, hold the ground you have gained by looking into My 
Mirror and confronting your faults and your flesh. Hang onto that ground, it is valuable, don’t slide back, 
‘drinking and carousing’ because your groom is delayed, rather protect what remains and continue to advance 
in the fight against your flesh. I shall give you the victory.” 
 
“I bless you now with the perseverance to stand expectantly waiting for My call at any moment, and do not 
grow weary in well doing, when you get to Heaven you will wish you had done so much more to help others, 
and please My Brides as you take time with Me this week, recognize more and more how the world has gotten 
into your thinking and your lives.” 
 
 

Beware of the Mark of the Beast! You must choose… Self-Reliance or Me 

 
May 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Carol 
 
(Jesus) “Our topic tonight is Money. Whether you have little or much, money will become a thing of the past 
swiftly in the days of Tribulation. You WILL be forced at some point to make the decision… Will I take the mark 
touted by the Anti-Christ Obama and his new administration in order to live, eat and survive? Or will I take the 
better way? (Revelation 13:16-18) 
 
“Let’s look at what each of these decisions will involve… It will seem logical, cool, intelligent, prudent, no big 
deal, once all the various money systems, coins, currencies are in chaos around the world as the world 
economies collapse. 
 
“The idea is already in the works… take a simple computer chip in the hand or forehead, and Voila! Open a 
door, turn on a device or pay for a purchase with the wave of your hand. Once the demons disguised as aliens 
show up, there will be an issue of allegiance, too. So people will be brainwashed into believing that ‘they’ (the 
Aliens) are real, but ‘they’ are false, and the people will be driven to follow one course or the other. 
 
“But the bottom line will be… Follow Me or follow satan. No matter how convoluted the package appears. I 
have said before that taking the chip into your body will forever seal your fate. 
 
“This is the reason, the chip will contain a demon ‘seed’ that, once it is implanted into your body, will release 
another DNA into your bloodstream, and this will begin to permanently change and transform your DNA into 
what was once called a Nephilim. This process cannot be reversed, and will not be forgiven. 
 
“This is why I cry out to you NOW to turn to Me, to give your life over to Me before it is too late. Better to be 
beheaded and join Me in Heaven and eternity, than to be able to purchase a few crumbs to keep you alive one 
more day. 
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“Rest assured, the powers in charge care not one whit whether you live or die, one way or the other. Their only 
goal, their only motivation in everything they are doing is to steal, rob, kill and destroy all of humanity, and 
convert them permanently into citizens of hell. Your life is worth nothing to them, no matter how strong you 
declare your allegiance to them. 
 
“On the other hand, your life is worth everything to Me. I came to the Earth for your sake – I gave My life on 
the Cross so that you could make the simple step towards Me and be saved. 
 
“Use Wisdom, My Friends. Be prudent. Think clearly about these things, and come shelter under My wings. 
Seek Me and I will be found. Knock and I shall open the door to Eternity to you. Ask, and you will find 
Salvation, Love, Joy, Peace, and Eternal Happiness once your life is Mine. My love for you is never-ending. All 
powerful and persuasive. Given freely and without cost. Run now into My open arms. 
 
“Do not be an Esau, exchanging your life for a bowl of pottage. Come, My Friends… Come, it’s Me, the King 
who conquers, the Rescuer of souls… Jesus” 
 
 

AFTER THE RAPTURE... My Child, You have only very little Time left! 

 
May 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Carol 
 
Jesus began… “I speak now to ‘our Friends’ as we shall call you. There is another issue that must be 
explained to you this morning – the Time.” 
 
“Yes, we spoke of this before a little while ago – but time is an issue that has many and many facets. This part 
of Time is concerning your souls.” 
 
“You must treat the Time that you have now as a fleeting, precious commodity, given directly to you by Me. 
Not to be used as you would, or to be given over to pleasure, gain or anticipation of spoils from any selling 
product, marketplace or business. These must become things of your past. I call all of you now to what I called 
My Brides to before I brought them Home… holiness. Increased sanctification.” 
 
“Yieldedness and obedience to Me and the Truths I have preserved for you in My Scriptures. I have brought a 
Great Revival upon the Earth one last time, and you have seen evidence of it. Do not reject the teachings that 
were spread abroad from it. Do not take lightly the words of Truth and Salvation that you have heard about. 
These Words and Truths are your very lifeline.” 
 
“The times you now live in will last only a mere 7 years from beginning to end. Depending on the time you find 
yourself in when you have found these words is a mightily important thing to you. Perhaps you have been 
fortunate to be among the first to hear of Me, just after the Rapture. Perhaps you have been one of those who 
have received My Spirit during the sweep of Renewal that I brought upon the earth in one, final move to gather 
in all souls who belong to Me. If this is you – then you have indeed been blessed.” 
 
“But I tell you the truth… If you are only finding these admonitions one, or two or even three years past that 
point – NOW is the time to accept these words that you have heard. NOW is the time that you MUST seek Me 
and be found by Me…for you are running out of time to make this decision.” 
 
“At the midpoint of the 7 years, there will again be a massive shaking, a major upheaval in not only the 
physical world but the unseen spiritual one. After this point – the forces of evil will be so strongly arrayed that it 
will be nigh unto impossible to live ANY sort of “normal” life in any way – if you have not yet bowed your knee 
to the ruler Obama and the evil ones that rule below him. Yes, I am pinpointing who the AntiChrist is to you. 
Surely you know by now that he has become the very symbol of evil on the earth to all who try to oppose him. 
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Much death, much destruction, much disease, much harm has come to millions of souls who have tried to 
oppose him, and have died for their stand against him.” 
 
“You have found My words to My servants Carol & Clare, who were among many, many others scattered 
throughout the world spreading these messages to the world before I came and took them Home to be with 
Me in Heaven. You have yet a little time to make your final decision. You have been standing to the side, 
letting the enemy convince you that all is well, and ‘they (the true Christians) are better off rounded up and 
gotten out of the way of the REAL people.’” 
 
“I tell you now the Following… These are but lies of the destroyer of your soul. You must heed them no more. 
Time for you is rapidly running out.” 
 
“I have preserved pockets of My people all around the globe – safe places where those who I have gathered in 
live, and prosper in health and food and the supply of their needs. Take My hand now, and let me lead you to 
them. Turn your heart fully to Me, and I will lead you there, where you may finish out this time in Peace, Truth 
and real Love – Love like you have never experienced, or have by now long forgotten.” 
 
“Time is your enemy now, My Child. You do not understand this fully now – but you will. Heed My words that 
are written here – you will not receive many more warnings with this much clarity. I work even now in your 
soul, your spirit to convince you that these words are True and Faithful, for they are spoken by the One Who is 
Faithful and True. Let Me in. Let Me find you, save you, and carry you into the wilderness of safety and 
salvation, for My heart longs for you to join with Me in My Kingdom.” 
 
“Come, My Dear Friend. Come! I wait for you. Come!” 
 
“Jesus – the Christ, The One Who died on the cross for YOUR soul, and now I am waiting with never-ending 
Love for you to come to Me.” 
 
 

Let Me give you an Insight into our Honeymoon in Heaven 

 
May 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Tonight the Lord took me to Heaven, and our tour was very much like the narratives from the 
Chronicles of the Bride. It all began very innocently, as I saw the Lord dancing with me in a rather busy area. I 
was wondering, ‘What is all this activity about?’ 
 
Well, I noticed His collar was unbuttoned and His tuxedo tie was loose around His neck. After a few more 
moments I saw that His sleeves were rolled up and wondered why in the world would His sleeves be rolled 
up? I think He really delights in surprising me and making me guess about what He’s up to. Well, then I saw 
He was wearing a kitchen apron. 
 
Just then an angel without wings passed by with something that looked like a roasted chicken, hot and 
steaming on a platter. I get it! He’s helping to prepare the wedding supper! Well, we danced a bit more and I 
just adored and worshipped Him to the music. At times He sang over me and spoke encouraging words. 
 
After a brief while a helicopter landed nearby and the Lord took me by the arm and helped me climb aboard. 
Before I knew it, we were airborne and headed to a large blimp shaped ship that was hovering in the sky. The 
helicopter flew into a landing area in the back of the blimp and we jumped out. Then I saw the blimp-like ship 
begin to move slowly and then totally disappear into space. 
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In the next scene the Lord and I were on a beach beside the ocean. I was wearing pedal pushers (capris) and 
a blouse, the Lord was also wearing pedal pushers and a white shirt that hung loose and was very casual and 
comfortable. We were on our Honeymoon! WOW! 
 
Very high, dark, lava rock cliffs surrounded the cove we were walking in. The waves were coming in rather 
forcefully, but as soon as we got near the water, they melted down into placid lapping waves as if to greet us 
and make our walk more quiet and calm. But not before the waves tossed up a brilliant pink conch shell right 
at my feet. 
 
The Lord looked at me smiling… “Pick it up.” As I did, pearls began to roll out from inside, then emeralds and 
rubies all of a deep color and skillfully faceted, revealing their clarity and deep colors. I was delighted and 
tossed them up in the air…then I thought to myself, ‘I should save these and share them with others.’ and as I 
thought that, they all picked themselves up off the sand and gathered again into the conch. 
 
He embraced me and danced with me right there on the beach and I thought to myself… ‘This is the most 
romantic moment of my life, it’s picture perfect!’ 
 
Soon we were sitting beside a stream of crystal clear water that fed into the ocean. Lush ferns lined the rocks 
as it descended. I don’t remember what we were eating but Jesus said to me… “Uh oh, here comes trouble.” 
Just then my huge African male lion, Judah, came lumbering up the beach, just in time for lunch. We giggled 
as we fed him morsels. I looked behind me and a large serving of meat looking food appeared catching 
Judah’s fancy. He forgot about our picnic and had his own. 
 
Soon Gracie, our Siamese-colored momma cat came meowing up to us for her share, then our other cats. 
Little Judah, an Abyssinian grey cat that had markings just like a mountain lion, came up to big Judah in his 
characteristic greeting, sniffed his mouth and nose very studiously. Big Judah, far from being antagonistic at 
this intrusion, greeted him with a gentle nudge. After we finished our lunch, 
 
I got up to put my feet in the water, and along came some natives running towards us down the beach. Oh, 
they gathered around us so joyfully, as if we were long lost friends, fingering my hair and shirt with great 
curiosity and affection. They made it obvious they wanted to take me in a dugout canoe for a ride, while Jesus 
sat on the beach. Soon we were moving swiftly along in the calm water and just really enjoying one another’s 
company. 
 
Jesus soon came walking on the water to rescue His Bride, whom He was very jealous over. He took me to a 
place a little further inland where the waters were crystal clear and calm. I stood on the ground and looked 
down into these pools of water that were teeming with exotic colorful fish in a background of white sand. Oh, 
they were amazing in colors, so brilliant! 
 
The Lord and I were soon swimming with them and He was showing me around this underwater wonderland. I 
remember a place just like this in the Yucatan in Mexico…it was a tourist destination and the fish were 
something to behold. I’d never seen anything like it. It was like an underwater aquarium with the most colorful 
fish He ever created all gathered together in looking glass water. 
 
The scene changed again, and this time we were dancing on the deck of a cruise ship. The angels had put a 
blanket over the sky so it seemed like night time. A waiter came by and offered us some champagne. The Lord 
took a glass and handed it to me, then He took His glass and said, “I shall not drink of the fruit of the vine until 
the kingdom of God comes.” and lifted His glass, crossing my arm with His, so He drank from my glass and I 
drank from His. Then fireworks began to shoot off up into the sky, beautiful. What a celebration of our love. He 
was so delighted to see me enthralled by this awesomely perfect event on our honeymoon. Oh, I wanted to 
stay there forever! After a few minutes the Lord began to speak… 
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(Jesus) “We should talk.” 
 
(Clare) No! I want to stay here all night. OK Lord, if I don’t write this all down now, won’t I forget? 
 
(Jesus) “Are you kidding Me… as if Holy Spirit will forget?” 
 
(Clare) Here I am Lord, all ears, no more tears. 
 
(Jesus) “I should hope not! That was just a teensy, tiny glimpse into our wedding reception and honeymoon.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, that should hold me for a long time. 
 
(Jesus) “No, it won’t – be honest! You’ll be back here before the night is out, wanting more. I know you too 
well.” 
 
(Clare) You’re always right, what’s the use of arguing? 
 
(Jesus) “You’ll do it anyway.” 
 
(Clare) Uh, I’m too happy to be contentious. What would you like to talk about tonight? 
 
(Jesus) “Our honeymoon.” He smiled with a twinkle in His eye. 
 
(Clare) Oh, that was truly, ecstatically awesome! 
 
(Jesus) “Well My Brides, that is merely a glimpse into what it will be like once you are here in Heaven with Me.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I’m still floating on cloud 9 with You! I can barely focus on writing this all down, so infused 
with joy am I. 
 
(Jesus) “And that was merely a whiff of joy from your honeymoon. And I say to you, all My Brides, I have a 
wonderful escape to paradise planned for you all. Oh, you have no idea. Eye has not seen…ear has not heard 
the wonders I have prepared for all of you in Heaven! 
 
“After the wedding supper, we will disappear into Paradise, and spend our days joyfully exploring the oceans, 
mountains, forests and streams of living water in Heaven. Each of you has a very particular place that is in 
your dreams as a wonderful place to be. Understand, I know all about that place. I have been there and seen 
the things you love as well as read your minds as to what else you would love to see there, and I have down to 
the last detail prepared many places for you that we will frequent during our honeymoon. 
 
“You will even meet people there who are longing to see you, as well as your favorite animals – My wedding 
presents to you. Everything on Earth you ever dreamt of doing, we shall do together in Heaven and these 
places shall be ours to return to time and time again. They each are tailored exactly to your tastes. 
 
“There are longings in each of your hearts to visit places you have seen in passing. In Heaven those places 
are real, just for you. What joy will be yours as I answer all the questions you could ever have about creation 
and you are able to observe its beauty microscopically just by desire. You will even be able to walk into tiny 
worlds and explore their patterns and composition. Nothing… absolutely nothing will be impossible to you. 
 
“Our Honeymoon will be a whole year long, as you and I experience one another together in an innocent and 
pure relationship. There will not be a care in the world for the entire time. It shall be nothing but a Paradise and 
seemingly unending vacation. All this is necessary to adjust you to Heaven and its joys. You will never exhaust 
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all of them, but you certainly will have an entirely new reality and outlook on life. No more pain, no more 
fatigue, no more bills… Oh yes, you are going to love it. Everything necessary will be provided free of charge, 
every discipline you have ever wanted to master will be given into your hands with barely an effort. Inner scars 
will be healed and you will be released into a new freedom unlike anything you’ve ever known. 
 
“Beloveds, on this Earth, you have scars, wounds, broken and empty places and you are truly war torn – but in 
Heaven all of you will be restored. You will express creativity in everything you put your hands to. Parts of you 
that were suppressed on the Earth will come into full bloom and spread their fragrance throughout the courts 
of Heaven. Truly the God-like nature given you at your creation will bloom and put out the most fragrant 
flowers and nourishing fruits. Your gifts will heal others as the anointing flows freely for the first time in your 
life. It will flow so freely it will reach to the furthest corners of Heaven to heal and enhance all who are touched. 
 
“Could there possibly be anything more wonderful? I say to you… ‘No.’ Heaven is beyond wonderful. Heaven 
is all you’ve ever dreamt or wanted in your short life on Earth. 
 
“As you go through life you think to yourself, “I wish… this and I wish… that.” And do you know your angel is 
recording all those things and bringing them to Me? Ah yes, the angels serve in that capacity. It is My delight 
to see them involved in bringing you joy, and they themselves live to bring happiness to others – that, too, is 
their joy. So when you visit one of the marvelous places I’ve created for you, the things you thought about for 
decades…little fleeting thoughts of what you liked, all of that will be condensed into where you are visiting. 
 
“For instance, if you saw a purple butterfly and marveled at its beauty but thought for a moment… ‘I wish it had 
eyes on its wings.’ – that thought has been recorded. And when you see that butterfly, it will have beautiful 
eyes on its wings. If you love red rocks and deep canyons with waterfalls and ferns, everything will be as if you 
painted it but with all kinds of surprises like clusters of wild asparagus and watercress, exotic flowers and 
playful otters frolicking in the water. And a stone’s throw away a doe and her fawn feeding on vibrant green 
grass, and above her your favorite cat, a mountain lion, lazily licking his paws and rolling over on his back 
taking in the wild beauty. 
 
“You will see the transformations that Love permeating everything has made. The lion and the fawn will lie 
down next to one another and he will tenderly embrace the fawn as they nap. The otters will surface in the 
water with beautiful shells and drop them at your feet, begging to be petted. The bees will ascend in the shape 
of a heart and invite you to partake of their honey. 
 
“The sand beneath you will gently accommodate your shape wanting to make you comfortable. The canyon 
walls will have foot holds and handles making climbing effortless and on your way up there will be surprises 
like little caves lined with gem quality indigo azurite crystals. Eagles will invite you to sit on their nests and 
fondle their chicks. The leaves on the trees will rustle joyfully as you pass by and the grass will tinkle like 
chimes, greeting you in love with sparkling prisms of light glinting off of them and dancing off the canyon walls. 
Oh, the wonders of Heaven NEVER cease and all shall be yours because on Earth you lived for Me. So, now I 
will spend Our eternity delighting you with things you never thought of, but are extensions of what enthralled 
you on Earth. 
 
“I could go on and on all night Clare, but even now, your eyelids are heavy. In Heaven that will never happen 
again unless you want it to.” 
 
(Clare) I don’t think I’ll ever want to fight with that feeling again, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) “Well, I wanted to share some of the wonders of Heaven with all My Brides. But I should mention there 
will also be quaint villages such as the ones you admire so much in Greece, cafes and even artwork will 
abound on the walls of little bistros. People who love to live in apartments will find such joy in their own 
specially designed home, with terraces and landscaping of the most colorful flowers and fountains of living 
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waters. They will live in canyon-like groupings so they can sit on their terraces and visit with one another. 
There are meandering canals planted with gardens and accented with quaint bridges; winding cobblestone 
streets, hidden gardens with lavender and white lilies clustered around intimate waterfalls and ornate but 
comfortable benches and swings. Oh, what I have planned for the city dwellers will be something out of this 
world.” 
 
(Clare) Lord you don’t do anything half way. You are the most extravagant lover, no one could ever love as 
You do. 
 
(Jesus) “My Bride hasn’t the faintest idea of the wonders of Heaven – she cannot conceive in her mind the 
extent I have gone to in preparing the ideal place, just for her, to bring her endless joy. So, I want you all to 
cherish these thoughts, My Brides. I have gone to prepare a place for you, that where I am you shall be as 
well. And I promise you – it’s not just any place, it is a wonderland and work of art, created just for you. 
 
“Take these dreams with you now, and prepare your hearts, for I am coming for you soon. Hold fast to these 
things, treasure them in your heart. They will renew you with joy as you revisit them, for My Heart has spared 
no detail to bring wonder and delight.” 
 
 

I am a Rewarder of Those who diligently seek Me... Why do you not believe Me? 

 
May 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus where is Your mercy? 
 
(Jesus) “Where is yours, My Love?” 
 
(Clare) I know I am being selfish. Lord, I need to talk to You. Please restore my faith and expectation that You 
are coming soon. Oh, Jesus this is SO hard. 
 
(Jesus) “The harder the better.” 
 
(Clare) No, that’s not what I want to hear! 
 
(Jesus) “And how many souls do you want to snatch from the fires of Hell before I take you to Myself? Indeed. 
Is it too much to ask that you wait a little while longer when a man or woman’s eternity hangs in the balance?” 
 
(Clare) Of course not. 
 
(Jesus) “See? I knew you would agree with Me. Not much longer My Love, please hang in there with Me.” 
 
(Clare) Well, without the comfort of distractions, it is hard, hard, hard. 
 
(Jesus) “And with distractions?” 
 
(Clare) Well, at least it seems bearable. 
 
(Jesus) “But when the distractions are over with, it’s back to that blank sky of waiting?” 
 
(Clare) I guess so. But at least it is closer to the end of waiting, time wise. Lord, You know that getting closer to 
You only makes us all hurt that much more because we want to be with You? 
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(Jesus) “Would you rather I don’t visit you with consolations?” 
 
(Clare) Ok, now I put my foot in my mouth. 
 
(Jesus) “And a big foot it is, too!” 
 
(Clare) Yes, make me laugh, that helps. 
 
(Jesus) “No I am serious, you do have big feet.” 
 
(Clare) OK, what does that have to do with the price of tea in China? 
 
(Jesus) “I don’t know, I don’t drink tea, only premium Columbian coffee, Turkish grind, Campaseno style.” 
(inside joke) 
 
(Clare) Did you say that… or am I imagining things? 
 
(Jesus) “I said it, I did. I really did. Don’t you know the lengths I’d go to, to see you smile? Hmm?” 
 
(Clare) Lord, can I take a little break… I’m really hurting. 
 
(Jesus) “Go ahead. Can I come with you?” 
 
(Clare) Of Course! 
 
(Jesus) “Then expect Me to speak to you while you’re away from your computer.” 
 
(Clare) OK, that sounds delightful… I’m back Lord. 
 
(Jesus) “I’m here with you.” 
 
(Clare) What would you like to speak to us? 
 
(Jesus) “Faithfulness” 
 
(Clare) Oh…like endurance, hang in there, be patient, all my favorite subjects in this very moment? 
 
(Jesus) “No, I am serious, faithfulness is a major window into Heaven.” 
 
(Clare) What does that mean? 
 
(Jesus) “As it is written in Hebrews 11:5-6… By faith Enoch was taken from this life, so that he did not see 
death, and he could not be found, because God had taken him away. For before he was taken, he obtained 
witness, that he pleased God. And without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who comes to 
Him must believe that He is and that He rewards those who earnestly seek Him. 
 
“My love by the very fact that you are here right now, doing what you are doing, that is faith. You believe 
therefore you receive. Some on your channel are not receiving because they do not believe with their whole 
heart that I will indeed speak to them. This is an issue I want to address.” 
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“My Children, you believe that the sun will rise in the morning, that the buses and trains will run on schedule, 
that if you turn on the faucet the water will flow, if you flip the switch the light will come on, that if you call your 
dog, he will come. Is it such a great thing to ask that if you seek Me with your whole heart you will find Me?” 
 
“That is why I directed Clare to take great pains to lay the foundation of faith in the Scriptures to not be afraid 
of a relationship with Me. This is not something new, it is something ancient, as ancient as Adam and Eve 
when I came and walked in the Garden and spoke with them. 
 
“Once you have laid the foundation in the Scriptures, you may safely move forward, but do so in faith that I will 
reward your efforts, because you earnestly sought Me. For you must ask in faith without any doubting. 
 
“For the one who doubts is like the surf of the sea, driven and tossed by the wind. As it is written in James 1:7-
8… For that man should not think that he shall receive anything from the Lord, he is a double-minded man, 
unstable in all his ways. 
 
“And if you lack faith, ask for it. I will surely increase your faith as you take baby steps to trust Me. And that is 
the bedrock issue here, trust. And proceeding from trust is faith and who do you suppose is constantly 
shipwrecking your trust in Me by lying against My character? Yes, the Father of Lies, he is about his business 
of deceiving people – especially about My character.” 
 
“It is a slap in My face, to believe that I will not come through, I will not be faithful. It is a slander against Me 
and I wait for My people to defend Me. But instead they turn the other way and give up, they believe the lie! 
This intimacy that you seek is highly threatening to satan, for a deaf and dumb Christian is not much of a 
problem – they can’t hear Me so they won’t be taking any ground from him. But a Christian who listens to God 
and obeys? He is a problem, he will take ground from him.” 
 
“That is why your faith is under attack as you pursue Me, and it is considered a high-priority threat to the 
kingdom of darkness, right there alongside prayer. The problem is, your prayers are useless without faith, and 
faith comes by hearing…and I don’t mean just noise in the background. I mean hearing with your heart, it 
builds your faith, as you eat and digest My Word and it becomes a part of you.” 
 
“So the enemy uses the hot buttons on you… rejection, ridicule, delusion and insanity. Those are all hateful 
things to be called, so you avoid those tags at any cost. But how can you believe when you receive your praise 
from man? Do you not see that as long as you depend on others for your validation, you will be lame and weak 
in hearing from Me? 
 
“I am lacing this message with Scripture because some of you are saying… ‘The messages are not Scriptural’ 
and for that reason doubting the veracity of this vessel. To you I say… ‘Stop your unbelief for it is robbing you 
of the treasure of My presence.’ And the enemy knows full well that once you have cultivated My Presence 
you will not be fooled and misled as those who are mindlessly following all they hear in the pulpit.” 
 
(Clare) Then He began to quote parts of 1 John 2… 
 
(Jesus) “Dear children, this is the last hour; and as you have heard the antichrist is coming. This is how we 
know it is the last hour. … you have an anointing from the Holy One, and all of you know the truth. I do not 
write to you because you do not know the truth, but because you do know it and because no lie comes from 
the truth……see that what you have heard from the beginning remains in you… 
 
“I am writing these things to you about those who are trying to lead you astray. As for you, the anointing you 
received from him remains in you, and you do not need anyone to teach you. But as his anointing teaches you 
about all things and as that anointing is real, not counterfeit – just as it has taught you, remain in Him….dear 
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children, continue in Him, so that when He appears we may be confident and unashamed before Him at His 
coming… 
 
“So set yourselves apart from those who would shame and condemn you for seeking the higher gifts. Courage 
is needed along with faith, to overcome the voices of the enemy that surround you. Even those closest to you 
are easily persuaded against your pursuit of Me. 
 
“Remember, I have told you… anyone who loves, mother, father, wife or children more than he loves Me is not 
worthy of Me. This is no time to be cowardly in the pursuit of holiness! This is the time spoken of by the 
prophets when ‘the strength of kings must uphold you and lead you to the truth, standing against all 
opposition.’ You will not succeed without detaching yourself from those you love and respect. Your first duty 
and commitment is to Me and those the enemy uses against you are to be loved but not bowed down to. 
 
“I am calling you to set Me apart from all your other relationships and compromise no more to any man, for this 
will be your downfall. This is the time of great testing that is coming upon all who dwell on the Earth and to give 
in now will certainly lead you down the road of compromise that ends with the mark of eternal damnation. 
 
“Stand strong in what you know in your heart to be true. Expect – without allowing insinuations of doubt to 
creep in – expect Me to move upon your efforts and visit you, for truly I am a God who rewards those who 
diligently search for Me. Open your eyes, open your ears, retune your mind and your hearts, pay attention! I 
speak to you many times during the day but you are like men who have fallen asleep at the gates – you do not 
recognize the King when He comes to you. 
 
“I am blessing you with a new anointing, to hear Me. Look for My messages to you in everything around you… 
The wind in the trees, the sun on your path, the bumper sticker in the traffic jam, the numbers on your clocks, 
the call of the dove, the heart shape when you cut a tomato, or spill on the counter. Oh, I speak to you in so 
many ways! Open your ears and your eyes now to hear and see Me. As you practice this, I will become clearer 
and louder in My messages to you. The signs of My Love are all around you. Go now and begin to 
acknowledge them.” 
 
 

The Bridal Relationship... Come & Find Peace and Rest for your Soul 

 
May 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus & Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) During worship I began to see the Lord clearly again and the sweetness of His presence stirred my 
little heart into a flame of love and longing for Him. This was all His doing, on my own, my heart would be 
indifferent, but being close to Him, my heart catches fire. 
 
Tonight he was wearing a white shirt with the sleeves rolled up I could even see the hair on His arms. His face 
is usually a little harder to see, but when I ask Him to make it clearer He does. And the longer we are together, 
usually the clearer His face becomes. The problem is, the more clearly I see His face the more overwhelmed I 
am by my longing for Him, and it hurts, to be separated from Him. 
 
As we were dancing very slowly, He tilted His head downwards so we were almost forehead to forehead. I 
began to notice there was fire emanating from His chest and as I looked it became a window into His heart 
which was burning with the most intense fire. Something like I used to see at the smelting factory where they 
make steel. His Heart was intensely glowing fire and the more I looked the more it expanded until it flashed 
and expanded to cover the whole universe, and I realized this was symbolic of His love which created the 
world and holds all things together in creation… 
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As it is written in John 1:1-4... In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was 
God. He was with God in the beginning. Through Him all things were made; without Him nothing was made 
that has been made. In Him was life, and that life was the light of men… 
 
And in that moment all of creation was revealed as having come from His Heart like a blast of light, but none 
the less being sustained by His love as well. 
 
This is truly God I am dancing with, but why does He choose to have this tender relationship with me, with us? 
 
Because although the universe is held together by the power of His love, the only way we as men can 
understand this love is through the espousal relationship, husband and wife. 
 
It is here in the relationship that we have experienced love, and so He has chosen to reveal Himself to us in 
the way we can relate to. The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen His glory, 
the glory of the one and only Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth. 
 
The only way He could communicate His profound love for us, is through the husband and wife relationship, 
through this desire, to have us as His Bride. Dying on the cross for each of us was and is still not intimately 
personal to us. Through this relationship, He communicates His very tender and ever present love that longs 
to be a part of our lives in every little thing we do. And He longs for that spiritual partnership where we join with 
Him in the work of redeeming and sanctifying souls. Our part in the redemption is to bring souls the truth that 
they may accept the finished work of the cross. 
 
(Jesus) “Oh How I wish for each and every man and woman to understand the kind of relationship I long for 
with them. Oh how deeply I ache to share in your lives, to be living inside of you and share every thought, 
every feeling, every action of your life. How I long that we should forever be consciously by an act of your will, 
joined as One, that we partake of each other’s lives and living within you I fill that place of longing that was 
made only for your creator. Thus you are completed and I am given the greatest gift of all, a mere creature has 
chosen God as her eternal dwelling place, above all other things created, returning thanksgiving and 
recognizing My Divinity beyond the value of all other things.” 
 
“My children, I come to you as a lover because that is the only way you will truly understand how intensely I 
desire to be interwoven in your life as your all in all. When I created Eve for Adam, a suitable partner, I was 
also demonstrating the union I desire between you and I. I could have given you the power to reproduce 
without specifying the need for a life long commitment, and you would have been very much like the animals. 
But instead I chose to demonstrate the desire I have to be united to you eternally, sharing in your life the joys 
and sorrows that life brings, and hoping that you would cleave to Me beyond all things created, and together 
we would bring forth offspring.” 
 
“This is another reason I ask you not to be afraid of this relationship. It is so natural and necessary to complete 
your understanding of Who I am meant to be in your life. This is the way it will be in Heaven depending on the 
degree of your union with Me here on Earth. If you have forsaken all, that I might be your all, in Heaven you 
shall have all of Me that you can contain. If you have held onto earthly things and loved them more than Me, 
your place in Heaven will be pleasant but the degree of glory will be limited by your choices on earth.” 
 
“None can understand this without going beyond the dimension of the human intellect, it is a grace, a God 
given gift. As you draw nearer to Me I release more and more understanding of Myself into your 
consciousness. As you cultivate your relationship with Me, you become more and more Mine and I become 
more and more Yours. And neither am I diminished by My presence with you, while being with another, for I 
am infinite and without limit. So you can experience the fullness of Me and simultaneously others can too. It is 
a mystery, just receive it and know that I desire to be your everything, in return I will give you everything that I 
am as well, and you will know Me, even as you are known.” 
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“Come now into My embrace and cease your endless questioning, I am waiting for you, I have an ocean of 
peace to bath you in and you will find rest for your soul.” 
 
 

Although I hate War, sometimes it is the only Chance to awake the People 

 
May 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “This is when a countries priorities do a complete about face from prosperity and productivity to 
defense. Although I hate war, sometimes it is the only alternative when a country has become set in its ways 
and overly secure. When a nation decides to go it alone without My providential arm.” 
 
(Clare) But Lord, we as a nation haven’t done that have we? 
 
(Jesus) “Compliance with ungodly governance is a sure sign of a dying country and one that no longer has any 
need for God. Your country passed that mark a long time ago. Now you are facing the inevitable 
consequences. 
 
“Teachers did not have to comply with ungodly statutes, there should have been a public outcry long ago, but 
everyone was so interested in their status quo that it went by without a fight. One statute after another slipped 
through quietly, one case after another dismissed and ruled against, the march to destruction continued. 
 
“The groundwork was so well laid and quietly executed that the masses never bothered with it. Prosperity was 
far more important, maintaining the lifestyle was everything as economy was threatened. ‘Let’s not upset the 
apple cart, after all don’t we have enough to do keeping the economy on its feet?’ 
 
“Just a little indifference, then a little more, and more, until the general public is lulled into a deep sleep only to 
wake up to foreign troupes on their soil and the end of their democracy. Yes, it will end, a dictatorship is what 
is about to take over, for those who are compliantly sitting by and watching their country eroded and swept out 
to sea, little by little. 
 
“So now is the time of the death blow, yes, I shall be a part of that, this will bring this people to their senses to 
wake up and respond as if their nation truly mattered. But where is the support for this awakening of the 
people? Out numbered and out gunned, it is a tenuous battle, surely the losses will be tremendous. None the 
less I shall turn the tide when it seems that the light has totally gone out in this country. 
 
“Just a glimmer of hope and I shall fan it back into a flame. And many will arise to take back the ground that 
was lost. They will be Gideon’s 300 against a plague of godless animalistic forces, some resembling men in 
form but totally bankrupt in character. This will be a historical battle that will prove that I am with this country 
and it shall be reestablished… ‘In God We Trust.’ 
 
“Until then the losses will be horrific, starvation, annihilation and genocide, will depopulate this country for men 
of another race to take over. Were I not on her side America would be no more. Just as I punished Israel, so 
shall I punish this people. 
 
“Exile will not be the choice, rather execution. Yet there shall remain a remnant, and from that remnant, a 
valiant people will arise, who will reestablish this country according to My principles. The wickedness of the 
former government shall be completely ruined, not one brick shall remain as I will swallow up in blackness, the 
very foundations of this evil and double minded people.” 
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“Satan will have accomplished his ends for this nation, but out of the ashes will arise a people fearlessly 
devoted to Me, and from them I shall repopulate America.” 
 
(Clare) What is there left to say? 
 
(Jesus) “As it is written in Revelation 13:10… He who brings into captivity, shall go into captivity. He who kills 
with the sword, has to be killed with the sword. Her is the endurance and faith of the saints. 
 
“None the less I will not abandon My faithful ones but will deliver them from the scourge that is to be released 
in this nation. They will worship Me in Heaven and return to reestablish righteousness among the nations. 
 
“Cry out for mercy, and with mercy I will comfort the remnant and the fallen of this nation.” 
 
 

Are you ready for Me?... Rapture Drills are purifying My Brides 

 
May 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, be with us and bless us with patient endurance as we receive Your words of encouragement… 
Amen 
 
I don’t know about you, but I always feel let down when the Lord asks us to prepare our hearts for our 
Wedding Day, or allows me to see Him in an apron in preparation for the wedding feast, and still no Rapture. 
It’s really hard dealing with another delay. But our ways are not His ways. I’m just so happy He is sympathetic 
with our sense of letdown. 
 
Tonight, He again made it clear that there is a reason why we feel this really keen sense of anticipation and 
then nothing happens. It’s not that we’re all delusional, He actually is inspiring us during those times to look 
forward to the Rapture in present tense, not the far off future, and He has a very good reason for it. 
 
When I first began giving YouTube messages last year in September (2014), He was quick to tell me that the 
Bride was not ready and He was delaying world events in order to give her more time. I got a lot of flak for that, 
but I have to say what I’m told, not what people want to hear. And the blood moons and feast days came and 
went… no rapture. I had a peace about it because the first thing I was told was that she wasn’t ready. So, here 
we are, eight months later and we are still waiting. Tonight’s message really fleshes out His reasoning for us. 
 
(Jesus) “I have been waiting for you to come to Me, My Love. I know how very traumatic all of this is for both of 
you and others who are waiting so earnestly. I’m sorry to disappoint you all, time and time again, but the 
Bride’s not ready Clare, she’s just not ready. None the less we are on the edge of her readiness. Things are 
moving forward in the hearts of My Doves, it is dawning on them that there is a much deeper level in their 
relationship with Me and this is good.” 
 
“It won’t be long now, but I don’t want you and others so crestfallen and disappointed. Rather, I want you to 
bear up under trial, stand fast and continue in well doing. Clare, if I were to rapture My Bride right now in this 
hour, many who I wanted to take would not be ready. So many who have labored for Me are still missing it. 
There is a level I want My Bride at… a level of detachment, a level of abandonment, a level of purity that she 
hasn’t recognized she needs. Much has to transpire to get her attention set on the goal and that is the reason 
for these repeated trials and drills.” 
 
“Your channel is just a minuscule sampling of the ones who seek Me and long for Me and yet are not quite 
ready. Hour after hour we are working in the lives of Our Beloved ones, in hopes that they will pull more and 
more away from the world. Is it too much of a price to pay for souls, to be delayed, to bear up under another 
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day of suffering, another course of trials? Is it too much for Me to ask of My Bride to shoulder these crosses 
that I might fill the wedding chamber with those I have called, who are ready?” 
 
“If you Love Me, truly Love Me, you will desire with all your heart what I desire. And you can feel it in the sighs 
and plaintive cries of those who call out for help, that they want to get there to that place of depth with Me and 
abandonment from the world, just as you once longed to be there, too. Had I come then, while you were yet 
struggling to uncover and overcome your flesh, well… had I come then, you too would have been left behind. 
So can you not bear up under just a little more preparation to gather in those who are oh so close?” 
 
(Clare) Lord I don’t really understand, altogether, must we truly be without spot, wrinkle or blemish as your 
Word says? To the letter? 
 
(Jesus) “Clare, you have said it yourself so many times – how is it that now it escapes you? You do not have 
to be perfect, but the will and intention to be perfect with at least some fruit really does need to be in place. 
Consistent effort, consistent amendment, and remember I am ‘doing the doing’ in the soul – it is merely her 
effort and cooperation I am calling for. Far too many are still sliding around and compromising. Compromise 
must be done away with. I need pure, devoted, intention and the fruit that produces. This is costly, but by 
paying the cost I see that she is sincere and I will reward that.” 
 
“There are those who are living together and have no intention of getting married. This is sin. There are those 
who are heavily indebted to the world and continue to live an indebted lifestyle to impress their peers.” 
 
“There are those who know they are using worldly means to prosper their church, they feel it in their 
conscience but continue to do it anyway, because they want a bigger and more prosperous congregation and 
lifestyle.” 
 
“There are those I have called to turn their backs on the world and come on board with My agendas and still, 
they cleave to living a life of subservience to a roof over their heads and food in their bellies as well as driving 
nice cars and having the latest cell phones. Yet I needed them and called them to leave all that and walk the 
dusty paths of evangelism among the poor.” 
 
“There are those in bondage to their culture -they feel the call to walk away but they seek the comfort and 
approval of their peers and family more than in My approval. Some of them I have educated with a mission in 
mind, but due to the pressure of family they refuse to go.” 
 
“Anyone who loves the world and all it has to offer, more than they love Me, is not worthy of Me. They are in 
bondage, and I cannot take them until they renounce themselves and the world, once and for all. You know 
this Clare, you have been in this place.” 
 
“And there are others who are in the right place, who are holding down jobs and raising families and have not 
chosen to compromise and have repeatedly been passed over at their jobs because they weren’t ‘flexible’ 
enough in their morals to satisfy questionable business practices their boss imposed on them. There are 
housewives who are faithful to their husbands, abhor things like soap operas, and are raising their children to 
be holy. I will take them. Yet there are others will feed on this filth, live to spend money in the malls and 
impress their peers and allow their children to do as they please because they don’t want strife in their 
families. I cannot take them in the Rapture.” 
 
“These are all signs that they love the world more than they love Me. So, I cannot take them. Do you get the 
picture?” 
 
(Clare) Yes Lord, I do. 
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(Jesus) “In addition to that, there are many whose salvation is hanging in the balance and were the world to 
crumble overnight, which it will when the Bride is removed – they will go the path of least resistance, or will die 
in the events unrepentant. I am juggling all these factors in the decisions We are making and We are 
intervening in world affairs to hold back the worst until it is time. So, I desperately need your cooperation, fasts, 
prayers, amendment of life, bringing truth to those around you and praying for their conversion.” 
 
“If you cannot fast because of age or illness, offer Me the pain you suffer every day, the inconvenience, the 
humiliation, the sorrow. When I said pick up your cross and follow Me, I meant carry the sufferings in your life 
with courage, stamina and without complaining. My grace is enough for you, and My strength is made perfect 
in your weakness. I use every last ounce of suffering in a believer’s life. These are tremendous fast offerings. 
And obedience to My known will, this also is so powerful. Obedience brings down oceans of blessings and 
graces. Disobedience frustrates My plan in your life and the lives of others.” 
 
“Oh, My Bride, cooperate with Me in these times. I need you all to carry the cross that has been fitted to you in 
this life. Soon it will be over and you will have a worry free eternity of joy. But for now, be valiant. We must 
work while the light of day is still with us.” 
 
“Many of you have made remarkable progress in your week of abstinence from idle internet surfing and TV – 
many of you have experienced Me in a way you never thought possible. Some have been frustrated by not so 
perfect results, but nonetheless have felt closer to Me. Oh, this is so admirable, I am so very pleased with all of 
you that made this week a time of preparing yourself for Me.” 
 
“Do you understand? I am uncovering layers of faults in your lives each time you feel the urgency of the 
Rapture. Be it the blood moon, or a feast day, or a prophetic word – it makes no difference. I am stirring you to 
be ready, I am challenging you to climb higher. These are seasons of preparation for you as well as those that 
are far from Me.” 
 
“Many of you have discovered things in your nature you did not know existed. I have pointed out things 
through arranged circumstances that brought to light an attitude you thought you had mastered. I told you I 
was going to do this, and I was faithful to My word. However, some of you have not recognized the fault I 
uncovered as a part of My promise to you. Now would be a good time to review the last two weeks and see 
what transpired that caused you conviction, repentance and to change your ways. When I give you a word, 
you tend to forget that I told you it was going to happen because the busyness of life that takes your attention 
off of Me. I do not condemn you for that, I only ask you to be a little more vigilant.” 
 
“And for those of you, My Sweet Brides, who have discovered a new freedom in limiting your contact with the 
world, I will continue to shower graces upon you as you continue to make room for Me.” 
 
“I embrace and kiss each of you on the forehead, sealing you with the fragrance of My love and the promise 
that soon we will be together eternally, in your Heavenly Homeland. Persevere and be at Peace. You have 
done well each time you chose Me over the things of the world. Even the littlest things mean a great deal to 
Me.” 
 
 

My Bride has chosen Me alone... The deeper Meaning of our Wedding 

 
May 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord. What would you like to talk about? 
 
(Jesus) “Our Wedding Day.” 
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(Clare) Really? I thought it was back to the grind…waiting, persevering etc. 
 
(Jesus) “Well there must be something to wait for.” 
 
(Clare) That’s true. 
 
(Jesus) “And the longer the wait the more special it must be.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, I know it’s going to be out of this world special. 
 
(Jesus) “I should say so. This will be the day your life is transformed from something singular and special to 
something eternal and glorious. It will be the culmination of all the plans and dreams you never even knew you 
had. It will be the day you take on the mantle of Glory given to those who have left themselves and the world 
totally behind. It is the day I look forward to because you shall know even as you are known. 
 
“This will be the day you leave pain, suffering, darkness, doubt and depression totally behind as you walk into 
the life I’ve always longed for you to have. I know every particle of your DNA, I know what makes you 
exceedingly happy and fulfilled. I know your very purpose and on this day it will be your all in all. The angels 
will rejoice as we walk down the aisle, our life long goal together having been met.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, it is beyond me that You should want me as your eternal companion in such a very personal way. 
There must be something truly amazing that I am missing in Your attraction to me and desire for me to be 
such a special part of Your life. 
 
(Jesus) “Do you want to know what it is?” 
 
(Clare) Oh, absolutely. 
 
(Jesus) “It is as if a Divine Particle of Myself was pulled from My very bosom and given the freedom to fly. And 
she toured the whole world from top to bottom and came running back to Me, wanting to be taken back up 
within Me more than anything.” 
 
(Clare) As He was talking, I saw Him take from inside His chest a perfectly round ball of translucent light, 
reminding me of a dandelion flower that had fully matured into a translucent puff that we as children used to 
blow on and send scattering in the wind. 
 
(Jesus) “And in the very same way, I have endowed you with free will and I am letting you go to explore and 
discover the world and hopefully come back home to Me and live here in My heart forever. Oh, how I long to 
see the return of My awesome creation, so endowed with free will that she can choose anything for 
herself…and yet she chooses only Me. And we are reunited in such bliss that it makes even the angels sing. 
The very crowning moment of your life is the day you return to Me and choose your maker over anything He 
ever made. So, the fulfillment of life has come full circle and you have returned to worship and adore Me for 
eternity – and I cannot restrain My eyes from seeing you, My ears from Hearing you, My arms from holding 
you. 
 
“Do you know how many go astray and never return…they get stuck in some dark corner and slowly fall apart. 
The light, the joy, the very life they were endowed with slowly fades away until only darkness is left. Oh, how 
tragic that this most loved particle of life has lost it’s very meaning and essence. And that makes the ones that 
return to Me even more precious and beloved. Oh, that is such a very tragic outcome to so precious a 
beginning in life. 
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“You see this divine essence of life imparted to you is so marvelous, so unique, so individual that only I can 
perceive it in its entirety. Only I can appreciate it, only I can fulfill it, only I have the key to its destiny and 
fulfillment – and that in itself is such a sublime mystery that it sets off oceans of bliss in My Being. Yes, you My 
love, My little one, create oceans of bliss, eternally swirling in the dance of worship and thanksgiving – the very 
joy of being alive and animated by Your God, that all you can do is return this joy to Me in worship. And all I 
can do is marvel at the immensity of your love that brings Me to tears of joy – for part of My very self: flesh of 
My flesh and bone of My bone, has chosen above all else to return to her Abba and dance the dance of life 
and thanksgiving for the gift of her being. 
 
“Oh, it is so great a mystery that none but I, Myself, can truly fathom and appreciate it. Even as your poor eyes 
are closing in fatigue we are dancing the dance of joy – eternal life that was set on its wing only to seek out 
and return, to swim upstream and return to the place of her birth, the only place that could ever satisfy her. 
And I have waited, and waited, and waited… and finally here comes one, bounding across the fields of 
Heaven seeking her birthplace in My bosom. 
 
“Oh, Clare there are no words to describe the joy I feel at the return of My very Own flesh and bone! This is 
part of the great mystery of the family, it is a microcosm of the meaning of life. Here I am, the Father, giving 
the seed of life, the freedom to choose eternity with Me – or damnation. Freedom to live a lie or the truth. Oh, 
what wonderful and sublime things are yet to be understood by humankind! And in Heaven that will become 
reality and you will gain the insight needed to understand this great Mystery of Creation and why I have 
planned that each male should have his completion in a female and together they should produce offspring. 
 
“Here I have given you only a seed of understanding, a fleeting look into the cycle of life as I planned it with its 
most Glorious outcome. Now I want you to meditate on these profound elements of life, with the knowledge in 
mind that soon yours will be coming to completion in My arms for all of eternity. This is something to be 
cherished and pondered deeply. 
 
“I bless you now with My endless affection for each and every one. Please continue in your abandonment of 
the world, for very soon you will have arrived at your final destination.” 
 
 

Your Steps in Obedience & Their eternal Significance 

 
May 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Please, I need you to persevere, souls are being reached because of your obedience.” 
 
(Clare) Do you have a message for Your precious Bride tonight? 
 
(Jesus) “Indeed, I do. She is beautiful beyond description. Every footstep, every intention is sanctified in 
holiness because she is Mine. She has given herself over to Me, 100 percent. Her obedience is not just 
beautiful, it is exquisite. While the rest of the world is running to and fro in their own will, her footsteps are 
divinized by her obedience. She cannot see the beauty of her feet and each step she takes, but even that 
leaves a divine fragrance behind her.” 
 
“If I were to paint you a picture of the value of her obedience, you would see beautiful and perfect feet in 
golden sandals, studded with pearls and jewels and each foot step would give off a sweet melody of chimes. 
And when she lifted her foot, lilies would immediately spring up and give off their fragrance. Luminescense 
would surround them and give off light.” 
 
“And the more difficult her tasks, the more wonderful the sounds given off, the more copious the flowers and 
Fruits. And as she travels that well-worn path every day, fruit trees would begin to spring up on either side of 
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the path with delightfully fragrant flowers, and eventually delectable fruit that sustains even the most weary 
and war torn of souls.” 
 
“This is the meaning her obedience has to Me, and these flowers of love never fade like the ones on the earth. 
No, rather they continue to multiply until there is a forest full of them. They are flowers that can be picked and 
last forever, giving off their fragrance throughout time. And I come to her garden and prune these trees and 
flowers so they will give off even more fruit, and how beautiful is this garden with its trellises and delicately 
hanging branches that are as pleasing to the eye as they are to the palate.” 
 
“So, you see, obedience is no small thing. Not only does it bring forth fruit for the moment but in eternity as 
well. And I come into the garden and pick this fruit and ship it off to many different places where healing is 
needed. You see, there are graces invested in this fruit because it was done in love and obedience so the 
grace brings forth a fruit that can be eaten and benefit others.” 
 
“Oh, the mysteries I would love to share with you all! So many mysteries and things that would amaze you 
endlessly! The doings of Heaven and the spiritual life are without end. You see, this obedience creates an 
atmosphere of Heaven of sorts. Truly My kingdom has come, My will has been done. And oh, yes, the devils 
hate these spiritual gardens and are constantly figuring out ways to destroy them.” 
 
“They mainly use selfishness…self- will. Pleasures of the palate can inspire selfishness, worldly 
accomplishment can also inspire it. Anything that brings pleasure to self can be used to infest the garden with 
hideous worms and bugs that destroy everything in sight. The worms of pleasure attack the stems of the 
flowers. The little bugs of self- preoccupation nibble away at the flowers until they are unsightly and brown. 
The mold of pride begins to grow on the roots until they can no longer produce and sustain the flowers.” 
 
“Yes, you can see all the other pests, but the mold on the roots is invisible in the garden. Fruit and blossoms 
begotten in pride never last. Once pride has entered the garden, all finally disappears. That is always the first 
avenue of attack – pride will destroy everything you do, so you reap no eternal fruit from your paths.” 
 
“But, back to the beauty of obedience. This past week, many of My Brides were obedient. Yes truly, they 
turned everything useless and worldly off, for Me – out of obedience and faith.” 
 
“And what fruit some of them have reaped! Healings in families, a greater depth with Me, peace of mind and 
joy of heart. Relationships blossomed in an environment of selflessness and love. Do you not see the fruit in 
your own life? You may have lost contact with the world – but how much more have you gained Me?” 
 
“So if you have benefited from this time, continue to allow yourself more and more freedom from the mundane 
media and constant drone of negativity that is hyped in the media. This is so deliberate and intentional of the 
enemy. It creates an atmosphere of fear, and he reaps so much destruction from people who are continually 
afraid and insecure.” 
 
“My Brides, if you want to be holy for Me, you must live Holy. You must cast away the world and embrace 
holiness of life. You have no idea the fruit of these decisions, neither will you until Heaven. So, I encourage 
you now.” 
 
“I impart the grace of single-mindedness to My Brides, that they will prune out every weed from the world and 
continue to walk the path of holiness, where you will produce fruit that is unto eternity.” 
 
 

Who you are to Me & The fatal Impediments along the Road 

 
May 31, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
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Jesus began… “I want to talk about Love, the way I love, the way no one understands how I love. You see on 
earth it is either eros or agape, rather cut and dried, romantic or brother and sister love. But I cherish you like 
the finest diamond in the purest gold setting. The other day when you made a poor choice, I came up to you 
as your spouse to strengthen you. I recognized your intention and honored that. Rather than focusing on poor 
judgement, I came to your side to uplift you and give you hope and even understanding of yourself.” 
 
“It is one thing when a person forms a habit of sin and quite another when they form a habit of holiness, but 
don’t always act from the pinnacle of self control, wisdom and maturity. I anticipate where you are going, and 
just as a man opens the door for a lady and even catches her as she slips, I am there by your side, kindly, 
solicitous for your welfare, reading in complete clarity the very direction you are struggling to go in and 
anticipating all the obstacles I know you will face.” 
 
“I wipe the tears of frustration from your cheeks when you fall short of the mark. I sit beside you and counsel 
you when you’re just at a loss for how to proceed. I listen tenderly to your thoughts, emotions and aspirations 
all through the day, tirelessly, taking it all in plotting your course to the destinations I have placed in your 
heart.” 
 
“I miss no opportunity to be a part of your life, My Love. Your life is My life as well, we are truly One and My 
entire being launches out to assist you in arriving at Our destination. I place the noble thoughts in your heart, 
even the golden cello you saw…ah, I had that made for you long before your heart throbbed in that direction. 
Then I placed that desire in you, because I knew that was the pattern of your DNA, and the fulfillment I 
planned before the beginning of time, as difficult as that is for your human mind to understand.” 
 
“We had Our own agreements when I gave birth to you, we had Our dreams, Our own plans and outcomes 
that only I could engineer to perfection. Oh yes, man plots his course but in reality he is but a blind man 
groping on assisted by the workings of My Spirit both open and closed doors set before him. Even the closed 
doors have importance in the development of all his dreams.” 
 
“Oh Clare, if only people would learn to trust Me and do the outlandish things I ask of them, Oh if only they 
would. Their frustration, their emptiness, their lost-ness as they grope blindly along the way, so many times it 
is a product of their pride because they refuse to let go of what ‘they know’ in order to embrace the blind path I 
wish to set them on…with only a little dog leading them.” 
 
(Clare) Here He is speaking of a metaphor for humility, submission and obedience. I have found that He 
doesn’t use our acquired skills in life but rather delights to throw us headfirst into the cold water, so He alone 
can accomplish His will in our life. 
 
(Jesus) “But so many already know the answers and cannot yield to the wisdom I send them. The more 
intelligent the soul, the greater their risk of failure in their true life’s purpose. Their intellect is based on men’s 
ways, even the very heights of philosophy and thought become a fatal impediment along the road I am calling 
them to travel.” 
 
“Their sense of control in their lives is but a mirage, they arrive at their destination and find nothing they 
thought would satisfy their inner depths. Then they are bereft of all consolation and feel rewarded with a 
terrible void, when it is merely the fruit of their own devices.” 
 
“How rare to find a man or woman who is willing to die totally to themselves and embrace only Me. This is why 
I treasure those who do, SO much. They are My comfort in a cold and uncaring world where the glamour of 
success leads them on blindly and sucks the very life from them.” 
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“So understand all of My Loves, My Brides, I cherish and carry you tenderly to your destination. You have 
encountered yourself and decided against following your own wisdom, and so I am free to paint your canvas 
with My most unique colors and forms until you have arrived at the state of fulfillment of all I dreamt of when I 
made you.” 
 
“So you see, how can I possibly be harsh with you? You are like little toddlers following along with Daddy, 
happy, joyful in His presence, wanting nothing more than to be with Him and bring Him joy. How I rejoice and 
sing over you and truly you are the apple of My eye and the sparkle from a precious, one of a kind gem being 
faceted into perfection. I guard you with tremendous solicitousness for My very life is invested in you. Oh how 
pleased I am with the soul who has discovered who they truly are and totally abandoned themselves into the 
arms of their loving Father.” 
 
“I bless you all now, My precious, precious Brides…you who have abandoned yourself to My wishes and 
scorned the laurels of the world. Oh how I treasure you. There is but one thing left for you and so I give it… I 
bless you with the capacity to receive My Love, My thoughts and My vision of who you truly are to Me, to 
cherish it in your hearts and never let it be taken from you again.” 
 
 

Your Enemies are My refining Fire & I have total Control 

 
May 30, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “There is so much more to the refining fire of enemies than anyone is truly aware of. They are 
My refining fire, a force to be reckoned with when loosed, a force to be pitied when bound and I have total 
control at all times.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord that thought is so challenging. ‘How can You allow things to happen such as these ruthless 
killings?’ 
 
Here I am talking about the agreement between a soul and God, when they are sent into a body. Some have 
very short and sad lives, but that is agreed upon before they are sent to earth. 
 
(Jesus) “That’s just the problem Clare, you are not Me, and you do not see as I see. You have only one 
millisecond to the whole plan, a flake of frost on the tip of an iceberg. Oh there is so much more to see, but for 
now I ask only that you trust Me and listen.” 
 
(Clare) Sorry. 
 
(Jesus) “No, nothing to be sorry about, I anticipated your reaction and it fits right in with the thoughts of others 
as well. OK, now can I have your complete attention?” 
 
(Clare) I’m here. 
 
(Jesus) “Just barely. When you hear a story told, you get one side and the current one at that. Beneath that 
tiny flake of frost is an iceberg of history. Things that never enter into people’s minds because they don’t think 
as I think nor do they care to know what I think. That is why so many things are a mystery to them. That does 
not mean, do not be empathetic and pray, no, brotherly love and prayer are extremely important. You could be 
in their shoes tomorrow.” 
 
“There are generational curses, hidden sins, cultural influences, inter-relational dynamics between each 
person involved and even their generation curses, things that go back hundreds and even sometimes 
thousands of years. This does not occur to the casual bystander, but the angels are aware, that is why you will 
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at times feel strong warnings not to do something, go somewhere, get involved with someone. Your angels 
can see what is coming.” 
 
“Holy Spirit also will recoil with apprehension in your conscience. I do protect you, but once you step outside of 
the realm of obedience, I can no longer protect you as I wish to.” 
 
“You see, the demons are My policemen. They wait in line all day to sift a believer, sometimes they line up 
around the block, just to get one shot at a soul. However I have lifted My hand in opposition and they cannot 
have the opportunity. Once a believer has crossed the line and disobeyed, however, permission is given, but 
only so far. In other words what they are allowed to do or not to do is controlled by My permission.” 
 
“In other situations I allow the demons permission because I am perfecting a soul in virtue and patience, 
forgiveness and virtue needs to be cultivated. At the very same time when I allow an attack from the demon, I 
know how it will affect a soul and that they will in turn pray for those who are being used to attack. Very often 
those souls have no one to pray for them and the one whom they attack are My very last resort to find 
intercessors. This has been the case on your channel as well. Those who have attacked you for no reason at 
all, are in serious need of intercession, their salvation is at stake.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord that is so very sad. 
 
“It is indeed. Clare, I need your prayers for them. You see some people have been brought up to believe I am 
a God of harshness, hatred and punishment. This is because the people around them misrepresented Me. 
They were controlled by a religious spirit, that is simply a demon, very often of judgement, bitterness, 
unforgiveness and criticism mixed with persecution in the belief that they are acting in righteousness to correct 
false prophets.” 
 
“They in a sense become the Savior and God because they are taking My role upon themselves. This parallels 
the Messiah complex except instead of taking on the sins of the world they become the prosecuting attorney 
and judge, passing judgment on everyone that does not live up to their harsh image of Me.” 
 
“You see they are not used to hearing Me as a gentle and loving God. They cannot imagine the face of an 
innocent newborn being the very accurate image of My Loving Father’s own face… as you do. They see Him 
as mean, cruel and continually corrective of fallen mankind, in whom there is no good thing, throwing 
thunderbolts of justice and wanting to annihilate anyone who falls short of their idea of holiness.” 
 
“It is because they are so eaten up with hatred, judgement, bitterness and even jealousy, that they are in dire 
danger of loosing their souls. But in their understanding it is all the others that are going to Hell while they are 
the holy saviors making corrections with harsh attacks at anyone they consider a ‘heretic.'” 
 
“You see, you have found Me to be gentle, kindly and helpful when you fall. You didn’t always see Me this 
way, but because you have opened your heart to Mine, you do. For instance when you were in the grocery 
store, very tired, and didn’t use the best judgment in what you bought, you came home feeling badly, even 
very badly, and that you should be harshly punished, and what did I say to you?” 
 
(Clare) Oh You were so sweet, I just melted in repentance, you said… ‘I will help you make better decisions 
next time.’ 
 
(Jesus) “And this is truly My nature, it is My kindness that leads to repentance, with gentle souls, and 
sometimes even with violent souls. When they feel My love and forgiveness wash over them, they melt and 
repentance flows like a river from their sinful souls. It is only with stubborn, self willed and obtuse souls that I 
am at times forced to use more forceful corrections, which I hate.” 
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“So when I see others doing this to My chosen vessels, I love them unconditionally but am not happy with their 
behavior, yet I allow it because they need prayer. I understand that they do not truly know who I AM.” 
 
“I AM a God of righteousness, but I tenderly carry the lambs in My arms and lead the ewes with wisdom and 
gentleness. I even speak this way to My shepherds so that they in turn will learn the language of love. Love 
and righteousness can not be separated they go hand in hand. Some are of the impression that they can wield 
the sword with righteousness and love is not even in the picture. They don’t feel love, they feel hatred, anger 
and bitterness. They wield unkind words in an unkind way and then expect everyone to obey them, and all 
they do is run from them. This causes them to sink more deeply into bitterness and judgement.” 
 
“You see, My sheep know My voice and another they will not follow. So without love it is impossible to lead, to 
correct or to guide and never should the motives of others be judged, that is My job and My job alone. Those 
who do this, do not know Me, they know a jesus who is not kind and tender but judgmental and always looking 
to punish. Again they are victims of a religious spirit or religious demon that has convinced them that they are 
doing Me a favor when in fact they are scattering the sheep I have worked so hard to bring into the fold.” 
 
“They perceive themselves as powerful prophets of wrath sent out to pronounce judgement on the nations. 
And yet, Judgement is on THEIR doorstep. Oh Clare, it is so sad to see these poor ones bent and twisted from 
birth by those who do not know Me. This is why your channel has become so important to others, you KNOW 
Me and they hear My voice when you share our conversations. And oh how they have hungered to hear 
Me…they have heard men over and over and over again, and all they want is to love Me and be loved by Me, 
not have a stack of religious rules and man made notions stapled to their backs.” 
 
“Those who are shepherds after My own heart are terribly persecuted, but then, they wear My Crown of 
Thorns and it is fitting. Still they choose to love and not hate. This is My true nature… ‘Father, forgive them, 
they know not what they do.'” 
 
“There is one other aspect that I have not covered. Many times those who have taken on this role are mentally 
disturbed and abused from childhood. They see the harshness and punishing authority figures and transfer 
that image to the final authority figure, God. The fault is really with those who never really loved them. They 
should have seen the final authority figure as loving, kind and corrective, but the love got left out. So they take 
on that role with others.” 
 
And finally, as My Servant Paul said… If I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but do not have love, I 
am only as a sounding brass or a clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and know all secrets and all 
knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. If I give all 
possessions to feed the poor and give over my body to hardship, but do not have love, it does not profit me at 
all. Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not puffed up. It does not behave 
indecently, it does not seek its own, it is not provoked, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not rejoice 
over the unrighteousness, but rejoices in the truth. It covers all, believes all, expects all and endures all. 1 
Corinthians 13:1-7 
 
“This is the failure of those who judge, they have never known My love.” 
 
“If someone says… ‘I love God’, and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one who does not love his brother 
whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen. And this commandment we have from Him, that 
the one who loves God should love his brother also.” 
 
“So as you may have gathered from what I said before, I use the enemy to form and correct My vessels, if I 
want them to increase in love and compassion I send those who are critical and mean spirited, without 
understanding of how I am working through you. In this way I know you will become more pliable, more 
compassionate, and pray for them. In the end Clare, I use everything and everyone to accomplish My ends, for 
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I shall complete the good work in you that I have begun. And I use everyone and everything to that end. I know 
you are dying to share that story, so go ahead.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, it’s true I can’t hide anything from You, this is a story told by Graham Cooke. I can’t remember if it 
was a dream or vision, but the Lord showed him a full sized hand carved stone statue, Then Jesus said, 
‘That’s you. Would you like to meet the artists?’ And of course Graham said yes. Then Jesus showed him the 
two men who had been persecuting him for years, sitting in the front row of every convention and then writing 
scathing reviews of his teachings. 
 
So indeed Lord, You do use everything and everyone to shape and form us. 
 
(Jesus) “My love, I want you to remember this teaching, but more importantly I want you to pray for that man. 
This is My heartfelt request from you.” 
 
“I bless all of you My Children, but I look especially fondly on all of you who have nothing but love in your 
hearts for those who are troubled, like this soul. By your love you prove to Me you are truly My disciples and 
Brides. This man will be saved because of your heartfelt prayers. He surely will.” 
 
 

Why does God allow Suffering? 

 
June 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Gratefulness opens the door for greater blessings. Greater and greater blessings. With 
gratefulness comes power, the power to loose and unleash the fetters both on yourselves and on others. 
When a bitter spirit is standing in the way, there is bondage. But remove the bitter spirit and healing can take 
place.” 
 
“There are so many, Clare, with a bitter spirit in the way of Me being able to work in their lives. Things happen 
in the lives of souls they do not understand, so they blame Me and become bitter. It is true that ultimately I 
could have prevented what happened, but it is also true that things happen for a reason. Reasons the minds of 
men cannot fathom.” 
 
“For instance, there are those souls who, had they succeeded in their intended destiny, would have ended 
their lives going to Hell. But because I allowed an intervention it totally changed the course of their lives. They 
cannot see it, and so they become bitter.” 
 
(Clare) But… won’t that bitterness take them to Hell as well? 
 
(Jesus) “It can if someone doesn’t intervene. But, I literally move Heaven and Earth to bring someone across 
their path that changes their whole attitude, many times at the very end of their lives, when it is their last 
chance. Not that I don’t try earlier! But some are so hardened and obstinate that it takes facing death to realize 
their mistake.” 
 
“Oh, My precious ones, so many, many times worse things were headed your way and I withstood the devils 
on your behalf. You were not walking with Me, you didn’t know Me or even care to know Me, but I protected 
you anyway. You see, when you live by My rules, love Me, and serve Me, you live within the confines of the 
corral of safety. But when you break down the fence and take off into the wilderness, you tie My hands.” 
 
“However, even then I relent and over-rule My norms to protect you, because I love you and I know you don’t 
understand what you are doing. I approach you year after year after year to turn you from your selfish and 
blind paths, and you ignore me year after year, blithely skipping down the path of your own fancies.” 
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“Then you get to the end of your life and start to think about things, looking back on mistakes, wondering when 
death approaches where you will finally end up. Even then, you try to reason away the things others have 
warned you with, you choose different religions and say that is your way. But in the stillness of the night, 
phantoms arise and taunt you with the truth… and you begin to wonder.” 
 
“Oh, I do try SO hard to turn your disposition, because I know where it is taking you and that I will never see 
you again. I will grieve for you, I will hear your screams from Hell, but I won’t be able to do anything for you 
made your decision in spite of everything I did to turn your heart back to Me.” 
 
“And for you who know Me, it is time now for you to examine your hearts and search for hidden traces of 
bitterness, or even pools of bitterness hidden in the caverns of your heart. Is there something you cannot 
forgive Me for? Is there something you say you have forgiven Me for, but you still hold resentment in your 
heart that I treated you so unfairly?” 
 
(Clare) Lord, I struggle with a few issues… the family I was born into, for one. 
 
(Jesus) “I know that, My love, and I am very sorry your parents made such foolish decisions. I certainly could 
not sway them, and in the end I knew the choices they would make. And I apologize to you for sending you 
into such a family. But may I say, when you get here, you will thank Me for that?” 
 
(Clare) Lord, in my right mind I thank you for it even now. Yes, even now I see things you gave Me through my 
parents and it wasn’t all bad. And after all, you did overcome me in my searchings and save me. So, what 
have I to complain about? I could be going to Hell for the way I lived. 
 
(Jesus) “All that you say is true, My Beloved. But, look how far you have climbed up the ladder of grace out 
from the deep, deep pit that gave birth to you. Look how you have taken My hand and risen up into the realms 
of glory with Me. Surely that is to be rejoiced over.” 
 
(Clare) It is quite amazing and I have to say I do feel fulfilled and happy in what You have chosen for me. 
 
(Jesus) “Oh, and that is only the beginning. I didn’t say from glory to glory without reason.” 
 
“Oh, My children. If you could see from My perspective what you have triumphed over in the kingdom of 
darkness. If only you could see the amazing obstacles, powers, dominions, and enemies you have triumphed 
over, you would be so very appreciative, happy and satisfied. But, not until you are with Me will you be able to 
see from My perspective the great victories you have won.” 
 
“Still, it is most important in this hour that you examine every tiny crevice of your heart and find yourself out. 
Find out if there is still bitterness for what I have allowed. Can you trust Me with that? Can you trust that what I 
allowed in your life was for the best? Now that you know Me, you know My nature, My love that didn’t stop at 
being cruelly executed for you – now that you know that, can you trust Me and thank Me for your life, all the 
good and all the bad?” 
 
“Oh, I am imparting this grace tonight as we speak. Yes, I am imparting wisdom not of this world, wisdom from 
the highest realms. My wisdom and grace to be able to thank Me for what I allowed and what I did not allow, 
for what I gave and what I withheld, for what I took and never replaced. All of it – good and bad – you will see 
served a purpose, accomplished great good and in some cases leveled the playing field and cancelled the 
debt so you wouldn’t be consigned to Hell from your very own decisions.” 
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“I have spoken of this to Clare before. Many, many, many souls born into squalor and dying prematurely made 
the decision to come to Earth and suffer in this way because they longed to be redeemed from among 
mankind. You, at this time, cannot understand what it means in Heaven to be among the redeemed…” 
 
(Clare) Lord, you are such a communicator that surely you can help us to understand why in the world a soul 
would allow themselves to be born into one of those bodies that is destined to die from aids, destined to be 
raped and killed. Lord, please tell us in a way we can understand. 
 
(Jesus) “You are asking for a great deal, Clare. I will try. You are not going to explain it to yourself in your 
logical mind. As I have told you before, your intellect and pride get in the way My Dearest.” 
 
(Clare) Ok… Sorry. 
 
(Jesus) “I hear and see what you are thinking. ‘If I don’t get it right I can just delete this section’. Shame on 
you! And your trust? Where has it taken off to?” 
 
(Clare) Lord, I believe, help my unbelief. 
 
(Jesus) “Oh, My Darling Clare, nothing is beyond Me. But many things are beyond you because you cannot 
see as I see…you are still looking through a glass darkly.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, are you saying, You won’t tell us after all? 
 
(Jesus) “I should spank you for thinking that.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, please don’t. You always get me where I live. 
 
(Jesus) “In the chocolate bar?” 
 
(Clare) Please, don’t tell them how bad I am. 
 
(Jesus) “Alright then, imagine a little bug, a lady bug…crawling along slowly on the ground. Now, imagine a 
bird coming by and catching up that little bug.” 
 
(Clare) So far, I have the lady bug and the crow. 
 
(Jesus) “Ok, now imagine the perspective the lady bug has…and then imagine the perspective the crow 
has….” 
 
(Clare) There’s no comparison! 
 
(Jesus) “That’s correct. There’s no comparison until the bird picks the lady bug up and flies off with it. Then the 
lady bug can see as the crow sees.” 
 
(Clare) Ok. 
 
(Jesus) “It is the realms of awareness, between the two….” 
 
(Clare) I’m thinking… 
 
(Jesus) “Come on! You asked, and now you don’t want to see the answer?” 
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(Clare) Lord, you know how I am. 
 
(Jesus) “Sadly, Thomas… I do.” 
 
(Clare) OK, is that any way to treat your frail Bride? 
 
(Jesus) “Is that anyway to treat your loving Jesus who continually instructs you?” 
 
(Clare) No. I’m sorry. 
 
(Jesus) “Alright then, tell them the answer Clare.” 
 
(Clare) The Ladybug experiences Your love as she crawls along the ground, through every little grain of sand 
etc., in a very, very limited way. But, when she is picked up in the crow’s beak, she suddenly sees everything 
there is to see. 
 
(Jesus) “Exactly! When a soul is in Heaven, they do not experience the depravity of Earth and sin, so they 
can’t possibly appreciate what they have. But when they’ve been subjected to the utter darkness of sinful men, 
and are lifted up and out of it, their awareness of how they are loved by Me is suddenly expanded beyond all 
boundaries and they experience the very extraordinary bliss of My Being and My Love for them.” 
 
“Ok, that’s My try… what do you think?” 
 
(Clare) Mind boggling? 
 
(Jesus) “What did I tell you? Hmm? Didn’t I tell you that you wouldn’t be able to understand till you came 
here?” 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, that is positively amazing! When You talk to me I usually pick up on Your thoughts and put 
them into words. But this example, I was totally mystified by every image… I didn’t get it until the very end. 
Kind of like falling backwards into Your waiting arms which I can’t see – I just have to trust. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, I have to talk to you sometimes this way, because the line of thought and where I am going is 
totally out of your reality. Like those events I warned you would be part of the Tribulation…the strange 
creatures, etc.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, that was hard for me, but You did it! You’re amazing Lord! 
 
(Jesus) “I know.” 
 
“So, I have already blessed you tonight by imparting wisdom not of this world, wisdom from the highest 
Realms. My wisdom and grace to be able to thank Me for what I allowed and what I did not allow, for what I 
gave and what I withheld, for what I took and never replaced. All of it good and bad, you will see it served a 
purpose.” 
 
(Clare) So, in essence… Those of us who got the rawest deal will experience the very greatest depths of Your 
Love. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, My Love, now you see it! Those who are forgiven much, shall love much, and shall see the 
enormity of My Love. The Greater the knowledge of darkness, the greater the appreciation of the Light! I bless 
you all again, now. Take your time with this, it is quite deep and challenging to understand. But this night I 
have imparted the grace to understand as you listen.” 
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“The greater the sorrow and bitterness you’ve experienced in this life on Earth, the more grateful you will be in 
Heaven and the more bliss and joy you will experience for eternity!” 
 
 

I want to go back to the simple Gospel... Wrap the Lost into My Love 

 
July 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “I’m right here by your side, My Love, and I do want to draw you far away from the world and 
way high up into My Heart. This is that place of fullness where I exchange your weakness, your ignorance, 
your laziness, your fears, for My strength, My Wisdom, My commitment, My Faith. Up, up and away high into 
the habitation of My Heart, out of harm’s way, in that place where none can disturb or disrupt. 
 
“When you worship in the way I have given to you, your soul is drawn along as if it were on a conveyor belt, as 
I draw you with cords of love into the secret high place where all eventualities are realities. You exchange your 
limited human time for My eternal endless time in which I see the complete majesty of My creation. 
 
“This supernatural exchange of energies from the Divine Wellsprings of Life are what I wish to fill all My Brides 
with, that they may walk in victory until I take them up and away with Me. The challenges of your corrupted 
world overpower ordinary humanity. Nothing that is grounded in the world can stand, all must have its 
foundations in solid rock. That is My will, My empowerment, My Love and tucked away, securely hidden in the 
Vine, putting forth the sweet fruit of Divine Love. 
 
“In this world all turns bitter, in Heaven all turns sweet. As you walk in this life grounded in Me, this sweetness 
is exuded into your grapes from deep within Me. These choice clusters are readily identified by those who 
know the voice of their Shepherd and another they will not follow. 
 
“In these times, I am calling, calling, calling out in Love to those who have departed from the way, to those 
who have never known the way. Amidst a sea of bitterness I am offering the sweetness of My Love, something 
never before experienced. My focus is not on punishment but Love, for Love is the last call to the rebellious 
and uninformed. The sweet melody of love is unmistakably different than the harsh crassness of the world. 
This Divine Fragrance touches that tender place within a soul that has yet to be filled.” 
 
(Clare) I was thinking of the theme song from the film the Mission, how plaintively sweet it was and how it drew 
the natives to the men, how it bypassed so much. He answered my thought… 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, much like the flute playing in The Mission. The melody reached beyond the barriers of hostility 
and hatred and drew those souls into My arms. Never mind that man came along and spoiled it. Still, many 
souls made it into the safe haven of My arms. Yes, Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little 
children, you will never enter the Kingdom of Heaven. (Matthew 18:3) 
 
“The simplicity of the Gospel can never be improved upon by the intellect of man. It only sows confusion and 
pride. That is why I prefer simple things best, things that bypass the intellect and lodge in the heart like a dart 
tipped with a drop of my sacrificial love. Once that finds its way into a man’s heart, he knows right from wrong, 
good from evil and that is when the poison of self-will can do the most damage.” 
 
(Clare) I was thinking… ‘Lord, what is going on that I am missing? What are you addressing?’ He answered 
my unspoken question. 
 
(Jesus) “What am I getting at? Your channel is about that simple love. It reveals how very simple, tender and 
approachable I am. This is by My design, for I wish to reach inside souls and bypass all the religious traps and 
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mazes that have so hindered conversions. I want to provide a straight line to love. I want to nourish and suckle 
the little ones directly from My own Divine Breast, without the posturing and learning. Charity edifies, 
Knowledge puffs up and Pride proceeds a fall. 
 
“The way to My heart is straight and narrow. These other things are there only to direct the soul into My arms 
and a Divine Union of wills, but men have made them an end in themselves and have devised a million ways 
to detour humanity from My simple and direct love. As a result, so many do not make it into My arms but are 
turned away in confusion. I want to go back, Church! 
 
“I want to go back to the simplicity of the gospels, the witness of My Miracles, and the kind of love that does 
not exist in the world. I am calling to the Lost with My Love. You are all ambassadors of love, a rare quality, 
one that only thrives in the Garden of My Love where you daily come to bask in My transforming presence. 
 
“I am calling you all to simple Brotherly Love. Please put aside rhetoric and squabbling over doctrines. It is so 
easy to be caught in the trap of Pride and Learning, but so challenging to skip on past needless disputes and 
answer with love and graciousness, dwelling together in one accord on Earth even as it is in Heaven. I am not 
asking you to compromise, not in the least. But, I am asking you to use the superior tools for conversion… 
Love – not endless doctrinal arguments and disputes that only reveal the hypocrisy in My Church. 
 
“Love one another as I have loved you. Yes, this I will bless, this will reap the bumper crop and My storehouse 
will be full. Go forth now in humility and wrap each soul in the tender blanket of My Love. There they will find 
shelter from the relentless storms of confusion. There they will find rest. Bring them to Me, I long to embrace 
the lost. Tenderly bring them to Me.” 
 
 

What did you do with the Talents I entrusted to you? 

 
July 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Tonight, Ezekiel and I took a little bit of a break. We watched a movie called ‘Camp’. It was 
about under-privileged children, orphans and that kind of thing that went away to a camp. It was a very 
touching movie. Just to give you an idea, the story line was kinda centered around this one little boy, where 
the mother is a heroin addict and totally wrapped up in herself. She doesn’t even have food in the refrigerator 
for the child, is constantly telling him to stay in his room – he can’t go anywhere, do anything. It’s his birthday, 
and she goes out on one of her dates and leaves him alone at home with nothing to eat, nothing at all. Then, 
along comes his dad, bursting into the house looking for money. Because the boy was hungry, he’d gotten up 
in the cookie jar and taken out what money was there. When the dad saw that he wanted to know where all 
the rest of it was – the boy only had a little bit – and the dad beat him to a pulp. He broke a broomstick and 
beat him with the broomstick. Then, the next scene, they’re taking him away in an ambulance to nuture him 
back to help and send him to this camp. Which is a real life camp in California. 
 
Along comes this businessman. He’s on the fast track, you know – he has it altogether, has a Porsche and 
everything. He’s going to this camp to try to impress a woman who is very, very wealthy and needs a financial 
advisor – an elderly woman. So, he pretends to be a camp counselor, he offers to do that. So, they take this 
guy on, and he’s on the sofa all the time making deals – obviously his heart is not on what he’s supposed to be 
doing – be a camp counselor. 
 
The rest of the movie is about this transformation taking place in this little boy and this businessman. It was 
really very touching – I cried at the end of it. I don’t like movies I cry over, but I just had to cry. A little later I 
was sitting with the Lord to listen to Him, to see what He had to say tonight, and He didn’t change the subject. 
He stayed right on track with what I was experiencing emotionally. As we spent some time together, He was 
trying to comfort me and I was trying to comfort Him, because I know He has to deal with this stuff. But, at one 
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point He asked me to stop worshipping and just sit with Him and listen. So, I did – and this is what He had to 
say… 
 
(Jesus) “That’s just a mere drop in the ocean of suffering I must deal with every day. You cannot even begin to 
imagine how widespread this kind of abuse is. And so, I have My “angels”, those who are willing to put aside 
their lives to tend to these little ones that in truth have no hope. A mere drop in the ocean. But, don’t let it get 
you down or discouraged. To everything there is a purpose, a plan, and a season. And, although now suffering 
seems to come out of the woodwork for these little ones, I am coming to restore humanness to humanity.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, but Lord – what about these that didn’t get a chance? 
 
(Jesus) “Clare, no one in this world is without a chance of some kind. What kind of a God would I be if I did not 
respond with opportunities? How could I be God and not respond?” 
 
(Clare) Lord, you know how the evangelicals talk about the lost and unsaved who have no one to preach to 
them the Good News? 
 
(Jesus) “Shall I cast My Creation into the Abyss without first bringing it opportunity? Man has formulas. I have 
Mercy.” 
 
(Clare) Some would say that’s blasphemy, Lord! 
 
(Jesus) “Some, if not all, have very limited knowledge of My workings. They think they know, based on My 
Word, but they don’t truly know Me in My depths, especially the depths of My Mercy.” 
 
(Clare) So, You are saying ALL have an opportunity? 
 
(Jesus) “I am saying that I have a plan of escape for all. It is up to them whether or not they take it. But, 
believe Me, I leave no one without recourse. I found you, didn’t I? I had to wait until you were ready, but I 
found you and delivered you out of the hands of darkness and into My marvelous Light, did I not?” 
 
(Clare) You did. 
 
(Jesus) “Then, trust Me. I have plans for each and every soul. Plan A, Plan B, Plan C, and even Plan D. Oh, 
Clare I am relentless in following up on souls until they flat out reject Me or accept Me. Relentless. You needn’t 
worry, there will be so many surprises in Heaven. Children of My Mercy. 
 
“Man has rules and formulas. I have Mercy. It has been given into My hands… ‘I shall have mercy on whom I 
will have Mercy, What then shall we say? Is God unjust? Not at all! For he says to Moses, ‘I will have mercy on 
whom I have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I have compassion.’ It does not, therefore, depend 
on human desire or effort, but on God’s mercy. (Romans 9:15) 
 
“Again, religion has become a stumbling block to My Favor upon the children of men. Had they but known Me, 
truly known Me, there would be no need for all these rules. For you see, the way I run the universe is that for 
each there is a lesson and I need men to teach only to recognize My ways, My workings, that My children may 
learn from Me. Men’s ways are a poison. God’s ways are life.” 
 
(Clare) But, Lord! You’ve been so big on obedience and how you bless obedience. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, because man’s way is not My way. Nevertheless, one must learn from the examples set before 
them. So, in this case I place people in your lives that help you to recognize My ways. But of course, people 
will always be people and exploit who they can through fear and manipulation. Yet, I have come to set My 
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people free from the yoke of bondage to the law, and now love becomes the law. And, through My Love, dying 
on the Cross, I have opened the way of Love and have given ample examples of what love looks like. 
 
“Clare, if you don’t get anything else, understand this: I wish that all would come to an understanding of Who I 
AM, and stop trying to attain their idea of holiness by climbing the rungs of men’s ladders. I wish for all to come 
to a knowledge of My Love through the example of My ambassadors of love shown to others. Yes, there will 
always be failures, those who cannot carry the load of love that is necessary for a proper example. But, we will 
never stop trying, never give up, but carry on even in the bleakest corners of the world. 
 
“So much will not be understood until you are here. But for now, it is so important that people get it. I am about 
Love and Mercy, I am just and kind. I am looking for the fruits of righteousness in My People. I have loved, and 
now I look for the sweet clusters of love to be passed onto the broken for their healing. There is no greater 
failure in My eyes, than to fail at love. That is the supreme test of discipleship… love one another as I have 
loved you. No matter what you did as a Christian, if you failed that test, you have failed as a Christian. Rather, 
you will find yourself outside the gates with the hypocrites where there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth.” 
 
“But understand, to each I give just so many talents. One, two , three, ten, twenty… each has a specified 
number of talents, places where love has been taught and nurtured – where opportunity and discipleship are 
offered to souls. And then comes payback time. If you are raised in a family that is whole and healthy, where 
great care was taken in your upbringing, where many opportunities for growth and happiness were scattered 
along the way on your journey, then so much more is expected of you. But, if you come from a family like this 
little boy’s where nothing was given him but harshness, cruelty, rejection, and neglect – you are greatly 
handicapped along the path of life. I do not expect from an abused child what I would expect from one reared 
under the very best circumstances. And yet the grace I impart to the poor child is sufficient to get them out of 
their pit if it is used correctly.” 
 
“Sometimes, there is nothing else to do but take them early. Other times, I will watch them struggle until they 
die of old age, lonely, broken, alcoholic, fading away of liver disease with no one to comfort them. This life is 
about giving, in case you hadn’t noticed, and those who choose to withdraw and keep it all for themselves are 
the very worst losers. And yet I come to them, with opportunities to repent, especially because of the kindness 
of my disciples whom I send to them.” 
 
“So you see, right before your eyes I have set one of these before you. The bitterness of her losses was so 
overwhelming she chose to hide away and waste her life. Some do that. Some never learn. Some find out at 
the last moment and they are ripe for the picking. Yes, that is what I am biding My time for. Yes, that is my 
strategy. At that fateful moment, I will reveal the poor choices they made to the soul and give them one last 
chance to repent and accept My forgiveness. They, in that moment, are totally broken down and have no more 
fight in them. That is when I visit them with My Love. They have no more resistance…pray that in that moment 
she will embrace Me, the lover of her soul.” 
 
“But, to each I do give graces, and to each it is up to them; bury them or use them, work them, bring forth fruit. 
Some have 50 talents, some have one, it’s all in what they do with what they have. I am always just, 
understanding and giving more chances. Life is so complex, so burdensome, but I visit each with the grace of 
the day, whether believer or non-believer – I visit with grace.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, yes, Lord. I remember when you visited me with the grace to choose to fight and live my dream. 
 
(Jesus) “And you invested your talent until the time when I needed to call you away and prepare you for your 
next mission. So, you see I have a plan and resource for every single soul. It is up to them how they handle it, 
and up to those who have, to provide for those who have not and need a foot up.” 
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“So, to you I say, My Bride: do not in any way be puffed up over your status with Me. You have been given the 
talents and used them wisely. But there are others among you who have been given a pittance of what you 
have and they are bringing forth more abundant grace with their widow’s mite than those who began with a 
spiritual bank account full of them. Never look down upon the little ones. You do not know how very little they 
began life with, compared to you, whom I have endowed with many, many talents.” 
 
“So, no man may boast before Me. No man can claim the good ‘he’ had done as his own. All returns to His 
Creator Who invested, after all, His very own substance into each and now comes to reclaim His investment.” 
 
“Part of being prepared My Bride, part of having oil in your lamps, refers to bringing Me a substantial profit at 
that midnight hour. With what has been given you, what have you to show? What have you done? Where are 
the souls you have touched with My investment in you? Where are the spiritual children and grandchildren 
from your life long labors? No one ever really knows what fruit they have reaped. This will not be revealed until 
the last day when all things are brought to the great tribunal of God.” 
 
“Then, we shall all see the hidden fruit that no one but I knew about. We shall also see the hay and stubble – 
what looked good on the outside but was a mere vacuum on the inside that sucked up resources and returned 
nothing. All will be exposed to the light, at that time many will receive honors and gifts beyond what they had in 
this life, even though, to men their lives looked fruitless.” 
 
“Others who boasted of all they had done, will stand empty handed before Me.” 
 
“I alone know the truth about your lives. Live for Me in these last hours and days, live for My Kingdom to come. 
My Will to be done. Live only for Me and on that Day you will have nothing to be ashamed of.” 
 
 

The Divine Reality as an Alternative to the World of Games 

 
July 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Oh Lord, I feel so totally inebriated in Your Love. 
 
(Jesus) “And I in yours Clare.” 
 
(Clare) Really? 
 
(Jesus) “Yes. You remember little Pantutu? You looked into his eyes and were lost in the wonder of his little 
being?” 
 
(Clare) Yes, I do remember. It was intoxicating. (This Experience is documented in ‘Graces dispensed on your 
Behalf‘) 
 
(Jesus) “Yes. It is very intoxicating. There is nothing like that kind of love. It is indeed a new kind of love, a new 
class of love. It is divinized because it is between the very spirits, the essence of our beings. There is nothing 
like it on Earth that can correlate – that is why Heaven is so saturated with bliss. Everyone is relating to one 
another on that level, there are no things to bring them down… except, perhaps the news from Earth.” 
 
Wow, my head feels like it’s floating above my shoulders. 
 
“Yes, that’s what it feels like: you are operating in another dimension, another wavelength. This state is so 
readily attained by being with Me in Spirit and in Truth. Your eyes are even a little blurry, it’s as if you have 
floated behind the veil that separates us, and it’s always propelled by divine love. This is at the very core of all 
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miracles, this longing to love. It is responsible for bi-locations, for being lifted up physically off the ground, for 
the manifestation of miracles, for the ability to overcome everything in this world you are now living in. All can 
be overcome by this super-abundant love.” 
 
(Clare) Is this what Yogis do? 
 
(Jesus) “In a manner of speaking, yes. They control the wavelengths of their thoughts and that brings them 
into this state. However, it is different than Divine love. It is more artificial in the sense that it is attained by 
means other than knowing, longing, and serving Me.” 
 
“But for you, it is a natural consequence of your service to Me. My happiness permeates all that you do or 
touch and divinizes it. Music, art, teaching, praying, serving – all of these actions can be divinized in transports 
of love as the soul draws nearer and nearer to Me.” 
 
“Well, I want to talk of these things because there is so much talk of the supernatural these days. So much 
running after the spectacular. But, I say to you, the most spectacular of all things that can occur on Earth is the 
love of the soul for her Creator, and beside that, for her brother.” 
 
“There are different ways to attain these disciplines, many different ways but the very best is the desire of love, 
this is what brings you into the miraculous. This fire, once it is ignited within you, rages and burns away the 
pettiness of the flesh bringing the soul face to face with Me and My Pure love for you.” 
 
“You are in that altered state of supreme peace. I have brought you here with Me, My Love, just to instruct you 
about these different dimensions and their access. This is why you love your cats so much, they slip into this 
state when they are around you.” 
 
“Satan has a counterfeit for everything. This state of mind was reserved for worship and camaraderie, never 
just to be used as a private tool of manipulation or mind control. But, if one discovers the principals, they can in 
fact be put in place without the substance… Love.” 
 
“This is another reason gaming has become so wildly important in the lives of people: it again transforms out 
of this reality into an ether-like reality where you become what you imagine. This is also the precursor to 
witchcraft – dangerously close to that altered-reality, manipulated by the mind for evil purposes. That is… 
Exerting the human will on the free will of another, to overpower and obtain a selfish and short sighted result. 
The power of the mind is beyond reckoning, and it is a sad thing when ability overshadows morality. These 
things are not meant to be had supernaturally independent of divine love. This is an abuse and premature use 
of the mind.” 
 
“Yet, anyone can access it to their detriment, if their motive is not pure love that I capture, in a sense, and use 
to transform a soul into a divine reality. In other words, it is like healing skills. If not done strictly from a motive 
of love – brotherly or divine love – it can become a temptation and even a weapon in the hands of souls who 
are not given this gift by Me.” 
 
“It is ultimately the safest to love Me to distraction, and should I decide you are ready for a gift of supernatural 
nature, I give it to you. In this way, you cannot go off track so easily and fall through pride, doing damage to 
many, many souls.” 
 
“Oh My Love, these things are wild fire and if sought as an end in themselves, can lead to the destruction and 
loss of a soul. So many have tampered with the occult and fallen into perdition, of their own choosing I might 
add. They have a toxic hatred for being controlled by anyone, of having limits put on them.” 
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“Obedience is out of the question – certain souls just want to run rampant with power and show the world what 
they can do. But, they haven’t the love and discretion to control themselves, and since they refuse My control, 
they have almost nothing but intoxication with their own selves and their abilities. Thus, a soul who believed 
themselves to be starting out with the good of others in mind is easily deceived and led off track if he/she is not 
submitted to Me.” 
 
“A man’s gift can bring his ruin, as you well know. I prefer to give gifts with maturity – to protect my children’s 
integrity. I am explaining all this to you because you live in a society that is constantly pushing the limits 
electronically. There are many specters of control being used against you. By that, I mean energies being 
used by spirits and electronically to create chaos in the human mind and separate you from Me.” 
 
“That is why quiet time, worship and prayer are so important. Your spirit can very easily get out of alignment 
with Me once you are steeped in the doings of the world. That does include gaming and certain infused evils 
that are veiled under a mask of innocent fun. Gaming is very addictive, very dangerous and very deliberately 
corrupting the higher levels of human thought and desire.” 
 
“It is hard to explain, but I think you get the picture. There are many young people who are held captive in this 
alter reality of gaming. It takes over the mind and provides a means of escape from the pain of this world, 
without offering a way out of the trouble. You begin to live in the other reality, where it is safe, where you are in 
control and isolated from harm.” 
 
“Why have I brought this up? Good question. You are dealing with a lot of souls who have fallen into confusion 
about the purpose of their lives because of gaming. This world is so hard to deal with that eventually, if you 
have a means of escape, you take it and put off dealing with the real problems. If you don’t wake up, you fall 
down the rabbit hole into a make believe existence, where the only way to relieve the pain of failure is to play 
another game. Ask anyone who has been delivered from this and you will see clearly what I’m telling you.” 
 
“So, what is the cure for this? Being drawn into My Presence, My Love, My Reality, My dimension… into Me 
where everything is supernatural. The God dimension. This happens when you worship, when you pray, when 
you meditate on My Word. You step out of yourself into another reality, another dimension. My World, My 
Reality – where I have all the answers, all the strength and all the love you could ever want or need.” 
 
“Gaming is Satan’s answer to the suffering young people deal with from day to day. Being with Me is the real 
answer, being drawn into My dimension”. 
 
(Clare) But don’t people need a little recreation? 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, but that kind of recreation is more powerful and has more potential to distort the life than the 
simpler things. It looks innocent, but examine the fruit. Not only that, but it is deliberately designed to be 
addictive, so much so that the gamer begins to depart from reality and live in the gaming world, where self-
worth is determined by skill level and other gamers and where violence is not experienced on the real level.” 
 
“Fun to shoot the bad guy… but have you ever been with someone who was just shot and dying? Not a game 
anymore. But, desensitizing young people is the hidden agenda behind this violence. It is a precursor to the 
chaos and rage Satan has planned for this world and is even now surfacing. Gaming has desensitized this 
generation, who now see reckless driving, shooting and bombing as a recreational activity.” 
 
“My Love, I have taken the time to go over this with you because some of our listeners are caught in this 
destructive addiction. I wish for them to understand what they are truly dealing with in their lives, to give them 
a chance to make an informed decision and get out of it. Some would argue that there are benefits, but weight 
them carefully against moral decline and addictive behavior.” 
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(Clare) Are there any games that they can play? 
 
(Jesus) “The rule is… anything that is sinful, depicts suffering, rebelliousness and anarchy, violence, war, 
destruction – anything like that is NOT healthy. There are simple little games, educational and to increase 
mental abilities and innocent creative fun like building cities, golf and the like. But, if one becomes addicted, 
then you have a problem. Be ever so careful to examine the game and its goals before you get involved in it. 
There is nothing wrong with innocent fun. It is the sinful that should never be a part of your life.” 
 
“My children, I am not trying to deprive you of all fun. I am asking you to be smarter than the Devil and look 
beyond the fun to see what things you are learning and being introduced to. I am asking you to consider the 
loss of time when you become so addicted to the game you lose track of your life. Where you are going, who 
you are serving, what is happening to your goals in life, your true purpose. Consider these things, and be 
advised that if a man scoops fire into his lap, he will get burned. Be wise as a serpent and gentle as a dove.” 
 
“Your adversary has thousands of years of practice corrupting human nature. Stay in obedience to Me and you 
will be protected. Yield up your will, ‘Lord, please reveal to me that this is not pleasing to You and I will stop.’ 
And expect Me to do it. There is little as pleasing to Me than a soul who values obedience above their own 
desires. 
 
“I bless you now to see through My eyes the things that you are giving your time to and the courage to let go of 
them if need be.” 
 
 

CERN, Hate & The Power of Love 

 
July 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Yes, I wanted you to talk about the Hadron collider because this technology is being used 
widely in different places each time they want to start a war. The reason the riots never happened in South 
Carolina is because the people turned to God. They saw through the plot to incite anarchy and refused to 
cooperate. When they turned to Me I put a stop to the energies being used to provoke them.” 
 
“Clare this machinery has been used time and time again all over the world to instill the worst bitter hatred and 
urge to kill, it is standard operating procedure. But you see when a people is steeped in Me, when they turn to 
Me, it no longer works. And may I say, they may increase their attack ten fold, and I will foil it eleven fold. I will 
not permit the people to be tested beyond their capacity to withstand the temptation, I will provide a way out. 
That is My promise and I will keep it. The wisdom and solidarity the people showed put an end to what could 
have been a state wide blood bath of riots, provoking marshall law. This is the challenge now, these kinds of 
civil incitements will increase and unless the people turn to Me they will fall prey to the schemes of evil men 
and women.” 
 
“What I am teaching Our YouTube family is all they really need to know. I love them, how to love Me back and 
how to stay in that relationship of love between us. What the powers behind the collider are trying to do is 
basically reduce people to an animal mentality turned against itself until they all kill one another. But I will 
never, ever, allow them to be overwhelmed if they turn to Me. That is why the enemy is trying to find a way to 
cut off the mind from that portion of the brain that communicates with Me most clearly. What they do not 
understand is that I am omnipotent, they cannot stop My communing with a soul. I will override their every 
attempt to cut the soul off from Me. 
 
As it is written in Romans 8:35-39... Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or 
persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or sword? As it is written: “For your sake we face death all day 
long; we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered.” No, in all these things we are more than conquerors 
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through him who LOVED us. For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, neither 
the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be 
able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord. 
 
“That Word is written and that Word stands and nothing shall be able to defy it. Who is it that thinks they can 
destroy what I have created? The prince of demons? His very existence depends on My sustaining energy, his 
days are numbered and he knows it, what he could not do in his demon kingdom he has enlisted foolish men 
to accomplish for him. But God shall not be mocked. They may disassemble, I will reassemble.” 
 
(Clare) I saw a particle being taken out of the ‘wall’ as they call it, so that it would disintegrate and I saw it pop 
right back in like it was attached by rubber cement. No matter how hard they tried, they simply could not 
overpower God’s plan. It was really quite humorous watching these men toying with the wall to absolutely no 
avail. 
 
(Jesus) “I will intervene again and again and again. They are wasting their time and satan is amusing himself 
with their efforts hoping that somehow if he keeps feeding them technology they will hit upon it. But he knows 
his time is short. And I have all the time in the world to play this game while I am putting the finishing touches 
on My Brides.” 
 
“Oh My Beautiful ones, don’t you see, I am leading you! The one thing that holds this universe in place is My 
Love, should I cease to Love, nothing and no one would exist. The entire creation would implode and cease to 
be. And that particle of love I have sown in your hearts is the key to remaining stable when these weapons are 
used against you. When you feel the almost uncontrollable urge to hate, fight, and fall into this trap, recall My 
Love to your mind, Recall My Face, lock into My Love, for I am there in that crucial moment, truly there in that 
crucial moment to strengthen you and foil the attack of the enemy to bring your demise.” 
 
“One thing I must address in My Family, I live in you. You do not have to search for Me in Heaven or on Earth, 
I Am Living inside of you ALL THE TIME. Do not confuse seeing Me with My being present to you. I am always 
always always present to you right there inside of you, I Am. That I have to come down from Heaven to 
manifest is a false teaching, I can manifest any way and any time I want to, right before your eyes. Many times 
in a service I will choose to manifest in front of the congregation but every person present has Me residing 
within them, that’s why you are so powerful to overcome the enemy. I have not left you orphans, not for one 
second, I dwell within you continually. So when you see Me it’s not because I came from Heaven to visit you, 
it’s because I manifested My All The Time Presence to your spiritual eyes in that moment of time. So stop 
considering Me a far away God, speak with Me in your heart, where I Dwell.” 
 
“I want to return to the collider. All over the world these instruments of destruction are being manufactured and 
their small scale mini-weapons. And as you observe more and more countries fall under the raging influence of 
these machines, remember, Love conquers all. With Love that one particle I put in you will arrest the entire 
wave of violence when we stand together. What is coming on this world is an unprecedented wave of crime 
and violence stirred up by these evil creatures and not the least of which is the scientific community which is 
devoid of a conscience. In very fact, many are inhabited by demonic entities, fallen angels and are 
orchestrating the demise of humanity under the innocent guise of scientific exploration and discovery, to 
benefit humankind so they say.” 
 
“Lies, lies, lies, so many lies. The one thing satan does well, is to lie. And these men have been duped almost 
to the point of no return. But what I want to make clear here is what I have told you all along, Love Conquers 
All, even the elites in science and technology, love easily conquers them as well.” 
 
“So I am calling for My people to get it solid in their heads, I LIVE AND BREATHE AND MOVE IN YOU AND 
IN ME YOU LIVE AND MOVE AND BREATHE! Your prayers are heard as you utter them. There is no delay. I 
am immediately aware, and furthermore, I know ahead of time what you will pray, I am SO ready for your 
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prayers, I am SO present to you and NOTHING can conquer the soul who has chosen to live for Me. So I do 
not wish for you to be afraid of these things, NO, take authority with My Name over these things and especially 
your own flesh, take authority over your tendencies to retaliate, to grow angry, bitter, resentful. These are the 
things that will conquer you, not some alien technology. I have given this into your hands, it is the very power 
of love. So now you must use it.” 
 
“How? you say. By choosing to love over hate, by choosing to forgive over retaliate, by choosing to give over 
selfishness, at every turn you are tested, every day in your responses you are given a chance to grow in Love. 
And because love conquers all, this is no coincidence. I am training you in the Love response. Some of you 
will be taken others will stay. Love is the only way the left behind ones will conquer evil. They may take your 
body but they will never get your soul.” 
 
“The edge for the enemy are the soulless bodies that will collect at that great battlefield. Those who will be 
destroyed for the most part will not be human with a soul, rather they will be synthetic soldiers, not of God’s 
origin, rather manufactured, just like dolls except with technology that is far superior and ties into the human 
make up. These will be inhabited by demons. You see there is so much you do not understand about the early 
days of the Old Testament, when the order was given to destroy men, women and children. The demonic 
infestation in even what looked like an innocent child was horrendous. Even the animals were polluted and 
impure. Entire societies had been corrupted to the point of no return and when an Israelite married out of this 
stock, it corrupted everything about them but especially the God connection which had deliberately been 
suppressed in breeding. When you trace back the truly evil ones in history you will find somewhere in their 
lineage, those who mated with demons.” 
 
“My children I have instructed you this day. Choose love over hate and never will you be conquered. Now is 
the time to exercise that virtue like never before. Each day, I say to you again, choose love over hatred. Do not 
compromise with the enemy, conquer him by love. Of course I am imparting to you now the wisdom and 
restraint to be free enough to choose what is right. It is the choice of your will. I will back it up with My grace, 
always and everywhere. Now you know, happy will you be if you put into practice what you have learned.” 
 
 

Your Past is in our Way... I cannot heal you until you let go 

 
July 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “I want to bring everyone back to dwelling prayer. This is the safe haven for your souls. It does 
not matter whether you see Me or not. No. Truly, it doesn’t. What matters is your intention to be with Me in this 
way, to hold Me in your heart. Seeing and hearing Me, that’s additional and will be given to you when I deem it 
necessary. “Does that shock you My Love?” 
 
(Clare) A little. 
 
(Jesus) “Well, I intended to tell you all this much earlier, but now it is a necessity for you all to understand. It 
isn’t the result that matters, so much. It’s your intention. ‘Blessed are Those who believe without seeing.’ For 
many of you this is a sacrifice, yet I know how to reward My servants and My Bride and wish for you to be 
very, very sensitive and observant and grateful for all I give you. Gratitude indeed opens the door for My 
Blessings. I know it is hard to be grateful when things are dry. I am well aware of your struggles with faith. I 
am, after all, right there beside you and within you. 
 
“What I am looking for, My Brides, is true worship in spirit and in truth. I want you to ponder My miracles, My 
compassion, My mercy. When you connect with just one thing that is awesome to you, enter into My Heart 
with worship. Go there, go with that recognition of My Greatness, ponder, ponder and ponder even more how 
wonderful I am. Allow that to carry you along through the breezeway of Divine Love. Swim, fly, soar up into the 
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very heart of that thought and allow it to carry you into My Presence. You will find Me when you seek Me with 
ALL your heart. I am not an easy catch. 
 
“I know the kind of love each and every one of you are capable of. I know the depths of your love, I am calling 
unto deep – ‘deep calls unto deep’ and the depths of My Love for you is calling unto the depths of your love for 
Me. I want to release you into the fullness of the Love you carry in your heart for Me… such transports as you 
have never known before. 
 
“They are buried under layers and layers of sediment… years of pain, indifference, preoccupation with the 
world, disappointments in life, shattered dreams and things you have yet to understand and resolve in your 
hearts. Many of you do not understand the path I have chosen for you. You do not understand why I allowed 
certain events in your lives. And you will not, until you are here with Me and you have the whole picture. 
 
“You are still grieving that you could not attain your dreams. You have not let go of the past but hang onto it, 
even though it is long since dead and decayed, buried inside you where it pollutes your soul. 
 
“These are the things that are in the way of your intimacy with Me. Hanging onto the past and not discerning 
the beauty and purpose of the present will separate you from Me. There is bitterness there… ‘Why, God, did 
you allow that?’ There is unforgiveness there… ‘Why, God, did you allow that?’ There is profound 
disappointment and confusion there… ‘Why Lord, why?’ 
 
“I cannot heal you of that until you let go of the purse of your own opinion, that which you are holding tightly to 
yourself. Until you see the futility of your own limited understanding in the light of the Eternal One. I want to 
heal you, but you must ponder My Glories until you see how very useless your opinion is. Until it becomes 
without worth to you, you will clutch that disappointment with all its questions tightly in your heart where that 
decaying corpse will continue to pollute you. 
 
“I want to free you, My Children. I want you to soar with Me, but you must be convinced of My wisdom, My 
workings, and My absolute commitment to you that I give you only what is best for your highest good. For 
many of you, had I given you what you so desired, you may very well have lost your soul. You may have found 
your worth in your accomplishments, rather than My accomplishment on the Cross for you. Truly, what is the 
net worth of a man? Is it his holdings, his wealth, his family, his fame? Can any of these hold a candle to My 
Passion, voluntarily undergone just for you? Do you see? 
 
“The Body and Blood of God was crucified for you. Can any of your accomplishments mount up to Calvary? 
Are they all not like the dust of the Earth…one day a stone monument, another day a heap of sand? Do you 
see how futile your reasoning is? 
 
“I am calling you to let go of what you thought was the great purpose of your life. I am asking you to forsake 
your own wisdom and empty yourself at the foot of the cross. I alone hold the keys to the great and glorious 
meaning of your life. Empty yourself before Me and I will fill you with My wisdom, My understanding, and the 
tremendous worth of your soul to Me. So precious are you to Me, that if I had to live through a thousand 
Calvary’s for you, I would. 
 
“So, put aside your shallow human wisdom and oh-so-limited understanding of your worth, and embrace Me in 
gratitude for all I did not allow you to accomplish in your life. Say to yourself… ‘Forgive me, Lord. Of course 
what You planned for my life, what You allowed, has far more merit than anything I could possibly dream of or 
desire. Of course, You know better. Forgive me.’ 
 
“This is the posture I am looking for in those of you who have not yet been able to truly connect with Me. I 
need you to empty yourselves and come to the settled conclusion that all your wisdom is still nothing before 
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God your Creator. I say this lovingly, My children, because I love you so tenderly. But, I must get it across to 
you… there is much you are yet holding onto and that is in Our way. 
 
“Forsake yourself. Those who seek to save their lives, will lose them. And, those who lose their life for My 
sake, will save it. Apply this now to your understanding, My precious ones, and the barrier between us will 
come down. I love you tenderly. I wait for you.” 
 
 

Come out of Religion & Dwell in My Heart 

 
July 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord had a very interesting, turn-of-events message for us today. He is calling for a favor from our 
Youtube family. He has assembled a certain group of souls together on this channel. 
 
The Second Seal is War… As it is written in Revelation 6:3… When He broke the second seal, I heard the 
second living creature saying… ‘Come’. And another, a red horse, went out; and to him who sat on it, it was 
granted to take peace from the Earth, and that men would slay one another; and a great sword was given to 
him. 
 
And my spirit really bore witness to that. You know, Jesus has given us the key to protection from this dark 
force… His sacrificial LOVE, still flowing richly from the Cross. His Blood. His Name. But most especially – His 
Love, cultivated daily in Dwelling Prayer. This is the weapon He wants to arm all men with. 
 
(Jesus) “CERN is indeed the sword given to take peace from the Earth, but on many levels. All over the world, 
this dark matter is in place to be used to promote sin and degradation. 
 
“That is why I want Our messages to be spread abroad. It is important to Me that these messages go around 
the world. I want to promote them. Those who have tuned into Our channel are a unique blend of mystics, 
romantics and very dedicated ‘laid down lovers of Jesus,’ as Heidi Baker would say. This is that day and age 
where the Gospel is indeed going ‘round the world. 
 
“I am sick, sick, sick at heart with the religious bondages that have passed for the representation of My Faith, 
what I began with 11 simple men. And make note… the one who was not simple among them was the traitor. 
 
“So, now we have come to the point where it is necessary to deliver this message into the hands of My Little 
Ones around the world. 
 
“I want to use technology to make My point. What is so beautiful and simple about the Faith we are sharing, is 
that it is Love and Sacrifice centered. From the very beginning those were the two themes I presented in My 
life. But that simplicity was lost by very clever men infiltrating My Church. Even now, you are finding out how 
satan has entered and perverted the Church and placed his mark on the very foundations. 
 
“It is increasingly important that all of you press into My Love. I want to inebriate you in My Goodness and 
saturate every pore with the sweet serum of My Love – the cure for all the ills of this world and your ultimate 
protection from the dark and nefarious ones. 
 
“When I first began these teachings, I was reaching out to the ones who fell between the cracks… The 
rejected, beaten down and misunderstood. 
 
“And, indeed My Bride is wearing My Crown of Scorns and she has cleaved to Me as I anticipated. But, now 
we must reach out to the churched who are held in the clutches of bondage to a system I never created. 
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“Now, many of My generals and lieutenants are captive in the ritual Christian culture. Mind you, I did not say 
simply ‘culture’. I love the cultures and the varieties of the whole Earth. I gave to each their own unique flavor 
and purpose on this earth and all are dear to Me. 
 
“I want only to infuse them with My Spirit. Not with social correctness and cover-ups but with transparency and 
honesty, that they too have fallen short of the Glory of God. Not with rules and gates, but with Love, seeping 
from every pore of their being. 
 
“I wish to reach the pastors of the churches that are dying. I want them to see why I have withdrawn My 
miraculous presence. Why people are leaving. Why they are lukewarm and worn out. I want a whole new and 
fresh breeze of My Spirit to permeate the churches and I want to say it will not be dependent on your fasting 
and sacrifices, so stop torquing over this! No, keep it simple. I want, that the pastors recognize, why the people 
leave – they are lukewarm and worn out. 
 
“This is going to be done by Me, My way. You are only guiding the grace I’ve given you to distribute at the 
proper time. You needn’t be anything more than you truly are. I want them to see this is not about a man and a 
movement, this is about My Spirit and a movement to come back to My Heart and dwell with Me. 
 
“All over the world, confusion reigns as to what I’m really all about. I want a complete and total end to that. No 
more shall man consider religion. No more shall man stumble in the dark looking for the Truth, for I shall take 
up My residence within Him and He shall know the truth and it shall set Him free. 
 
“I am wanting to put a complete and total end to religion and give all of mankind nothing more than an 
introduction to My Love and the grace I give on a daily basis to keep him walking in My Love and My Wisdom. 
 
“For this cause, I need the cooperation of our family. I want them to begin to reach out to their brothers and 
sisters who are still in bondage to a denomination and call them into My arms where I wait unconditionally, to 
shower My Love upon them, that they may emit the fragrance of My Love wherever they go. 
 
“These who I am targeting are weary, Clare. So very weary with all the games and posturing in My Body. They 
are looking for a newfound freedom. They sense it is coming, but they don’t know what it looks like. They are 
like the walking dead in the churches, going through the motions and expected routines, yet sick and tired to 
the core of the emptiness of it all. 
 
“The vitality and life is missing. It has been replaced by form and ritual. And, I am not speaking of the liturgical 
churches alone, not at all. My Pentecostals and Holiness and Nondenominationals are also steeped in ritual, 
but they have been so busy pointing the finger at the liturgical churches they don’t realize they are just as 
regimented, confined and ritualized as they are.” 
 
(Clare) But Lord, a certain kind of form and order are necessary? 
 
(Jesus) “Have you forgotten what I taught you in the ‘Wounding Waters series’… Social Status, Fear of 
Intimacy, Love of Money?? These are the norm for the church. It is expected that they ‘do business’ this way. 
 
“I want to break the mold and call them back into My Heart in purity and faithfulness to the example of My very 
life. So, this is the message I have today for My Bride. I am calling you out of man’s heart and into Mine. Pure 
and simple… literally. I am asking you, My Brides, to begin to excite those in your church with what I have 
touched you with. Transparency, unconditional love, and profound, unheard of intimacy with Me…to carry the 
flame of My Love forward to those who are suffering in bondage to systems.” 
 
“Go now and proclaim My Love, calling each of the wounded back into My Heart for some serious healing.” 
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Shepherds of the Flocks, do you want to know, why People leave your Church? 

 
July 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “My Beloved, We have stirred up quite a bit of controversy over this last video and I want to 
make it clear that I never said ‘forsake the fellowship of the brethren’. But when the fellowship becomes empty 
and busy-ness or business as usual covers over that emptiness, it is time to make a change. 
 
“Many pastors don’t want to risk change because they are afraid of losing people that like it the way it is. This 
is idolatry and bowing down to men. But, the very thing they are trying to avoid happens anyway. The good 
people that long to go forward with Me become disillusioned and leave. Those who are happy in their comfort 
zone stay. The church slowly dies. This is what I am addressing. 
 
“When people are chosen for leadership in worship and teaching, because they are popular or wealthy and 
respected, there is compromise. If I did not choose them, their ministry will be flat, lifeless, tasteless. People 
will not experience My perceivable presence, hearts will not be opened or healed, precious communion with 
Me will not happen in the service. 
 
“In teachings, the people will not grow because what is taught is safe and without challenges. Don’t you see?? 
You cannot serve God and man? Haven’t you seen enough decay and death to be willing to take the chance 
of following My leading? 
 
“There is a strict pecking order in most churches, meant to protect the pastor and staff and keep everyone 
happy. Protecting the pastor, protecting anything, stems from fear – not from the Love of God, nor from Love 
for the sheep. When decisions are made based on the status quo, the anointing is squeezed out and what is 
left is stale bread. The pastor has insulated himself from criticism and correction and the sheep have no 
recourse but to comply or leave. 
 
“Very often families have many ties in the church and leaving is a painful alternative. Besides where would 
they go that would be any better? This is a plague in the Body right now, and people die from the plague. 
 
“My answer is that if you are a shepherd and you’re not leading according to My counsel, you will be held 
accountable for the loss of souls. They may sit in the pews, but when they leave they go right back to their sin, 
because there is no conviction, no interior fire. 
 
“When I lead a flock, I address the illnesses. I tend the wounds. Favoritism and politics are forbidden, they do 
not exist in My church. A pastor after My own heart will never yield his office to the pressures of the flock. 
Never. He will walk away and leave them before he will bow to their counsel if it opposes Me. 
 
“Shepherds, who are you listening to when you choose worship leaders? Teachers? Intercessors? Who are 
you empowering in growth to serve Me? Where are the ministries that address troubled marriages, teens, and 
the elderly? Are you caring for all the sheep or just the ones with the thickest fleece? Are you watching what 
they feed on or are they going toxic from attractive but poisonous plants? Are you correcting and admonishing 
behaviors that are demoralizing, or are you avoiding conflict? 
 
“You see, the sheep see it all. They know where they can slip by you… they know your buttons, your 
avoidances, your favorites, they read you like a book. Many have made My churches social clubs where the 
elite from the world are the leaders in the church because everyone respects their worldly achievements. That 
is everyone… but Me. 
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“That’s feeding them moldy hay – that’s not fresh, vital green grass. Everyone confesses Me, but deep down 
inside they are empty and languishing. They look healthy from the outside but their internal organs are rotting. 
Must they wait for the judgment to find out why they are dead inside? Don’t you know it’s too late then? 
 
“Your job is to keep the flock healthy. If one has an infestation ,it needs to be isolated and treated, not mixed in 
with the healthy ones, lest the whole flock become sick. So, one of your deacons is committing adultery with 
another deacon’s wife. You just don’t want to address it, but it’s not going away – rather the plague is 
spreading to the other sheep. They know you look the other way, and their conscience has become so numb, 
because you haven’t addressed what I wanted addressed, and things are so far gone and out of whack 
they’ve been left vulnerable to the wolves. The pastor is sound asleep or pre-occupied with the new building 
program and the wolves go to work right under his nose.” 
 
(Clare) As an aside, Family, I am really struggling with this message. I really don’t like giving messages like 
this, so I keep double checking to see if it truly is Jesus, and He just keeps saying… 
 
(Jesus) “Just keep writing.” 
 
(Clare) Now, after the fourth time of making sure it is Him, tears are rolling down His holy cheeks. 
 
(Jesus) “Just keep writing Clare, just keep writing.” 
 
“You see, you have chosen the worldly to lead. They will inevitably lead everyone right into the world. You’ve 
won the popularity contest, but you’ve lost the souls. You have your big sanctuary, but you also have trysts 
going on in the closets. Does this sound preposterous to you? Take your time, take your eyes off the new 
furnishings for the sanctuary and check up on some of your people to see where they are, what they are 
doing. How many times have their spouses called to find out where they are? Do a walk about, do something 
out of the ordinary for your schedule and see what you find.” 
 
“I tell you, My churches have become social clubs. The ones that long for Me and are anointed to lead men’s 
hearts away from the world and into Me, are overlooked because their financial profile just doesn’t measure 
up. 
 
“That’s because they have chosen to spend time with Me, rather than Wall Street and clinching deals. I have 
called some of these who are unqualified financially or even educationally, because they have My anointing 
and in My eyes are qualified to lead. They will challenge the comfort zone and succeed. They may need 
adjusting and training up, but their hearts are right before Me and they are docile. 
 
“But, as long as the worldly are in charge of ministries, they will produce worldly results and what could have 
been a truly dynamic Body for Me will be a place to blend in and look good, while continuing to sin in their 
private lives. 
 
“When I send you souls that have emerging gifts, do you cultivate them? Or push them back into a safe place 
where they can’t threaten others in ministry? Do you take time to work with them? Or leave them on their own 
and encourage them to find ministry outside the church. When a worship leader who clearly has a problem 
with jealousy and territorialism, comes to you and down-grades someone else who has talent… do you correct 
them or pander to them? 
 
“Do you cultivate emerging prophetic gifts and bring them into the opportunities and positions I’ve called them 
to? Or do you discourage them and make excuses for why they can’t have ministries in the church. I could go 
on and on and on exposing to you why your church is dead. I don’t care how talented or popular the worship 
leader is – if their heart is not right with Me (notice I said Me, and not the wealthy controlling group or relatives) 
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the music will not lead the people into MY presence. It will be entertainment, not worship. And you ask Me why 
people are leaving your church? 
 
“I am telling you this now, before it’s too late. You must follow Me if you want a healthy church. You must 
preach as I lead you. You must worship in spirit and in truth, not in entertainment. There is very little time for 
you to get your house in order. Are you willing to lose everything to gain Me? Are you willing to leave or lose 
the six figure income and live on the edge of poverty in order to lead My sheep into lush green pastures? 
Really, choose this day who you will serve, because the day is coming when the wood, hay and stubble will be 
devoured by the fire and those who have served their own agendas will be standing naked before Me and all 
the souls they lost. 
 
“Really, I am calling you to upset the apple cart. Let them all fall to the ground and examine each one carefully 
before putting it back in. Remove the rotten apples, the ones who are constantly protecting their territory, 
manipulating and pushing for more influence, gathering others to their side, making their clout felt and causing 
division. You know who they are; they are the ones who cause you to cringe when you answer the phone. 
They are the ones with their own agenda and if you don’t comply it will cost you. 
 
“Stop the cover-ups in the ranks, pull the plug on dead and lifeless programs that are all about being seen by 
men and have no substance or holiness before Me. Tend to the lame, the hurting, those pushed aside 
because their anointing is threatening. May I tell you something? If you have a leader who is continually 
threatened by the anointing of others, you will sow a spirit of jealousy throughout the entire congregation. It will 
spread like a plague and snuff out the newly anointed life I am showering upon others. The very source of life 
and anointing will be snuffed out in every single ministry. It is a plague and if you bow once to it, it takes over 
the whole church. People who are that insecure should not be in leadership. A leader is looking for his 
replacement. His heart is to train up and enable – not disable and shove into a dark corner. 
 
“Had you chosen the leaders with the right heart, you wouldn’t have this mess. Begin here. Let the apples fall 
where they will. Pick up the healthy ones, let the rotten ones take care of themselves. I want a shepherd after 
My own heart – My heart, and no one else’s. 
 
“I am coming soon. There’s very little time left. Get your house in order and I will heap blessing after blessing 
after blessing upon you, because you are a shepherd after My own heart.” 
 
 

You have rejected My Rule, so I’m going to get My Bride 

 
July 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Tonight, as I worshipped, I was in the tomb with Jesus – just a real, sweet sorrow settled on 
me, and I’m sure part of it was all of your lovely prayers. I was in the tomb with Jesus, and I was sitting by His 
right hand, which was crossed over His body in a position of repose. I wept and wept, because His rule has 
been rejected. Men preferred sin and the reign of sin over Our Sweet Savior. Oh, Mankind, how could you be 
so dense, so blind? Oh, how could you?? 
 
As I looked at His face, He looked very much like the picture Ray Downing does of the Lord under the Shroud, 
the profile picture. His face was calm and peaceful, but I thought, ‘Oh God how sad, they rejected You: 
kindness, love, tenderness and truth. Justice, protector of the oppressed… and they rejected You. Oh, how 
could they? How could we?’ 
 
And, I thought to myself, ‘How many times have I preferred my way over Yours? How many times have You 
waited for me to wake up and see who was entreating me? Little nudges that I wasn’t paying attention to. How 
many times have I rejected You in the little things and done it my own way?? Foolish woman…’ 
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And yet, the rejection of Our God is staggering among mankind. Staggering. 
 
As I pondered these things, and that was going on for perhaps 30 minutes, I saw color beginning to return to 
His hand and His whole body. I could see that He was totally restored and He sat up and said with firm 
resolve… 
 
(Jesus) “I’m going to get My Bride, because She wants Me to rule over her.” 
 
(Clare) He stood to His feet and kissed me. 
 
(Jesus) “You see, I have struggled and struggled with this generation until they have simply proven that they 
don’t want Me. So, now I am skimming the cream off the top. I’m coming for My Bride, who truly longs for Me. 
Just as I had promised My people, you will not see Me again until you say, “Blessed is He Who comes in the 
Name of the Lord.” This, too, will come to pass, the hard way. The way I never ever wanted to ordain.” 
 
“My people, you have made your own choices by refusing to listen to the whispers in your hearts. I have 
whispered, I have spoken, I have screamed… “Come back to Me, before it’s too late.” But in vain. So I am 
leaving you to your own devices. You will see who is evil and who is good. You will no longer call good evil 
and evil good. Rather you will long to see My Face again and long with all your hearts to have Me rule over 
you.” 
 
“That’s what this is all about, My rule was not sufficient for you, so now you must suffer the consequences of 
your own choices.” 
 
“I have no other alternative. You have tied My hands. What can I do but leave you to your own devices, your 
own rule, until you reach the very rock bottom? Yes, it has been well said, ‘I am come in my Father’s Name, 
and you received Me not: another shall come in his own name, and him you will receive.’” John 5:43 
 
“Yet a little longer now, and My Bride, you will see Me coming on the clouds. Indeed, the whole world will see 
and the mourning and wailing will reach to the Heavens. I will purify My people, and I will return to rule and 
reign among them. Until then, you will have much to suffer, yet I will be with you, because My love for you has 
never grown cold. No, My heart beats out of My chest for this people. How I have longed to caress you, pour 
oil on your wounds, and grace your feet with fine sandals. Oh, how I have longed. Now this most painful 
prophecy of history must cleanse the land of the filth that has filled it, until you proclaim, ‘Blessed is He Who 
comes in the Name of the Lord.’” 
 
“Then, I shall take you into My arms and restore you. You will learn My ways and once again be My people, 
My chosen ones to carry forth My Words and My Will to future generations. Until then, My people, rend your 
garments, don your sackcloth, pour ashes over your heads for judgment is coming to this land.” 
 
(Clare) Now, when the Lord said that, I thought… ‘Wow! Are you talking about America?’ I mean, America and 
Israel are so closely tied together. 
 
(Jesus) “The nation of Israel abides in this country as well. You have only to look at those who dominate to see 
the vast numbers. Doctors, lawyers, politicians, entertainment. Yes, My people have excelled in every office, 
every profession, excelled in every talent and excelled in debauchery as well. No people are without guilt, but 
those who lead have the most. This has been carefully kept from the masses who think they see only a small 
percentage (of Jews), but in truth they are everywhere, in positions of leadership.” 
 
“Well, My Love, I am coming now to take My Bride. The one who harkened to the whispers of her heart, the 
one who longs for Me, the one who weeps at My Feet for what I must suffer. Faithful has she been flying in the 
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face of success and wealth just to embrace Me. Now I extend My arm to her and together we approach the 
altar where Our Love will be declared for Eternity.” 
 
“Lift up your eyes My Beloved ones. Soon, we will embrace and soar to the Celestial City, where your reward 
awaits you. And, for those who must stay behind, I say, Courage. I will be with you. Great will your exploits be 
before man, and great shall be the harvest you reap. I will never leave you or forsake you. Rather, I will equip 
you for this Battle and you shall take plunder for the mighty.” 
 
“And, when I return – you shall receive your everlasting reward.” 
 
 

Come to Me My Lost & Lonely Ones … Release the old Baggage! 

 
July 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “No good thing will I withhold from those who love Me, according to My purpose for their lives. I 
have not forsaken anyone. People forsake Me. They don’t trust Me when their prayers aren’t answered 
according to their advantage, as they see it. This causes so many to fall away from Me. They have no concept 
of how I love them or how infinite My wisdom is. Rather, they blame Me for the things that go wrong in their 
lives, even though it is satan who is the culprit. They come to Me and pray that things would be different, but I 
cannot answer them with what they want, because I see the path ahead and I know the road they must travel.” 
 
“From time to time, you get atheists who have been jaded by phony Christians, or Christians less than 
perfect…yet when atheists act badly it goes by unnoticed. I wish they would apply the same standards to their 
atheist brothers and sisters that they apply to My children. I wish I could tell them, ‘My Children aren’t perfect 
any more than you are… but they ARE forgiven. And many, many are trying to change with My help.’ You 
don’t always see what’s behind that Christian’s life. You don’t see what they were like before I got ahold of 
them.” 
 
(Clare) I’m thinking of myself now, Lord. Whew! not good, not good at all. Selfish, proud, deeply entangled in 
materialism and impressing people. Not able to form deep friendships, give or receive love. But, something in 
me changed, when the Lord got hold of me. It took years for Him to change me. But it did change. I’m not 
perfect, I still have problems with all those things, but not anything like I was living before. 
 
(Jesus) “Love came into your life. The kind of love you had always dreamed of: a holy, loving companion. I 
came and revealed to you Who I was, indeed. And who you were, to Me. So special, so very special. You had 
never had anyone treat you like that, you had never ever been understood by others. You never felt secure in 
your life until I entered into your heart. You knew beyond a shadow of a doubt that I Am God and yet ‘have 
nothing better’ to do than hang around with you: guiding you, protecting you and teaching you about My 
kingdom.” 
 
“Your church experience was not any better than any of your other experiences – you weren’t accepted there 
any more than you were accepted in the non-Christian community. But, one thing you did have: a personal 
relationship with Me. You touched the hem of My garment, day after day, and through that you survived the 
bad things that happened to you even at church.” 
 
“You see, religion and God bear no resemblance to one another. Religion is a system fostered by men to get 
closer to God. Whereas, I embrace you without the rules and regulations, even without the knowledge of My 
Name. There are those who know Me in their hearts and spirits and follow all I ask them to do. Then, someday 
when the time is ripe, I reveal Myself to them.” 
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“Yet, there are others who have been handled so roughly in their lives, they have no hope of love or of being 
accepted. I must surprise them with My Love. I must take them in a moment they are least expecting and 
shower them with My profound, unconditional love.” 
 
“There are many who blame Me for every bad thing that has happened in their lives, because they don’t want 
to give up their sin. Somewhere, inside their hearts, they hear My voice – but the world and its allurements 
overpower them and they ignore it until it’s too late.” 
 
“I am always calling, always waiting, always with them, wanting to bring healing into their lives. But, they must 
at least be willing to give up sin and receive My Love. The pleasures of the flesh call much more loudly than I, 
so I must wait until the flesh is old and weak. But, even then there is no guarantee that the bitterness they are 
holding onto will allow them to hear Me. So, I allow them to languish in nursing homes until I can reach them 
and bring them Home.” 
 
“Oh, how sad it is when a soul has closed the door on My Love and has nothing in this world to turn to. Alone, 
abandoned many times through their own fault, they are so convinced of their own personal righteousness that 
there is no room for repentance. All is the fault of others – they were the innocent victims. God is to blame for 
all.” 
 
“Clare, I want you to love the unlovable. Go out of your way for those who have rejected Me. Be My hands, My 
feet, My mouth and My ears. At least in that final moment, I can reason with them. I can remind them of your 
kindness, even when they didn’t deserve it. This, many times, is the very last straw on their resistance and 
they break…a flood of tears, a deep knowledge of their sins and an even greater knowledge of how 
enormously special they are to Me…so special, that I endured torture to bring them to Heaven with Me forever. 
I treasure them, I love them and I embrace them, never to part.” 
 
“These are the days when many souls will be rescued in this way. That is why I am constantly admonishing 
you to love the unlovable. They are the most destitute of all, even and especially those who have known 
wealth.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, You are blamed for all the terrible things the Israelites were commanded to do. Few seem to care 
to find out why You did what You did, when you ordered the armies to murder men, women and children and 
just totally wipe out a town. People don’t understand that, and that’s why they see You as being too harsh, a 
terrible God.” 
 
(Jesus) “They did not hear the terrifying, heart-rending screams of infants, when they were laid in red-hot, 
metal bowls and sacrificed to Moloch. They did not see the perversion the people had with the animals – not 
even the animals could escape their wickedness. They did not see the mating rituals with demons, who 
impregnated them with evil and demonic powers.” 
 
“Little has been understood down through the ages as to why My people had to destroy every living thing. Yet, 
My Word is not lacking in explanations. I make it clear that the wickedness was beyond repair. And now, you 
are approaching the Days of Noah, as it was in the Days of Noah. Yes, every perversion and wickedness will 
be allowed by law. Fondling young children, sex with animals, men with men and women with women – all of it 
is coming, just as surely as I Am. It is here, but still shunned. Not for long. The laws that have been signed and 
are in the works will make every detestable practice more legal than pornography. Now there will be no age 
limits – all may come and see and try it for themselves. After all, it brings pleasure, and pleasure is your right 
and your freedom.” 
 
“I am calling to you, My Children, My wayward ones. Forsake your loneliness. Forsake the lies, the darkness, 
the confusion. Come. Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy laden. You will find rest for your soul and 
unconditional love for your heart. I will never turn you away. I will never forsake you – rather, your life shall 
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grow brighter and brighter, going from glory to glory. I am not a man, that I should lie. I have good in store for 
you, not evil. I have gifts and talents for you, things you’ve longed to do. Who do you suppose put that longing 
in you? Now I want to bring fulfillment and happiness to your life.” 
 
“Your sins have only brought you grief and disappointment. It’s time to make a change, time to release all the 
old baggage and start anew… fresh, born again.” 
 
“I am calling to you, My lost ones. Come to Me. I will embrace you and ring you round with songs of gladness 
and thanksgiving for returning to the very womb that bore you. Yes, I will dress you in fine linen and place a 
ring upon your finger, sandals upon your feet and we shall walk together as one. Just tell Me you are tired of 
being hurt. Tired of hurting others. That you are sorry for the sinful things you have done. Ask My forgiveness 
– then hand over your life to Me. I will cherish you. I will lead and guide you. I will never forsake you. I will lead 
you by the hand into Eternal Joy in My Father’s Kingdom in Heaven, forever.” 
 
"Say this from your heart… ‘Jesus, forgive me, I give you my life. Teach me, lead me, never ever depart from 
me.’" 
 
 

You are My last Resort!... Go & Baptize them in My Love 

 
July 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Do what you can in regards to fasting. Don’t come under condemnation for a piece of pie. I 
know your body’s chemistry right now better than you do and I’m not putting any restraints on you other than to 
love, first. That doesn’t mean ignore the posts in the morning, it means pay close attention to the promptings of 
Holy Spirit, and always do what He wants, in His order.” 
 
“The devils will use every little thing to cause disillusionment, discouragement, especially in yourself. 
Condemnation, to cause you to be less effective. For instance, when you come under condemnation, and you 
take the bait, the enemy will tell you, ‘No use to pray now – you just blew it and God won’t hear your prayer’. 
Like He would have, had you persevered in prayer…” 
 
“Lies and half-truths. I appreciate your fast offerings, but I also know your limits better than you do. And when 
the enemy inspires you to go further into a fast offering than you can handle with My grace, he will wait for you 
to fall and then slap you down with condemnation, making you want to abandon your prayers – because, after 
all… you failed and they’ve become worthless. May I say, your prayers are NEVER worthless in these 
situations? Well, they are not. So, don’t allow the enemy to lie to you.” 
 
“I am so much more concerned about your love for your brother than I am about any fast offering. Many have 
fooled themselves by taking on extraordinary fasts, and yet treating their brother with contempt. Their fasts 
were worthless. That is nothing but a show of pride in what they can achieve and how spiritual they are, when 
in fact, ‘I never knew them.’” 
 
“Not every one that says to Me… ‘LORD, LORD!’ shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that does the 
will of My Father in heaven. Many will say to Me in that day… ‘Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your 
Name? And cast out devils in Your Name? And done many mighty works in Your Name? And then I shall 
declare to them… ‘I never knew you, depart from Me, you that work lawlessness.’ (Matthew 7:21-23) 
 
“For I was hungry, and you gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave Me no drink… I was a stranger, and 
you didn’t take Me in, I was naked, and you did not clothe Me, I was sick and in prison, and you did not visit 
Me. (Matthew 25:42-43) 
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“Do not be full of judgement because others cannot fast as you do. For I have come to find fruit on My tree and 
found none. I looked for charity, humility, pure motive and found pride, arrogance and judgement.” 
 
“See to yourself that you pass by no opportunity to do a kindness to one who is in need. Comfort the destitute, 
the mourning, the rejected and you will call to Me and I will swiftly manifest at your side. Try this My Brides, My 
Children – see if you do not experience a deep shift in your hearts from a Religious spirit to a ‘Jesus’ spirit. 
Yes, I said it – a ‘Jesus’ spirit.” 
 
“Meek, humble, serving, slow to anger, always serving. For those who had eyes to see, it was not the 
spectacular miracles alone that brought conviction. It was My love. That I would descend from Heaven to wash 
feet and make the sick whole – that was spectacular in nature. God among us.” 
 
“Now I have imparted these gifts to you, but many do not understand their true nature… ‘God among us and 
they will know that we are Christians by our love.’” 
 
“I am telling you these things for your own good. Don’t be so concerned about prophecy and what will occur 
next. Be more concerned about tending to Me within you, and doing as I would do in everyday situations. That 
is far more important to you and the Kingdom right now than knowledge of the future or what is soon to pass. 
When you are taken from this Earth, it is those things that you did in love that will determine your eternity. So 
you see, in this moment I am instructing you on the most important thing you can do in this life.” 
 
“Your love is going to bring conversions. Your love is going to open hearts. Your love is going to bring 
conviction. Your love is going to disarm… in short, your love is what is preparing the way for Me in this 
moment. Sinners have heard enough fire and brimstone to last them a lifetime. What they have missed about 
Me, and why they have not come to Me, is My love for them.” 
 
“You are My last resort, you are ambassadors of love and mercy. Without you, I can do little. They must have 
evidence that I, living in My people, make them different. What good are the prophetic dreams I send the 
Muslim people, if they never see love in action from those who profess to be Christians? But truly, it is the 
blood of martyrs unjustly slain, whose last words were ‘Forgive them Father, they know not what they do.’ that 
brings searing conviction and proof of a ‘Jesus Spirit.’” 
 
“You will see that there was only one group I was harsh with and it wasn’t the prostitutes and tax collectors. 
They needed to feel My Love, not My wrath.” 
 
“So, now I give you My mandate… go out and make disciples of all men, baptize them in My Love and they will 
run to be baptized into the Kingdom.” 
 
 

Allow Me to take the Helm... Grasp the Rope of Grace & Stop sinning  

 
July 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, Youtube Family. This has been an interesting week – I’ve been doing a lot of 
things around the house, and kinda getting things in order because I had permission to, including the yard and 
all of that. And, I guess I’ve kinda gotten into ‘nesting’. It’s gotten to the point where it’s starting to distract me, 
and pull me away from the Lord. I really, really need to bring it to a close. Jesus had addressed that first thing, 
as I was rather lamenting to Him. 
 
Jesus began… “I know how you are feeling. These are warning signs that you need to call a halt soon. Do 
what you can this week, then refocus with all your heart on Me, My precious Angel. You will recover and 
recuperate – just get it done now.” 
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(Clare) And then I addressed what’s been on my mind pretty constantly for the last two days. Lord, everyone is 
asking about Jade Helm and especially me. Oh, You know how bad my curiosity is! 
 
(Jesus) “I know how much I love you and steer you away from curiosities. Listen, My Love. You will know what 
you need to know when you need to know it.” 
 
(Clare) That sounds like a circular answer. 
 
(Jesus) “That’s correct, it leads right back to Me. Your focus must be on Me constantly. Not only is there 
misinformation out there, but demons of fear and intrigue that want to steal your attention away from Me and 
onto fear and useless fretting. I want your head in the clouds… is that clear?” 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, it’s cloudy…. 
 
(Jesus) “Very funny… No, seriously, I want you about My business and not about the business of the world. 
Over and over again I have told you this. I know it’s painful, I know your curiosity is burning you up, but if you 
put it to death it will leave you alone.” 
 
(Clare) Are You sure Lord, I mean, everyday it grows stronger. 
 
(Jesus) “That’s because you let it. You feed it. I have promised you, you will know what you need to know 
when you need to know it. Until then, I want you to proceed like you don’t have a care in the world but being 
about My business. Can you do that for Me, Beloved? Please?” 
 
(Clare) I know You are giving me the Grace. I need it. By Your Grace Lord, I can do it. 
 
(Jesus) “What people want to know is how to protect themselves… that’s My job. Their job is to keep their 
eyes on Me, and because they do, because they honor Me with all their hearts, I will rescue them. Because he 
loves me, I will rescue him; I will protect him, for he acknowledges My Name. (Psalm 91) 
 
“In the meantime, there are suffering souls that need the light to shine on their darkness so they may be lifted 
up to Me. Many are the sufferings of the lost and My heart is to bring them salvation from their enemies, and 
from themselves. 
 
“Deep and dark is the pit they have dug for themselves. As the saying goes, ‘If you want to get out of the pit, 
stop digging’. I say stop sinning and take hold of the rope of Grace. I am lowering it now into your life. Come 
forth out of this pit, this deep darkness and let the sun shine all around you. 
 
“I have a new life in Me to give you. This life will be full of gifts and challenges, but it will not be fruitless as 
your former lives have been. No, this life will bring you the peace you have never had, a sense of purpose, a 
sense of destiny that speaks to the very core of your being. Yes, I have waited for you. I have waited, holding 
all these gifts for that special day when you will forsake yourself, and come to Me. 
 
“You have nothing to fear. All you have ever wanted is waiting for you in this new life. Yes, you will have to 
undergo preparation, but nothing will be in vain, as were the things in your former life. Even though you 
learned what not to do, still there was a sense of futility and lost-ness. 
 
“Not so anymore. You will belong to Me and be My own special possession. Mine to love and to hold and to 
care for as I mold you into the glorious creation I meant you to be. Things you have struggled with will fall 
away, things you have longed for will embrace you. 
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“Do not be afraid to lay your life down for Me. I am your safety and your refuge. I will turn everything you ever 
experienced in your life around for the good. You will see that even when you thought I had abandoned you, 
even when you thought I didn’t exist, still I was with you through it all. You will reflect on all the times I called to 
you and you walked away. Yes, there were many, many, many times I tried to get your attention. You walked 
away, and I waited, knowing that someday you would give up on yourself and embrace Me and I would shower 
My Love on you.” 
 
“So, here we are again, and you sense that it is imperative that you finally receive Me into your life. And yes, it 
is imperative. You will not be able to navigate the rough waters ahead, but I will. Allow Me to take the helm as 
we dodge the reefs and the sharks. Let Me bring you to the safe haven I have planned for you. Your journey 
may be long, but you will see that it was so worth it in the end. You will find that your life has become brighter 
than noon day and you’ll wonder why you waited so long to come to Me. 
 
“Eye has not seen, ear has not heard the wonders I have prepared for you. We are going to do this together. 
You will never again walk alone. I will teach you how to grasp My hand in every situation and when you can’t 
reach out to Me, I will lift you up into my arms and carry you. You see, I have planned this from the very day 
you were conceived. I began making preparations for your Homecoming that very day. I knew you would stray 
and be taken captive by the enemy, so I planned the sortie that would rescue you from his hands. 
 
“I have also woven beautiful garments of righteousness for you. You will be clothed in grace and beauty, and 
from within you will shine as the dawning sun. Oh yes, I have wonderful things in store for you. Once we begin 
walking on this path, you will never want to return to your former life. You will see how wretched and dreary it 
was and you’ll want nothing to do with it. 
 
“Besides, you will be so taken up in your new life you won’t have time for the past. I will wash you so clean that 
nothing of your former life will cling to you. No, each day you will bathe in My grace and all those things will fall 
away. Yes, even the scales on your eyes, they are coming off – you are going to see the world with eyes of 
wonder. Everywhere you look, the freshness of the dawning day will surround you. 
 
“Come now, take My hands. Let Me look deeply into your eyes. There is no more shame in you, do you 
understand? I have taken all that was shameful and nailed it to the cross. By My Blood you are all beauty 
within and now we will step forward together and lay the foundation on the immovable Rock of My Love. Pillars 
of righteousness, wisdom, purity, worship and praise will rise to support the roof of humility that will forever 
protect your life within. 
 
“Each day, living waters will flow freely from within and go out into the world to quench the thirst of others who 
are still captive in their pits. I will teach you the ways of love and you will be My Ambassador of Love to a 
hurting world. Now that we have established your new life in Me, I wish for you to rest. Yes, rest. Your life is 
hidden in Me now. 
 
“No more striving. Striving to become holy, striving to accomplish, striving to produce, striving to impress… No, 
that is over now. All shall be done by Me, through you. Wait for Me to move. Catch the wind of My Spirit. Flow 
with My leadings… I am at the helm, My Spirit powers the sails, together we will live this new life, together we 
will finally arrive at Our final destination – the very shores of Eternal Life.” 
 
 

My Brides, when I see the Unsaved languishing, My Heart aches for them 

 
July 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “Well, I see we have impatient Brides looking for some new words.” 
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(Clare) Lord, can you blame them? 
 
(Jesus) “No, of course not. But those who are so impatient still have not put into full practice what I’ve asked of 
them. So, they come back at you as if you were the source. As if you had any say in what comes from Me. 
Well, you don’t. And I wish for all of them to take My words more seriously. Those who accept you are 
accepting Me, and that goes for the messages as well. Just a gentle rebuke, My Brides.” 
 
(Clare) What He’s talking about here is that a couple of folks have expressed their ‘boredom’ with the last 
message – nothing new, you know. I even was in that place, where I thought, ‘Well, this message is kinda 
flat’…or kinda repetitive, or whatever. I confess: I was in that spot, too. And so the Lord is giving us clarification 
of what’s going on with Him, and why the last message was as it was. 
 
(Jesus) “The church is ever looking for another sign, another prophetic word. Do you know, that’s a sign of 
spiritual boredom? Lukewarmness? Yes, it is. Your relationship with Me should be so vibrant, so exciting to 
you, that My presence is all you seek.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus…they’re going to love me for this… 
 
(Jesus) “Do you care?” 
 
(Clare) I thought about it for a minute, and I thought in a sense I do…but in the ultimate sense, no. I don’t care. 
I only care about being faithful to what He wants me to say. 
 
(Jesus) “Clare, I’m not a man, that you can put words in My mouth. I want more maturity from My waiting 
Bride. I want more depths of understanding. You are not here to entertain them. You are here to expose My 
heart to them. When I see the unsaved languishing, My heart aches. I want so badly to comfort them. Should I 
speak, so as to console My Bride? Or reach out to those who are perishing. Truly, Children – where are you 
coming from? Is this channel just for you? Or for the lost as well? For all – no matter what their status or 
understanding. 
 
“When you see Me tenderly reach out for those who don’t know Me, back Me up! In Heaven you’ll be trained 
further to reach souls. This IS the work I have for you. This IS My daily preoccupation, that NONE should be 
lost. Back Me up, My Bride. Pray for those who visit this channel, that they will invite Me into their hearts and 
give Me their very lives. Oh, how I so desire they would come to Me. My heart burns with longing to comfort 
and console them. To heal their lethal wounds, and shed light on the suffocating darkness they walk in. 
 
“Let them see that your heart is for them, too, by the generosity of your remarks and prayers. Let them know, 
that you care not for just yourself, but for them, too. That is a major problem with My Church – enough people 
don’t really care. They don’t care to go out of their way for those who have yet to find their way. 
 
“Come with Me in this, beloved ones. We’re walking in times of obtuse darkness. So many languish, because 
they have not witnessed My love. They know all the things they are doing wrong – satan has bombarded them 
with their sins and worthlessness, so they dare not approach Me. We need to present to them the other side of 
Me, through you, who daily receive generous doses of My Love. 
 
“Don’t recoil because I’ve corrected you. I chasten those I love. I’m molding you into perfect charity and self- 
sacrifice – even in the messages I give you. We are on the last leg of our journey together. This is your last 
opportunity to harvest with Me. Give it your generous all. Show those who do not know Me the side you know 
so well, and convince them of My goodness.” 
 
(Clare) Lord – this message seems so repetitive. 
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(Jesus) “It bears repeating until it is put into practice. Actually, I’m giving all a warm invitation to spot the 
survivors who are barely hanging on, those who’ve been crippled so badly in this life that they see no hope. 
You, My Brides, have walked with Me long enough to know that hope. Some of you have been beacons of 
charity, rushing to the side of every wounded soul, spreading the fragrance of My Love. To you, I say – truly, 
you have brought Me joy and repaired the damage done by so many remarks of indifference from those who 
bear My Name. 
 
“You who are weary and impatient – come into My presence and worship. Allow your heart to meld with Mine. 
Allow Me to refill you. It doesn’t matter if you don’t see Me. What matters is that you came to Me and I’m there 
with you, filling you with generous rivers of Grace, that you may go out to a thirsty and languishing world. 
 
“Do you know that there are actually some on this channel who have given their lives to Me, because they 
have listened to your conversations, and been edified and inspired to approach Me? And after you prepared 
their hearts, I indeed came to them. Just by this small, insignificant act you have brought them safely into the 
harbor of salvation. 
 
“Souls do not need to be pounded into the ground with Scriptures. They are already face-down in the dirt, 
hating themselves, and so loaded down with years of condemnation, they really don’t believe anyone could 
ever love them. No, they need you to rush to their side, lift them up, help them stand, dust them off, and like 
the good Samaritan, clean their wounds with the finest salve and carry them in your prayers -just as surely as 
the donkey carried them to the inn, where they could be fed and recuperate. That’s the response I’m longing to 
see on this channel, for those who come here wounded and sin sick. 
 
“You have only to ask, and I will give you My heart for them. I will equip you with that costly salve, made from 
My own body and blood. Their wounds will heal, and they will in turn succor others. This is how the Kingdom of 
God comes: one, by one, by one. It’s the little things that matter most. The seemingly insignificant response to 
a post that reveals the true Presence of the One True God who is Love. 
 
“Well done, My good and faithful servants. Well done, for all the times you’ve revealed Me to others. You have 
no idea the fruit you have waiting for you in Heaven. Those little acts of kindness were nourishing drops of 
water in a dry and barren wasteland. You have witnessed first-hand the wasteland on the internet… the 
bickering, jealousy, down-grading, deprecating remarks and assertiveness of those who thrive on strife. Do not 
be a part of contentiousness – that is not My spirit at work. That is the enemy, turning souls from love to 
bitterness, turning the attention from My spirit towards the spirit of the world. Knowledge puffs up. Charity 
edifies. Rather, draw others out of the hostile climate into the oasis of your love. 
 
“Yes, indeed. You carry within you an oasis, and I am never absent from you, but am faithful to give you an 
anointed word in season. 
 
“So. There you have My Word for you in this torturous time of waiting. Minister to those who are languishing, 
and be a generous example of My love and patience. You open the way for Me. Just as it is written… ‘Prepare 
the way of the Lord.’” 
 
 

The Aftermath of the coming Tragedies & The unpardonable Sin 

 
July 20, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began the message with one word… “Aftermath.” 
 
(Clare) Here He’s talking about the aftermath of the bombing of America. 
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(Jesus) “People will be so hungry for order and restoration they won’t be thinking about what they are signing 
into. Desperation will be everywhere, every nook and cranny, every hidden place, out in the open, roaming the 
streets, knocking on doors. They will be like dead men: blank stares, unbelief, suicidal… many, many suicides. 
 
“Do you see why I am so reluctant about this? Children crying in the streets for their parents. Mothers, 
screaming for their little ones. Hopelessness everywhere.” 
 
“When order comes to town, people will be so traumatized they will not be paying attention to what they are 
doing. Some will sign on without knowing what they did. Others will be gone to places they have prepared for 
such a time as this. There will be My ministers tending to the broken. Yes, just like the vision you had years 
ago. 
 
“Plagues will break out. Some manmade, some from lack of cleanliness and proximity to sick animals. Yes, 
even the animals will be reduced to shock. That is when CERN will do its best to cause rioting and mass 
slaughter of innocent civilians. This is the worst case scenario. 
 
“But, there will be those who will stand and minister, pray for healing, raise the dead. Yes, I shall do mighty 
exploits through my servants. Food will come from ‘nowhere’. Hospitals will be emptied, plagues will be 
stopped, all in My Name.” 
 
“I know some are experiencing difficulties with My Name. They have got to mean it and demand that the 
demons flee at My Name. The angels will step in and forcefully take those who do not obey the use of My 
Name. But, you must all have a personal relationship with Me. You must all ‘know’ Me in the sense of having a 
deep communion, understanding, assuredness of Who I Am. When you speak in total faith with conviction, 
they absolutely must flee. You need to see them as well. I will reveal them to you, but you must look for them 
and speak directly to them, demanding obedience to My Name. 
 
“This is the issue with why it hasn’t worked… not enough faith in Who I Am and concentration until the entity 
obeys. In the military, obedience immediately is demanded. And, so it is with the spiritual forces of darkness – 
you must demand obedience. And, as I said, if they try to ignore My Name, the angels will forcefully remove 
them.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, I know Heidi sang over the plague victims and they all recovered, not one died and she did not 
get sick. 
 
(Jesus) “That’s correct – the faith of that woman is great! Her compassion is great. Singing is a powerful tool to 
overcome any plague or disorder. There are demons behind these plagues, principalities that move about on 
assignment to bring in the deadly sickness. Truly these diseases have demons behind them. They can be 
stopped, they can be spoken to. 
 
“Death can be stopped, life can be restored, especially praying in tongues. When I pray through you, there is 
no force on the Earth below or heavens above that can resist My intercession before the Father. It is done, 
finished. This is why tongues are so forcefully denounced. 
 
“As you know, the more truth and power to something, the more it is opposed and accused as being demonic, 
and from the devil.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, is that the unpardonable sin? 
 
(Jesus) “Indeed it is. There will be a stain on their garment that cannot be removed. There is a difference 
between malicious speech and ignorance. Those who knew My Spirit, and still took it upon themselves to 
denounce My Spirit… unless they repent, they will not go to Heaven. Repentance has to be complete, 
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contrition must flow from the very core of their being for what they did to Me and to the people I could have 
brought into the Kingdom had they not denounced me. 
 
“If they do not repent, they will not enter Heaven. If they do repent, they will enter Heaven with a stain on their 
garment.” 
 
(Clare) I saw a full length white garment with a cincture around the waist. There was a long, faded stain from 
the waist to the floor about 12 inches wide, on the right side of their body. It looked like something much more 
intense in color that had been removed, but there was still a vestige of it. I am thinking perhaps blood from the 
wound in His side, the Lord’s innocent blood because this is how He talks about slander, shedding innocent 
blood. 
 
(Jesus) “Truly, that was My Blood from My punctured heart – that stain will remain for eternity. I have warned 
those on Youtube to be very cautious with their mouth, their heart, their motives. I have warned numerous 
times. Some have not heeded My warning – I am hoping for contrition from them. If they do not repent, they 
will not enter Heaven.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, My God…how terrible, just for denouncing the work of Your Spirit? 
 
(Jesus) “That’s right. If they know My Spirit and they know in their hearts that I am at work in a vessel or 
movement and they still denounce Me, unless they repent thoroughly, they cannot enter Heaven – they have 
sealed their place in Hell. This is what the Pharisees did. Many later repented, many did not. You see, Clare, I 
have no choice. They denounced Me and did not repent. 
 
“Rebellion cannot enter Heaven. There is a place set apart for the rebellious – it’s called Hell. This is why I ask 
you to pray for your enemies. If My Spirit is moving through you, and they know it’s My Spirit, but insist on 
accusing My Spirit as evil and the devil, they have committed the unpardonable sin.” 
 
“If they come to their senses before they die, and confess their sin, they will be allowed in Heaven but never 
have a totally clean garment. It will be forever stained. Pray for your enemies, and never let an evil remark 
about one of My servants pass by your ears without rebuking it. Do not be a partaker in this sin. Rebuke it. 
 
“There are many with loose lips, they throw words around like a sprinkler throws water. They have no 
discernment, they have no idea what they are saying. For them, it is not the unpardonable sin, because they 
are without knowledge or understanding of Who My Spirit is. He is SO pure, Clare. So very easily offended 
and yet purer than the finest molten gold. To assign Him wickedness, after having known the sweetness that 
He is, is unpardonable. 
 
“When one is prone to jealousy, bitterness, hatred. When one is manipulating and grasping for recognition and 
power. And they have known Me, but cast caution to the wind because they are so eaten up with jealousy… I 
warn them sternly to reform their heart right there and then. If they persist in that hardness, I punish them. I 
remove My covering and give the demons permission. I give them three warnings. 
 
“If they do not repent, but persist in their attitude and speak against My Holy Spirit, calling good – evil: that is 
the Unpardonable Sin. Their only hope for salvation is a deep and complete repentance, but their garment of 
salvation will be marked for eternity.” 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, a lot of people were wanting to know about this. 
 
(Jesus) “And, that is precisely why I am speaking on it now. I have heard their prayers. Is it possible to go to 
Heaven after committing that sin? The answer is YES, it is. 
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“But the conditions I explained above must all be met for the person to have committed the sin. If they are 
ignorant and have a mouth like a sprinkler, they are not culpable, although I do give them a strong check in the 
spirit, none the less. Even if they are not believers, they will feel guilt on a deep level. That’s the beginning of a 
properly formed conscience. They will reflect on that feeling, it will be bothersome, even though they are not 
quite sure why.” 
 
“My love, I want you to take people a little more seriously … please. I will reveal to you who is sincere and who 
is just using you. But, you do your best with each one until I reveal their heart to you. 
 
“And to you, My Youtube children… Do your utmost to present yourself approved to God, a worker who does 
not need to be ashamed, rightly handling the Word of Truth. But keep away from profane, empty babblings, for 
they go on to more wickedness, and their word shall eat its way like cancer. The Lord knows those who are 
His. Everyone who confesses the Name of the Lord must turn away from wickedness. (2 Timothy 2:15-17, 19) 
 
“But in a large house there are not only vessels of gold and silver, but also of wood and clay, some unto value 
and some unto no value. If then, anyone cleanses himself from these, he shall be a vessel unto value, having 
been holy, of good use to the Lord, having been prepared for every good work. And flee from the lusts of 
youth, but pursue righteousness, belief, love and peace with those calling on the Lord out of a clean heart. But 
refuse foolish and stupid questions, knowing that they breed quarrels. And a servant of the Lord should not 
quarrel but be gentle towards all, able to teach, and patient when wronged, in meekness instructing those who 
are in opposition, lest somehow God gives them repentance unto a thorough knowledge of the truth, and they 
come to their senses, out of the snare of the devil, having been taken captive by him to do his desire. (2. 
Timothy 2:20-26) 
 
(Clare) This passage of Scripture describes everything He’s been talking about. And, this thing with Jealousy 
and maligning the Holy Spirit – He even mentions that – ‘they’ll come to their senses and escape from the trap 
of the devil.’ This is his trap… He has taken them captive to do his will. The devil’s will is to denounce 
something that is from the Holy Spirit. And He gets two kicks out of that. One is… he brings down the minister 
in the eyes of the people. The other is… he derails the people from learning from that minister, because 
they’re scandalized. So, that’s taking people captive to do his will. 
 
(Jesus) “You have taught them much of what I have given you. Some are putting it into practice. Others are 
lazy and just want answers. I say to them: seek Me and I will give you answers, but you must seek Me with all 
your heart. I’m not an easy catch. To those who do not yet know Me, yes, I am tender and close at hand. To 
those who have known me for quite some time, but are not seeking Me vigilantly, this shows Me a lack of 
serious concern on your part, laziness and disrespect. This resembles the servant who had one talent and 
went and buried it. 
 
“To the Assembly of Laodicea… I advise you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, so that you become rich, 
and white garments, so that you become dressed, so that the shame of your nakedness might not be shown, 
and anoint your eyes with ointment, so that you see. As many as I love, I reprove and discipline. So be ardent 
and repent. (Revelation 3:18-19) 
 
“You have taught them how to fish, now I want to see their catch. Come to Me, My Brides, and seek answers 
from Me. There is nothing wrong with using your Bible as an oracle. Try Me in this, and I will prove to you that 
this is acceptable and even virtuous. But, along with this, you must have a commitment to renounce yourself in 
all things or you will not understand, or care to understand what I am showing to you. 
 
“It is a true saying that a man will only recognize a problem that he is willing to do something about. If he is 
lazy or rebellious, he will declare that he could not understand the answer and is not willing to work any harder 
at it. But, for those of you who press in, you I will reward with understanding. If any of you lack wisdom, come 
to Me and I will anoint your understanding to coincide with Mine. That is wisdom. 
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“Well, I think I have given you all enough to think on. My blessing is upon you who diligently seek My Truth in 
all things. And, for those who are still standing around and not working out their salvation with fear and 
trembling, I say to you… I am coming and there will be weeping and wailing for those who did not take their 
election seriously. Repent and I will bless your every effort. I love you all tenderly. Make Me proud. Use what 
you have learned.” 
 
 

Violate your Comfort Zone... Break free of that Pharisee Leash & A Warning 

 
July 25, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… “A little humility goes a long way. But, don’t condemn yourself. That accomplishes nothing but 
demoralization. You get enough of that on a daily basis from the world. And yes, this is for everybody: don’t 
get down on yourself when you make poor choices. I am right there with you, with My arm around you, saying, 
‘Come on. Let’s try again.’ That’s all it means to Me – very simply, a lesson learned now; in the future we’ll 
make better choices together.” 
 
“The devils are opportunists, as I have told you before, so don’t give them opportunity. Get up and keep going. 
Many times they have set you up anyway…just to see if you’ll fall for it. After a few times, you begin to get the 
picture and stop falling for it.” 
 
“I want to give all of you an encouraging word tonight. Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither were My saints. 
So, don’t push yourselves excessively, beyond what you can feel is My desire.” 
 
“All of you have made progress with what I’ve been giving Clare. Some of you have made spectacular 
progress, especially those who do not have to fight against the formation you got from people with religious 
spirits.” 
 
“When I say religious spirit, I don’t mean Catholic or Liturgical churches – I mean believers with an extremely 
staunch, hardline and narrow viewpoint. Those who stopped learning years ago and are still defending and 
repeating the same litanies over doctrine, rules and ways of living and worship that were passed onto them.” 
 
“I have done many things out of the ordinary that have come under serious condemnation from those whose 
comfort zone feels violated by My Holy Spirit’s new way of moving. It is so easy to defend what you’ve been 
taught and condemn what you’ve never personally experienced. What I want to tell you tonight is that ‘You will 
know them by their fruits.’” 
 
“Going to Heidi Baker. She was a hungry woman. She worked in a dried up and barren mission field with very 
little fruit to show for her labors… which ,by the way, were in keeping with what she had been taught growing 
up and at the university level. She followed the conservative way –and it led nowhere. After years of that, she 
was left hungry and aching, asking so many ‘why’ questions. She loved the people and she loved Me and she 
knew, just knew, there had to be something more.” 
 
“When you’ve tried everything in your sphere of knowledge and nothing brings results, you get desperate. She 
was desperate and willing to try something that could result in her losing her funding. She was in love with Me 
and with the people and was desperate to touch them deeply – to see real miracles, signs and wonders 
resulting in conversion. Mass conversions. So, she went out on a limb and her support sawed it off.” 
 
“But, when she went back to the mission field with the new anointing she gained at the Airport, I struck her with 
the greatest move of God ever on the African continent. That’s saying a lot. That’s fruit. ‘You will know them by 
their fruits.’” 
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“When I incarnated, I deliberately looked foolish: born to a lowly carpenter, raised up in poverty in one of the 
lowliest vocations of the day. I did this deliberately, because I wanted to be recognized by My Spirit, not My 
wealth. I could have made a grand entrance, impressing even the rulers of the day, but I came for those who 
were desperate, just like Heidi. The ones that were trampled on every day by the ruthless Romans, not the 
ones taking their ease in palaces by oppressing the poor. And, there was only one way I could be recognized: 
by My fruit. Lives were changed, new traditions were instituted, the seriously ill were healed, the lame walked, 
the blind could see. This is what I mean by fruit.” 
 
“If your discernment cannot operate out of your comfort zone, you’re going to have problems. In fact, satan 
relies on that flaw in your understanding and will exploit it for all it’s worth. For instance, if one day the news 
should announce that the Messiah is coming, and he makes a grand entrance – approximating the 
supernatural. And every eye should see him, because the news cameras will see to it – and he makes world 
peace after a time of destruction and promises everyone prosperity, emptying money into the pockets of the 
masses… all of this would fit the comfort zones of those who maintain their thinking inside the comfort zones 
society has provided for them. They would fall for this false messiah in a heartbeat.” 
 
“In the meantime, the Christians with discernment would be mercilessly persecuted, homes and children taken 
from them, put into jails and executed as dissenters. Those whose comfort zones had been pandered to would 
applaud such moves and call all Christians trouble makers. I do not wish for you, My People, to be fooled by 
anyone. I am warning you now: there will be a spectacular display of the supernatural to convince all that the 
messiah has truly come. You will not stand unless you are willing to oppose the status quo, and opposing the 
status quo will have serious consequences.” 
 
“What are you willing to relinquish in your ways of thinking? How far out of the box are you willing to take your 
faith? Have you in the past recognized a move of the Holy Spirit and corresponded with it? Or, have you 
denounced it along with the people who had no discernment.” 
 
“Some of you who have visited this channel are not comfortable with the way I talk to Clare. You feel 
something good but your upbringing in the faith totally contradicts how I speak to her. At times, you feel 
threatened…could it really be this easy to talk to God?” 
 
“Get acquainted with the moving of My Spirit in ways that you are unaccustomed to. You need to practice this 
skill, whether you’re taken in the Rapture or stay behind. You’ll need to be able to recognize Me in My variety 
of movements. I love variety, I love fun, I love to be close to you. I love to show My human side to you. After 
all, that is one reason I incarnated on this Earth, to reveal the Love of the Father to you.” 
 
“Get accustomed to finding Me in ways you never expected. Go deeper in your discernment. Take the time to 
stretch your thinking and definitely rebuke a Religious Spirit, because that’s what’s behind your difficulties in 
discerning Me. I don’t fit in the box… and neither should you. I’ve called you to be Mine, exclusively – not the 
byproduct of some religious denomination or non-denomination. I created you to be unique and an individual. 
Don’t allow yourself to be crammed into someone’s comfort zone. Grow into who you are, no matter how 
unconventional and out-of-the-box it may seem to you. If you feel the fire in your heart, pursue it. Don’t allow 
the enemy to water you down with someone else’s boundaries, guidelines and agenda for your life. Take the 
collar off your neck and break free of that Pharisee leash.” 
 
“I have come that you may have life, and LIFE ABUNDANTLY in the Spirit. But, it will never happen if you’re 
living someone else’s vision of who you are. You need the courage to discern for yourself. Swim against the 
current and cleave to My Spirit, above all else. He is the only One that should be setting your guidelines and 
boundaries, in a fresh and exciting way, without the musty old murmurings of a crowd that died a long time ago 
and gave up their dreams to protect their future.” 
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“So, this message is about discernment, breaking free of a Religious Spirit, and proceeding on your way with 
My Holy Spirit. Into the life you should be living in the Spirit; out of the comfort zone.” 
 
“I bless you now, with the courage to commit to thinking as I think, doing as I would do, and tasting the fruits of 
the tree over the fence, OUT of your comfort zones… but right in My back yard.” 
 
 

Have you been hit by a Sucker Punch? 

 
July 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus & Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Lord I pray that you would bless Your family with a teachable spirit this day. 
 
I had a rough morning, and I had a temptation that hit me – a temptation of rejection and abandonment that hit 
me like a crumbling brick wall. Just before I was going to listen for the Lord’s message today. It nearly took me 
totally down – but I had recourse to find out whether this temptation, this thought that I had that was so 
discouraging was from God or from a demon. So, I’m going to share with you what happened. 
 
When I first came into prayer, the first thing the Lord said to me was… 
 
(Jesus) “Don’t let the devils take you for a ride like that! You should know when you get hit that hard that it’s a 
sucker punch. I have many angels watching over you but you must choose who you will listen to.” 
 
(Clare) I was thinking, ‘Oh, no, Lord – please don’t make me share this too!’ And, it occurred to me that the 
rest of my time here on Earth before the rapture was going to be one confession of weakness after another. 
Oh, my gosh, please say it isn’t so. 
 
Jesus broke in… “Why not… isn’t everything a teachable moment?” 
 
(Clare) With You, Lord? Always. 
 
(Jesus) “Well then, teach.” 
 
(Clare) I was afraid You’d say that, Lord, can’t I have a private moment? Do I have to show ALL my 
weaknesses? 
 
(Jesus) “Do I need to answer that Clare?”” 
 
(Clare) No. (sigh) 
 
So, this is what happened. I think all you dear ones can relate. Ever had a friend, a very best friend, someone 
you had really cherished and all of a sudden you weren’t their friend anymore? They just weighed anchor and 
sailed away? 
 
Well, I think we all have. I don’t make friends, deep friends easily…as the Lord says, He entrusted Himself to 
no man because He knew their hearts. I found out the hard way how fickle and jealous hearts can be. 
Especially when your friend has a commitment to the status quo… and you, they’ve discovered, are a little 
weird. Or maybe even a LOT weird. And overnight, your friendship raised its sails and disappeared over the 
horizon. 
 
Well anyway, for the last few days I’ve been getting readings from the Scriptures about Judas and how He 
betrayed Jesus. That’s never a good sign. And there was only one person I could think of that could hurt me 
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as much as Judas hurt Jesus. And this friend, it seemed, was getting very busy… too busy to talk for days and 
had explained why, which I totally understood. But, I still began to feel something potentially painful was going 
on. 
 
Well, this morning when I was preparing to hear the message, I was overcome with a sense of strong grief, to 
the point where I nearly fell to my knees. I tried to reason through it, but such a strong wave of rejection came 
over me, it was like someone just died. I am very familiar with that feeling, and I know where it leads to – and 
it’s never good. Here I was, getting ready to prepare a message for all of you and I got hit with a tsunami of 
rejection in someone I had really entrusted my heart to. 
 
When you haven’t discerned who is putting this in your head, you may very well fall for it while the other 
person may also be suffering their own trials. This is one way the devils separate close friends! No, it’s 
imperative that you know the truth before that lie exhausts you with fear or grief. 
 
Now, I at least know that I should always check in with the Lord when something like that happens. So, Ezekiel 
and I both went to prayer, and we asked the Lord for a Rhema – an anointed word, from the Bible Promises. 
And when we did, Ezekiel got good readings. We both did. We got nothing but good readings about that 
person – not the kind of readings that I would get if they were betraying me – not those kind of readings at all, 
rather very good readings. But… some indications that something difficult was going on. Nothing about lying, 
or stabbing me in the back or anything like that. 
 
I had reached out to that person but they weren’t responding, even in the least little bit. And this wave of 
rejection was pounding me. My last reading in the Bible Promises was about getting into prayer. So, I dusted 
myself off and went straight to prayer. The very moment I sat down before the Lord with the intention of being 
there for Him, He said… 
 
(Jesus) “You’ve been hit with a temptation. It’s not true.” 
 
(Clare) And emotionally, the grief began to lift off of me and I began to recover myself. So, mind you… here 
the Lord had given me confirmations in the Bible Promises, and then spoken to me as well. Well, about an 
hour later, the friend called me and shared the trial they had just been through that had nothing to do with 
dropping our friendship. So…here I am, Lord. 
 
Jesus began… “This is so common, and what I want to say to you all is that the devils will use this on you if 
you let them. Don’t go into agreement with such things as this, come to Me and discern if there is any truth to 
it.” 
 
“How do you do that? You get an outside confirmation, something you cannot choose or manipulate in any 
way – you need a Rhema, an anointed word from ME.” 
 
“Clare was able to recover and do this message because she had My assurance that it was a lie and she was 
under attack. What if she took the bait and ran with it, crying, grieving, totally messed up and unable to 
function? These attacks are far too common and My People do not know how to handle them, so they fall into 
depths of despair, thinking the false report was My Spirit warning them.” 
 
“I call this a sucker punch – you’ve just been knocked down and hit hard. They are immobilizing and unless 
you spot them before they get a foothold, they knock you out of commission until you can get to the truth of the 
matter.” 
 
“Some of you are too ‘mature’ and ‘intelligent’ to use the Bible as an oracle. You are the most likely to get 
misled or with no leading from Me at all because of your Pride. Many of you continue to ask for a word when I 
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have taught you how to get your own word. Many of you continue to languish and say I’m not speaking to you, 
you never hear Me, or what am I doing wrong and so on.” 
 
“May I say, it’s not what you are doing wrong, it’s what you are NOT doing. You’re not taking the initiative to 
seek a Rhema from Me. Unless you become like a little child, you cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven. A little 
child doesn’t ask its parent, ‘Are you sure it’s ok? But isn’t that fortune telling? Are you sure God will give me 
the right Scripture? How can God lead me to the right Scripture with my own hands when He’s in Heaven and 
I’m down here?’ Hello? I LIVE in you.” 
 
“No, a little child simply picks up the book, prays like she’s been told to pray and opens it. Then, wonder of 
wonders, God picked the reading!! She had the faith and the obedience to do a very simple thing and because 
of that I was able to instruct her.” 
 
(Clare) As an aside, I just want to say that, here the Lord is not asking you to put aside testing the spirits. We 
must ALWAYS test the spirits. But, if you’ve been listening to this channel consistently you’ve already tested 
the spirits. He is asking you to Trust Him and not be looking to have all the answers as to why this works. 
You’ve already discerned Jesus is speaking. Now it’s time to just trust and obey. 
 
(Jesus) “So, I’m asking you to put down your university degrees and pick up a pacifier. It will do you a world of 
good to get closer to your childhood. I want to be your Father, your Counselor, your Prince of Peace, but you 
are still too worldly. The intellectuals are your father, the scholarly are your counselors and you have no 
peace.” 
 
“For those of you who will listen and act in faith, I have some wonderful guidance for you. And, for the others 
who are still questioning Me, I’m sorry – you’ll have to continue to live in the confusion of your own minds until 
you figure out that your way is NOT My way. When you figure that out, I will have answers for you.” 
 
“My children do not be stubborn. I will instruct you and teach you in the way which you should go; I will counsel 
you with My eye upon you. Don’t be like a horse or mule, that has no understanding, that must be held in 
check by a bit and bridle. I am, in this moment, blessing you with a teachable spirit and Godly wisdom, if you 
will have it.” 
 
“My sheep hear My voice. Press in, I am longing to speak with you.” 
 
 

Sincerity, Honesty & The Vibration that goes with the Truth 

 
July 27, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) This morning the Lord had a message for us about Sincerity. I looked up the meaning of this word… It 
means being free from pretense, deceit, or hypocrisy. Characteristics like honesty, genuineness, truthfulness, 
integrity, trustworthiness, straightforwardness, and openness. 
 
(Jesus) “One of the things I most value in a vessel of Mine is sincerity. There is a vibration that goes with truth, 
it is very subtle but powerful, as has been said ‘Truth carries its own anointing.’ When you speak the truth, that 
vibration penetrates deep down into the heart of a soul. It lodges there, never to leave and becomes a very 
part of that person. 
 
“I wish for all My vessels to be without pretense and sincere, but it is costly. From childhood on you are taught 
to hide your weaknesses, to give the impression of being strong, perfect, without flaw. This has the effect of 
building walls of alienation and pretense to protect the inner man who is vulnerable, tender and soft. It is a 
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social survival mechanism that has absolutely no relevance in My Kingdom on Earth. You are not Gods, you 
are human with flaws and when you hide them you effectively cut off spiritual growth in yourself and in others. 
 
“When flaws are out in the open they have to be worked on. They won’t be tolerated by others, in the sense 
that they can continue to do damage. I address them openly and ask you to do the same. Without solidarity 
between people, you become islands impenetrable, hidden, dark, shameful, obtuse and closed. This is the 
state of society now, but not in Heaven. In Heaven, all thoughts are open and visible to everyone because 
compassion abounds and charity rushes to comfort those who are lacking.” 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, I thought that in Heaven we didn’t have any faults? 
 
(Jesus) “Oh no. In Heaven you will continue to have areas where you need to grow in depth and 
understanding. What you won’t have is sin.” 
 
(Clare) Lord, this is difficult to comprehend because I have always heard that in Heaven we are perfect, whole, 
entire, lacking nothing. After I said that, I remembered the River of Life for the healing of the nations. So 
obviously there will be shortcomings, and healing will have to take place. 
 
(Jesus) “My Love, in Heaven all knowledge will be available to you even as you question it. But, wisdom is an 
acquired quality. It takes time and experience to cultivate and wisdom is greatly lacking on this Earth. Each 
soul is capable of infinitely more understanding and love, but these areas have to be opened up in layers, by 
inquiry. Inquiry happens when the soul develops a hunger for something. And, in Heaven, it always has to do 
with love and healing. Everything in Heaven is done from the motive of LOVE.” 
 
(Clare) What about things like mechanics, architecture, energy, etc. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, even those things begin with the motive of improving, assisting and enriching life. These are gifts 
stemming from love. 
 
“Love is the valued particle. All the other things are subservient to Love. The motive and sustenance of 
Heaven is Love. Nothing at all occurs in Heaven that does not have love as its source. It is also the particle 
scientists are trying to isolate and capture. To them I say… ‘Love cannot be captured because Love is of God 
and God cannot be captured. You’re wasting your time.’ I have designed it that way because I understood 
from the beginning the corruption of free will in men and knew it would eventually come down to this. 
 
“Back to sincerity and transparency and vulnerability. I want you to continue to manifest openness, that it is 
safe to be real, this is unconditional love in action. When people can confess their faults openly to one another, 
when there is understanding, healing can take place and there is a sense of solidarity instead of isolation. 
 
“You see it is this isolation that drives people to the brink of insanity. Their life loses relevance in the world at 
large when their faults cannot be brought out into the open and dealt with. They live a double life. The one they 
show to others to be accepted and the one that is really going on inside of them. When these two are 
reconciled to one another you become whole and healed. 
 
“But, as long as they are separated, there is an element of illness and encumbrance to growth. You cannot 
grow and move ahead when you are constantly dragging and covering up your dark side. You have to cope 
with what’s really going on and appear as though nothing is lacking. This double life is endlessly tiring. So, it is 
much easier to be who you are and take the flack for it. 
 
“My aim is to bring souls to a place where it’s ok to be struggling with faults and working on them without 
condemnation. This is where real love emerges to nourish and strengthen one another. How I love to see the 
kindness of souls who comfort the downtrodden and weak. How I love to see this charity in action, as it is in 
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Heaven so it is on Earth. Everyone who has ever visited Heaven knows that thoughts are totally visible to 
everyone. And, as you experienced, when they are difficult everyone rushes to comfort.” 
 
(Clare) Yes, I had an experience in Heaven. I was invited to a dinner with a very holy family of people I 
recognized from the 1800’s, who led holy lives devoted 100% to God. As we were all sitting at the table, one 
particular person walked in, who I greatly admired the writings of. She sat at the head of the table opposite 
Jesus and I was sitting on His left. I became jealous. Everyone in the room stopped eating. The one I was 
jealous of stood to her feet and came running to embrace me, and everyone comforted me saying that they all 
had experienced jealousy in their earthly lives, but in Heaven those feelings will not exist. 
 
(Jesus) “Yes, exactly, that’s precisely what I’m talking about. Jealousy is a terribly ugly emotion and at the root 
of many sins. No one wants to be jealous. But, rather than condemn you for these negative feelings, they all 
rushed to your side to comfort you and confess their own struggles with that sin. 
 
“You see, there would be no sickness on this Earth if everyone confessed their faults to one another and 
received healing prayer. This is how I designed life on Earth to be. But, because of ego, pride, and greed, 
people covered it over and led a secret life of sin. 
 
“That’s what I am saying to you, dear ones. If you want to be raptured, you do not want to have secret lives of 
sin. You want to be open with one another and pray for help. As long as you are committed to changing, I will 
take you – whether you have totally conquered the fault or not, the commitment to change is there. But, for 
those of you who are nourishing a secret life of sin and looking pure on the outside, I will leave you behind to 
be purified. 
 
“For those of you who have been struggling with entanglements in sin, the chains will suddenly break off and 
you will fly Home freely to Me. In the blink of an eye, you will be delivered from the sins that beset and 
entrapped you. Sins you have fought against for decades will suddenly evaporate into nothing. Nothing dark 
will be able to cling to you or hold you back. In the blink of an eye, transforming Grace will liberate you from 
the bondages of Earth. This will be My magnificent gift to My Bride. 
 
“Now I want you to take these thoughts to heart, My Dear Ones. I am giving you a chance to repent of hidden 
sin in your life. Bring these things to Me, confess them openly, ask for prayer from your friends, let the light 
shine in those dark places. Pray for one another. Open the windows to let the Grace in and completely 
transform you. Then, in that moment, there will nothing be there, that can hinder your flight to Me. Truly, you 
will be set free. 
 
“I bless you now for embracing a holy life where there are no musty corners for the demons to hide out in, no 
hooks for them to use against you. Your transparency and My deliverance have met. I will bring you up out of 
your pit, out of despair with things you have never been able to conquer. Out of shame, because you felt you 
were the only one; out of bondage and crutches that hampered and made it impossible to walk in freedom. 
 
“I bless you this day, to open up to the safe haven of My Love where you will acquire all that you need to make 
this commitment.” 
 
 

I want to talk about Communion... Do not argue, rather love each other 

 
July 30, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord’s Blessing is truly with us, dear Family. 
 
(Jesus) “I want to talk to you about Communion.” 
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(Clare) Oh boy, that’s a touchy subject… kind of a ‘no go zone’, isn’t it? Since so many are at odds about what 
communion truly is. 
 
(Jesus) “Haven’t I made Myself perfectly clear on this? At the very least seven times in the Scriptures? If you 
believe in your heart, and confess with your lips in all sincerity, I will be present to you in a miraculous way in 
communion. This is My provided way, for the times you live in. 
 
“I have already provided the Scriptures to convince any skeptic that I am truly present in the Bread and Wine. 
It may look like bread and wine, but none-the-less, I have chosen to be there with you, that you might be 
nourished for the journey. Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood remains in me, and I in them. (John 
6:56) 
 
“There is absolutely no sense in arguing about the way different faiths approach the communion table. This 
channel is not for that purpose. But, all Christian faiths are agreed that I have declared, ‘This is My Body and 
My Blood.’ Their particular way of approaching the communion table may be different, though. 
 
“But you, My Bride, must be nourished on My Body and My Blood as well. This is our point of physical union… 
The bread becomes a part of you physically, and because of that, you and I become One. You are fruitful and 
bear spiritual children, as well as being strengthened for the journey. 
 
“If you are from a liturgical church and receive communion from a priest, make sure to reinforce the words… 
‘truly, Jesus, this is Your Body, and this is Your Blood’. In this way, any lack of intention due to the destruction 
of the church and the faith from the inside out will be accounted for and made up for in your confession. Yes, 
you will repair for any lack of faith by your deep reverence and the faith proclamation of your heart. I will honor 
the sincere prayer of faith. 
 
(Clare) I think what the Lord is alluding to here is that, in this day and age there’s so many different kinds of 
ministers and priests, who when they say… “This is the Body and Blood of Jesus’ – they don’t really mean it, 
they don’t really believe it. And what the Lord is saying is that our confession of faith, that it truly is His Body 
and Blood…that this will make up the difference for their lack of faith. 
 
(Jesus) “May I say, I ALWAYS honor the sincere prayer of faith, although I might not always answer it the way 
you wish. But, in matters of communion, I will. Not all of you will agree with Me. You have the right to disagree, 
but I would ask you to consider that these times in which you live, what seems to be the truth on the outside is 
sometimes lacking in internal form and this is to be considered in any church you receive communion. It is a 
Mystery of redemption and salvation, sanctifying you for all eternity. 
 
“As it is written in John 6:53… Therefore, Jesus said to them… Very truly I tell you, unless you eat the flesh of 
the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have no life in you. 
 
“I want each of you to design your own communion service using, the Last Supper as your guide. To the 
degree that you believe, to that degree I will be present to you. As things become darker and darker, I want to 
strengthen you completely in every possible way. The reception of My Body and Blood is one of many ways, 
but profoundly important to Me. 
 
“Very truly I tell you, the one who believes has eternal life. I am the bread of life. Your ancestors ate the manna 
in the wilderness, yet they died. But here is the bread that comes down from heaven, which anyone may eat 
and not die. I am the living bread that came down from heaven. Whoever eats this bread will live forever. This 
bread is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world. (John 6:47-51) 
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“For those of you who come from a tradition, continue to receive communion as you do. But, if that should ever 
be brought to an end through persecution, have your own private service in reverence and faith and I will be 
present to you in a special way.” 
 
“I long to be received into the heart of My Bride. I long to share this communion with you. I long that we should 
be One in every possible way. Do not deny Me access to your bodies through communion. Do not abstain 
from receiving Me because you have fallen. It is the sick that need communion the most. First, confess to Me 
what you have done, sincerely from the heart repenting, and then you may receive.” 
 
“I want you to follow the conviction of your hearts. If you receive from a priest, continue to receive, 
remembering to confess in faith My presence. If you receive at a non-liturgical church, continue to do so as 
long as your conscience bears witness – but, be sure to confess in faith My presence.” 
 
“There is so much the many denominations teach that is error, and because of men’s egos, the Truth – for 
now – shall only be known in Heaven. Do not let a Religious spirit dominate your thinking on this. Do not bicker 
over traditions. May I say, I hate your bickering. It is filthy vomit in My eyes. Do you know it is better to be silent 
and maintain the bond of brotherhood and love than to dissemble and contend with one another? What was 
ever accomplished by that, but enmity.” 
 
“For your information, I will reveal truth to you in your conscience but you are not to force it upon anyone else 
and say ‘I am of Paul, his way is better. I am of Peter, no! His way is better!’ Do you see how foolish you are in 
the sight of the angels? Rather pray for one another that the truth will prevail and the rest I shall do in My Own 
Timing.” 
 
“In the meantime, love one another as I have loved you.” 
 
 
Here follows an Example of a simple Communion Service by Sister Clare 
 
Dear Family… The Lord has promised that if we confess with our mouth and believe sincerely with our heart, 
He will indeed visit us in a very special way through a simple home-spun communion service. 
 
There are seven very short parts to this service… 1-Worship, 2-Thanksgiving, 3-Confession of our Sins, 4-
Reading a Word from Scripture, 5-The Blessing, 6-Receiving Communion, 7-Resting in the Lord 
 
1. Begin with Worship… Have a worship song or two before your prayers if you have time. 
 
2. Thanksgiving… Lord, I thank and praise You for all You have done for me, all You have given and that You 
will never forsake me. 
 
3. Confession… I confess I have sinned against You and my brother. (list your sins) Pause. Have mercy on 
me, O God, according to your unfailing love; forgive me and, cleanse me from my sins. Create in me a pure 
heart O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me, and grant a willing spirit, to sustain me. 
 
4. A Word From Scripture… Your Word is a light unto my feet, guide me in Your ways. Open randomly to a 
rhema reading, meditate on that, repeat it out loud. Remember to confess this word all day. 
 
5. The Blessing… On the night before You died, You had supper with Your apostles, You took bread from the 
table, lifted it up to the Father and gave thanks and praise. You broke the bread (break the bread) and gave it 
to Your apostles saying… “Take this, all of you , and eat it: This is My Body which will be given up for you.” 
(set it aside) Then, You took the cup, lifted it up to the Father and gave thanks, saying… Take this all of you, 
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and drink from it, this is the cup of My Blood, the Blood of the new and everlasting covenant. It will be shed for 
you and for all so that sins may be forgiven. Do this in memory of Me. (set the cup aside) 
 
6. Receiving Communion… Before you receive communion recite this prayer… “Lord I am not worthy that You 
should come under my roof, but only say the word and I will be healed. May Your Body and Blood give me the 
strength to live for You until You Come for us in glory.” 
 
7. Resting in the Lord… Spend time with Jesus after communion, dwell with Him as He strengthens you with 
Himself. 
 
 
Here follows an Example of a private Communion by Brother Ezekiel 
 
Knowing that we are the “Body” of Christ, and that a Body cannot be dissected under normal circumstances, I 
simply sit down at my little prayer altar, with my Bible, a small piece of Bread, and either grape juice/or wine. I 
usually try to quiet myself before the Lord, asking Him if there is anything particular on His Heart. 
 
I then prayerfully ask the Holy Spirit to guide me, and I open My Bible. I do this three different times, Once to 
an old testament reading, then to a Psalm, and lastly to a gospel Reading. (by reading, I mean – which ever 
page the Bible opens to, I will stay with those two pages in front of me. Something should ‘stand out’ to you, or 
get your attention. 
 
Just read these readings as if Jesus or the Father were literally sitting right there in front of you – as if you are 
reading a personal letter from Him to you in that moment, as if He is speaking directly to you. For Example: 
Psalm 23 – “My Precious Child, I AM your Shepherd, You will lack for nothing…(and so on). 
 
The key is, make it personally for you, paraphrasing it so that He is speaking directly to you. This way of 
reading Scripture will truly bring you into a whole new personal experience of really communicating with Him! 
 
After I have spent some time with the Scriptures, I try to call to remembrance any sins I may have committed, 
and sincerely repent of anything that I have done, thought, or spoken – or neglecting to be kind or loving to 
someone. 
 
Naturally you would ask His forgiveness. You might then pray for any special needs, or intercede for others at 
this time. 
 
After that, offer the Bread and the Wine to our Lord, asking Him to Bless it, and receive His Most Precious 
Body and Blood, for yourself, and for all others that you can think of, remembering that you are joining with the 
Body of Christians all over the world in these moments. 
 
I would just say, be natural with Him. Also, Paul says that we are surrounded by a cloud of witnesses cheering 
us on in the race. Therefore, in these special moments, we are truly joining with the WHOLE Body of Christ 
undivided, remembering Jesus’ prayer “…that they may be one.” 
 
I know that very powerful graces come down, and are sent out, in and through us, whenever we ‘eat this 
bread, and drink this cup’. I don’t know of a stronger, and more intimately personal time of True Prayer and 
Fellowship with the Lord, and the Whole Body! 
 
Hope this helps you... In His Love, Ezekiel 
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Justified by Rulebooks & Doctrines or by your Love and Relationship with Me? 

 
August 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I’ve had some interesting responses to the Communion teaching that the Lord has given me to share 
with you. I have to admit that some of it wasn’t terribly positive. But, the moment I came into prayer, this heavy 
grief and oppression just hit my heart like a ton of bricks. And I could just feel the grief of the Lord, and I was 
grieved as He was grieved. A couple of people made remarks that were out of order, really. He wants to 
address some of these questions, concerns, and attitudes that people have about this subject. It’s important to 
Him. 
 
(Jesus) “I know exactly how you feel My Love, but you have been obedient to the letter without gloss or 
withholding anything I told you. You are dealing with some very obtuse, hard-hearted people on both sides, 
when there shouldn’t even BE sides. But, man has made a mockery of My teachings on communion, even 
though within one chapter of the Scriptures I make it plain, not once, not twice, but seven times. An obtuse 
spirit does not hear; it listens but hears not. Don’t be heart-broken Clare.” 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord – that song of John Michael’s brought back profoundly beautiful memories, things I miss. 
 
(Jesus) “I know. You must put them away, their time has expired. You cannot go back, I need you to go 
forward. I need you to nourish this flock with the Truth I am giving you. They hear My voice because they are 
My sheep. The others… well, they will have to go the long way around. Their hearts are hardened. On both 
sides, hearts are hardened.” 
 
“My children, you’d better make a deep inquiry into your conscience before Me. If there is one thing I have 
made clear to those who have listened, put no man between us. No man has the authority to shut your 
conscience down and command you to obey him. I have taught you to listen for My voice in the depths of your 
soul. Do not be confused by conflicting doctrines. As I have said before, this channel is not about doctrines, it’s 
about relationship. Haven’t you been manipulated enough by doctrines?” 
 
“I suppose not. But, when antichrist comes, you will be lost if you do not have a relationship with Me. 
Confusion will… No. Confusion IS now reigning in the liturgical churches and it’s only the beginning of the end. 
If you have been cleaving to men’s laws and not cultivated a relationship with Me, you will be lost.” 
 
“If you are hard hearted, self-righteous and infected with a religious Pharisee spirit, you will miss Me. Indeed, 
right now, you who chafe and grind your teeth, you have already missed Me. I was born in ignominy, not in 
royalty. Those who looked for the world’s accolades are the ones who crucified Me. Will you crucify Me again 
with your hard hearted doctrines?” 
 
“There is no more time for bickering. I shall visit each in the manner appropriate for them. Do you think 
because they do not follow your rules they will not enter Heaven? How wrong you are! How blind! Even the 
liturgical churches now teach that you do not have to be of their doctrine to enter Heaven. How blind you are, 
to think you are so correct and the only ones to enter Heaven. Did I not say the tax collectors and prostitutes 
would enter Heaven before you?” 
 
“Repent and take charge of your heart. Stand before Me with your conscience wide open and allow Me to 
point out the beams sitting in a dark corner there.” 
 
“And, for those of you on the opposite end of the spectrum, oh… how I abhor division, I would say… ‘Stop 
judging those you know nothing about.’ You repeat what you have been told, but very, very few of you have 
taken the time and trouble to investigate for yourself. Rather, it’s been more convenient to listen to lies and go 
along with the crowd. Every idle word will be judged, every false accusation will be accounted for.” 
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“Clean your own house, your own conscience and point not the finger at what you truly do not understand. Put 
presumption and judgment down once and for all. I am speaking to some of you right now. You feel the 
conviction in your heart. Pay attention. This is for your own good, as well as for the good of your brother, 
whom you do not understand or approve of.” 
 
“For the sake of the integrity of this channel I will say no more on this subject. My heart is that there be no 
more division, and in Heaven – I will have My way. But, until then – if you wish to be pleasing to Me, do not 
attack the faith of others, nor their beliefs. If you are still doing that, you are not paying attention to what I have 
taught you here.” 
 
“In Heaven, you will know the truth. On Earth, you see as through a glass darkly. Do not presume to know all 
the mysteries of My incarnation, death and resurrection. Rather, know that I came to Love all men and die on 
the cross to have them in Heaven with Me forever. Know that the Blood I shed was for all who confess Me, no 
matter what they believe.” 
 
“Know that I work in the conscience of all men, whether they choose to listen or not. And, I do not desire even 
one to perish. Know that you are not qualified to judge the faith of your brother, because you do not know how 
I am working in their conscience.” 
 
“Come out of the rule books and know Me in Spirit and in Truth. Set your rule books down and listen for My 
voice – very soon now and all your rule books will be burned in the fires of the antichrist. Then how shall you 
be justified? By your rules? Or by your relationship with Me?” 
 
“Enough scolding now. I love you tenderly, dearly, and with My very own Life’s Blood. I have set an example 
for you to follow. It is by your love for one another that I will recognize you when I come to rapture My Bride.” 


